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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
 
1B100 General 
This quality program plan sets forth the quality program require­
ments for the ERTS project and includes both the observatory and ground 
data handling systems. It defines the requirements for the effective 
implementation of a quality program to ensure that quality criteria and 
its requirements are recognized, definitized, and performed satisfactorily. 
1BIOI Relation to Other Contract Requirements 
The format of this plan parallels the headings of Specification 
NHB 5300.4 (IB), "Quality Program Provisions for Aeronautical and 
Space System Contractors" and detailed requirements contained in other 
parts of the contract. This plan, in conjunction with the procedures 
referenced herein, will be the governing quality specification for the 
project. Where overlaps exist between plans due to overlaps in specifi­
cations, references will be made to the appropriate plans. The Quality 
Program Plan is organized to support the Reliability and Test Monitoring 
and Control Plans. 
lB10Z Actions and Prerogatives of the Government 
The activities of the quality assurance system are subject to con­
tinuous surveillance by NASA and Defense Contractors Administration 
Services (DCAS) quality assurance representatives. Specific mandatory 
inspection points, as established by contract, will be documented in a 
quality assurance project item requirement procedure (QAPIR) upon 
receipt of detailed requirements from the government agencies. Docu­
ments, records, equipment, facilities, and assistance are provided to 
the government representatives for performance of their duties. 
IBI03 Quality Program Documents 
Quality assurance system policy (GASP) 1. 2 and systems quality 
instruction (SQI) 1. 2. 1 entitled "Quality Assurance System of Documents," 
describe the policy and procedural documents to be utilized as the company 
standard for controlling product quality. A list of TRW Systems Group 
quality policies and procedures to be applied to the ERTS project is speci­
fied in Attachment I to systems quality instruction 1. 1. 1 entitled 
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"Project Quality Requirements, Project ERTS" (see Exhibit 1-1). 
Additions, deletions, or modifications to the TRW quality assurance 
system are not planned for the ERTS project. 
The TRW quality assurance manual meets the basic requirements 
of NHB 5300.4 (1B).- Figure 14 identifies therelationship between this 
specification and the project applicable TRW. quality assurance manual 
procedures. Specific quality project requirements are issued under 
separate quality instructions identified with the ERTS project. For 
example, quality assurance project item requirements (QAPIR's) will be 
generated at appropriate phases in the schedule. 
* 	 Exhibit 1-1, "Attachment to Systems Quality Instruction 
(SQI) 1.1. 1, Project Quality Requirements" (Unreleased) 
" 	 Exhibit 1-2, "Product Assurance Requirements for ERTS 
Suppliers (PAR 700-52)" 
* 	 Exhibit 1-3, "Product Assurance Requirements for ERTS 
Subcontractors (PAR 700-53)" 
* 	 "Quality Assurance Project Item Requirement (QAPIR) on 
Government Mandatory Inspection Requirements" (to be pre­pared upon request from NASA/GSFC and DCAS) 
In conjunction with this quality plan, the applicable quality assurance 
system policies and systems quality instructions are Type 1 controlling the 
implementing quality documents for the ERTS project quality functions 
which are subject to NASA approval. 
Project amendments to systems quality instructions (SQI's), quality 
assurance project item requirements (QAPIR's), quality instructions 
(QI's), project quality instructions (PQI's), quality assurance forms 
facsimile manual (QAFFM), and quality operating instructions (QOI's) 
are Type II documents used to supplement Type 1 documentation into 
detailed departmental, project, and operating procedures. These docu­
ments are considered internal management documents. These Type H 
documents are modified as the need arises and upon release will be made 
available for review by the contracting agency. 
Table 1-1 tabulates a listing of quality program documents refer­
enced in Appendix A of NHB 5300.4 (IB) and quality documents listed in 
the contractual performance assurance data requirements list for ERTS. 
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Table 1-1. Quality Program Documents and Data Requirements List 
Retain/Submit 
Reference Document /Data Development and Control Schedule 
13202-I Training documents As applicable Retain 
IB202-4 Training and certification As applicable Retain 
records 
IB03 Quality information Quality systems department Retain 
!B204/DRL Quality status report Project quality office Submit 
IB205-3/DRL Quality program audit reports Quality assurance directors office/ Submit 
project quality office 
IBZ06/DRL Quality program plan Project quality office Submit 
IB206-2b Policies and procedures Quality directors office Submit, as required 
IB300 Technical documents As appliablo Submit, as required 
IB300-2 Document review Division project quality management Retain 
1B302 Change control system Configuration management Retain 
document 
IB404 Identification list Configuration management Submit. as required 
IB501 -1 Quality records Procurement quality Retain 
IB 501-2/DRL Pre-award survey results Procurement quality Submit, as required 
DR L Supplier listings Quality assurance staff Submit 
1B502-I Procurement documents Procurement quality Retain 
DRL Subcontractor quality plans Project quality office Submit, as required 
1B506 , Receiving records Receiving inspection Retain 
IBSO8-1 Post award survey schedules Procurement quality Retain 
IR508-3 Post award survey results Procurement quality Retain 
IB600 Fabrication documents Production control Retain 
IB603-2 Processt ontrol procedures Division manufacturing, engineering. Retain 
and materials and processing 
1B603-3 Equipment certification Division manufacturing Retain 
iecords 
1604 Workmanship standards Design engineering Retain 
IB701 Inspection and test planning Quality assurance planning Retain 
1B702 Test specifications Design engineering Retain 
IB703 Inspection and test procedures Test and project quality engineers Retain 
1B704/DRL End-item inspection and test Integration test engineering and Retain 
specification and procedures project quality office 
1B705-7/DRL End-item inspection and test Applicable test engineering and Submit, as required 
report/observatory. GDHS. project quality office 
DCS accept test reports 
18706-1 /DRL Inspection and test records Quality assurance records center Submit, as required 
and data 
1B706-2/DRL Equipment records Quality assurance records center Submit, as required 
IB801 /DRL Nonconformance documentation Quality assurance records center Submit 
1B805 Written requests for NASA Performance assurance Submit, as required 
contracting officer approval 
IB900 Procedures for measurement Operations support (metrology) Retain 
processes 
IB902-3 Results of evaluations Operations support (metrology) Retain 
15905-7 Calibration records Operations support (metrology) Retain 
11000 Stamp control procedures Quality assurance staff Retain 
1B1100-1 Handling instructions Materiel and division manufacturing Retain 
1BI100-Z Storage procedures Materiel and integration stores Retain 
IB1101-3 Packing procedures and Materials handling and packaging Retain 
instructions engineers 
IBII02-2 Documentation package - Integration planning and logistics Submit, as required 
and project quality office 
IB1300-4 Government property records Custodial organization Retain 
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The ERTS project quality manager will be responsible for assuming the 
availability of acceptable documentation in accordance with the specified 
schedule. 
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CHAPTER 2: QUALITY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
 
AND PLANNING
 
1B200 General 
Quality as surance program planning at TRW begins with participation 
by quality assurance personnel inthe review and generation of inputs to the 
initial program proposal. Quality assurance controls are established for each 
type andmodel of hardware inaccordancewith Tables 2-1 through2-3. 
<After receipt of 
the contract, special dontract requirements are defined, andmanpower and 
costs are allocated for the various quality assurance tasks. These tasks 
encompass procurement, engineering design, development, fabrication, 
processing, assembly, inspection, test, checkout, papkaging, shipping, 
storage, maintenance, field use, flight preparation, flight operations, 
and ground data handling. Objective evidence of quality conformance 
including records of inspection and test results will be readily available 
to the contracting agency and their designated government representatives. 
IB201 Organization 
This section describes the TRW quality assurance organization and 
policies which will govern the quality tasks described throughout this plan, 
Quality assurance responsibilities for the ERTS project, defined 
throughout this plan, have been established in accordance with quality 
assurance systems policy (QASP) 1. 0. "Quality Assurance Policy and 
Organization". Quality assurance participates through all phases of the 
project from design to launch and postlaunch operations, including opera­
tion of the ground data handling system. The quality program is 
organized to provide prompt detection of problem areas and to facilitate 
timely and positive corrective action. 
The ERTS project office is in the Science and Environmental Sys­
tems Operations of Space Vehicles Division, TRW Systems Group. The 
organizational relationship of the ERTS project quality office is shown in 
Figure 2-1. The work task description for quality management is shown 
in Table 2-4. 
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Table 2-1. Quality Assurance Controls for Each Type 
of Model 
Quality 
Assurance 

Manual Quality Assurance 

Section Controls 

Policy and TRW quality assurance 
organization manual 
Quality participation
In design reviews and 
specification reviews 
Measuring and Measuring and test 
test equipment instrument calibration 
and maintenance 
Quality assurance 
approval of calibra­
tion procedures 
Procurement Verify procurement 
quality documents to project 
quality requirements 
Quality assurance pre-
ferred suppliers 
directory (QAPSD) 
Quality assurance 
preferred suppliers
directory, special 
process suppliers
 
(OAPSD)
 
PAR 700-5Z and 700-53 
Project electronic 
parts matrix 
QA receiving require-
ments on purchase 
documents per system 
instruction 304 
Receiving inspection 
Chemical and physical 
tests - raw material. 
propellant, and special 
processes
 
Inspection and Source inspection 
test 
First-article reporting 
Breadboard Models 
and Engineering 
Models Fabricated 
by Engineering 
Required 
Required -conceptual 
design review (DR 
No. 1) 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Required unless 
waived by personnel 
on divisional waiver 
list 
Required unless 
waived by personnel 
on divisional waiver 
list or by POM/POE 
Required for critical 
items and all raw 
materials 
Not required 
Not required 
Engineering Models 

Fabricated by 

Manufacturing 

Required 
Required -preliminary 
Design Review (DR 
No. 2) 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required for subcon-
tractors and critical 
suppliers only 
Required for critical 
special processes 
Required for subcon-
tractors and critical 
suppliers only 
Not required 
Required 
Required unless waived 
by POM 
Required and verified 
on a sample basis 
Required for subcon-
tractors and critical 
suppliers only 
Not required 
Flight, Prototype,
 
and Qualification
 
Hardware
 
Required 
Required -critical 
design review (DR 
No. 3) 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Requirqd 
Required and verified 
on a sample basis 
Required on subcon­
tracts and additionally 
where required by
project procurementquality requirements 
Prototype model re­
ceives total first-article 
inspection; qualification 
and flight models receive 
first-article inspection 
on all changes 
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Table 2-I. Quality Assurance Controls for Each Type
of Model (Continued) 
Quality 
Assurance 
Manual Quality Assurance 
Section Controls 
Acceptance test pro-
cedure review and 
quality assurance 
approval
 
Workmanship standards 
per engineering draw­
ing, process require­
ments. specifications, 
fb/inspection process 
procedures and appli­
cable QOI's 
Special cleanliness 
controls in fabrication, 
assembly, and 
process areas 
Finishes and 
processes 
Manufacturing/quality 
assurance integrated 
planning document 
Shelf-life age controls 
Segregated storage of 
flight versus ground 
and engineering 
model components 
Inspection of tooling 
Kitting inspection 
In-process inspection: 
mechanical, electrical, 
and process 
Test setup verification 
Unit acceptance test 
surveillance 
System acceptance test 
surveillance 
Test review board 
Failure reporting per 
project procedures 
Material identification 
controls
 
Breadboard Models 
and Engineering 
Models Fabricated 
by Engineering 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Engineering operation; 
PR series where 
critical processes 
involved
 
Not required 
Not reqeuired 
Required 
Not required 
Not required 
Support service at 
request by 
engineering 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Engineering Models 

Fabricated by 

Manufacturing 

Required 
Required 
Not required 
PR series 
Required; quality 
assurance must sign 
off the manufacturing 
shop paper 
Required unless vaived 
by project quality 
manager
 
Required 
Required where hard-
ware interchangea-
bility or interfaces 
are necessary 
Required; sample 
basis verification 
As specified on 
ianufacturing shop 
paper
 
Required whenever 
possible 
Required 
Required 
Not required 
Required 
Required 
Flight, Prototype,
 
and Qualification
 
Hardware
 
Required 
Required 
Required when neces­
sary to assure quality/ 
reliability per applit 
cable specifications 
PR series including 
personnel certification 
as applicable 
Required: quality assur­
ance must sign off the 
manufacturing shop 
paper
 
Required 
Required 
Requited: tools used 
for hardware acceptance 
must be certified by 
quality assurance 
Required; sample basis 
verification 
Required 
Required; verify to 
applicable test 
procedures 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
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Table 2-1. Quality Assurance Controls for Each Type 
of Model (Continued) 
Quality 
Assurance 

Manual Quality Assurance 

Section Controls 

Material and parts 
substitution 
Defect and trend 
statistics and analysis 
(performance reporting) 
Quality Unit data package 
assurance
 
records System level test data 
package 
Traceability Traceability of supplier 
verification materials, hardware, 
and assemblies 
Traceability of rRW-
manufactured items 
Unit identification 
Unit serialization 
Material Formal materiel 

review review board
 
Corrective Corrective action 

action
 
Configuration Accepted tag 

verification 

Quality assurance 
configuration 
verification 
Drawing and 
specification 
Breadboard Models 
and Engineering 
Models Fabricated 
by Engineering 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Engineering Models 

Fabricated by 

Manufacturing 

Not required 
Required on critical 
items or multiple 
builds 
Not required 
Required on formal 
DVT tests 
Not required 
Not required 
Required 
Required in accordance 
with applicable 
engineering drawings 
and configuration 
management plan 
Not required 
Required 
Completed tag must 
be attached to 
hardware 
Performed whenever 
possible but not 
required 
Approved engineering 
drawing/specifications 
Flight, Prototype,
 
and Qualification
 
Hardware
 
Must be authorized by 
engineering drawing 
or approved material/ 
part substitution list 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required as defined in 
quality assurance 
plan 
Traceable to applicable 
MSO/PAL 
Required 
Required in accordance 
with applicable engineer­
ing drawings and con­
figuration management 
plan 
Required 
Required 
Completed tag must be 
attached to hardware 
Verified to the con­
figuration level 
recorded on the manu­
facturing planning 
documents and full 
implementation of 
compute rized 
as-designed versus
 
as-built system 
Lateat effectivity 
Configuration Admin­
istration and Data 
Management released 
documents for 
respective model 
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Table 2-2. Quality Assurance Controls for Various Types of Electrical 
AGE, GDHS, Electronic GSE and Special Test Equipment 
Quality 
Assurance
Mae Quality A...... . . 
Section Controlsio 
Policy and TRW quality assurance 
organization manuel 
Quality articipation 
ignp re ews andspe cification reviews 
Measuring and Measuring and test 
test equipment instrument calibration
and maintenance 
Quality assurance 
ppproval of clibra­
tion procedures 
Procurement Verify procurement 
quality documents tO project 
quality requirements 
Quality assurance 
preferred suppliers' 
directory, specislprocess suppliers 
(QAPSD) 
Q ulity assurance 
preferred suppliers' 
directory (QAPSD} 
Vendor qualityre uire-
uents: PAR 700-
-
Project electronic 
parts matrix 
Quality assurance 
receiving require­
ment on purchase 
documents per 
systems quality 
instruction 304 
Receiving inspection 
Chenical and physical 
tests - raw material, 
propellant, and 
special processes 
Inspection Source inspection 
and test 
Fist-artile 
reporting 
Acceptance test pro-
cedure review and 
quality assurance 
approval 
Workmanship standards 
per engineering draw­
ing, process require­
ment specifications,
fab/insp process pro­
cedures and applicable 
quality instructions 
«i 
Electronic Ground special Purpose 
Support Equipment Test Equipent 
Required 
Required Required 
Required Required 
Required Required 
Required Required 
Required for critical Required for critical 
special processes special processes 
Required for subcon- Required for subcon­
tracts and critical tracts and critical 
suppliers only suppliers only 
Required for subcon- Required for subcon­
tracts and critical tracts and critical 
suppliers only suppliers only 
Not required Not required 
Required Required 
Required Required 
Required and veri- Required and verified 
Led on a sample on a sample basis 
basis 
a 
i 	 Required on subcon- Required on subcon­
tracts and critical tracts and critical 
suppliers hardware supplier hardware 
Not required Not required 
Required Required 
Required Required 
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Table 2-2. Quality Assurance Controls for Various Types of Electrical 
AGE, GDHS, Electronic GSE and Special Test Equipment 
Quality
 
Assurance
 
Manual 
Section 
(Continued) 
Quality Assurance 
Contro 
Special cleanliness 
controls in fabrication, 
assembly, and proc­
ess areas 
Finishes and processes r 
Manufacturing/quality. 
assurance integrated 
planning document 
. 
Shelf-life 
controls 
age 
Kitting inspection 
b~i *00rt c~ith 
Segregated storage of 
flight versus gro d 
and engineering 
model components 
Inspection of tooling 
In-process inspection ­
mechanical, electrical,.............. 
and process 
Test setup verification 
Unit acceptance test 
surveillance 
System acceptance 
test surveillace 
Test review board i 
(TRB) 
Failure reporting per 
project procedures 
Material identification x 
controls 
Material and parts K. A 
substitution control 
Defect and trend 

statistics and analy­
sis (performance 
reporting) 
i g*&. 
, 
Sor 
b 
Electronic Ground 
Support Equipment 
'Not required 
PR series 
Required 
Required 
Required- sample 
basis verification 
Required 
Required whet 
hardware inter-
changeability or 
"nterfaces are 
necessary 
As specified on 
m anufacturing 
shop paper 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required on system 
test sets only 
Rqrequired 
Required - authorized 
by engineering drawing 
approved material/ 
parts substitution list 
Not required 
Special Purpose 
Test Equipment 
Not required 
PR series where 
critical processes 
are involved 
Required if manu­
facturing shop 
paper is used 
Required unless 
waived by the 
project quality 
manager 
Not required 
Required 
Required; tools 
used for hardware 
acceptance must be 
certified by quality 
assurance personnel 
As specified on 
manufacturing 
shop paper
 
Required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
N 
Not required 
Not required 
Not required 
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Table Z-2. Quality Assurance Controls for Various Types of Electrical 
AGE, GDHS, Electronic OSE and Special Test Equipment 
(Continued) 
Qu~ality 
Assu~rance 
Manuel Qulity Assurane 
Section controls 
Qualityne Unit dat package 
records System level test 
data package 
Traceability Traceability of 
verification supplier material, 
hardware, and 
assemblies 
Traceability of 
TRW manufacturing 
hardware 
Unit identification 
Unit serialization 
Iateial Formal material 
review review board (MRB) 
Corrective Corrective action 
action 
Configuration Accepted tag 

verification 

Quality asmrance
configuration
verification 
Drawing and 
specification 
Electronic Ground 

support Equipment 

Required 
Required 
Not required - evidence 
of prior inspection 
acceptance 
Not required - evidence 
of prior inspection 
acceptance 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required - completed 
tag attached tohardware 
Required - verified 
to the configurationlevel recorded on 
the manuacturing
 
planning documents

nd implementation 
of compute rized 
ae-desigued verass 
as-.bult system, 
system test sets 
only
 
In accordance with 
the project con-
figuration manage-
ment plan 
Special ftlrpose
 
Test Equipment
 
Nat required
 
Not required
 
Not required 
Not required 
Required 
Required 
Not required 
Required 
Required 
Not required 
In accordance with 
the project con­
figuration manage­
met plan 
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Table 2-3. Quality Assurance Controls for Mechanical 
CGrliund Support jEquipment (l'GSE) 
Quality 
Assurance
 
Manual 
Section Quality Assurance Controls 
Policy and TRW quality assurance manual 
organization Quality participation in design review and speci-
fication reviews 
Measuring Measuring and test instrument calibration and 
and test maintenance 
equipment Quality assurance approval of calibration 
procedures
 
Procurement Verify procurement document to project quality 
quality requirements 
Quality assurance preferred suppliers directory 
(OAPSD) 
Quality assurance preferred suppliers directory 
special process suppliers (QAPSD) 
Vendor quality requirements: PAR 700-W,;" 
Parts matrix 
Quality assurance receiving requirements on 
purchase documents per systems instruction 304 
Receiving inspection 
Chemical and physical tests - raw material, 
propellant, and special processes 
Inspection Source inspection
and test First-article reporting 
Acceptance test procedure review and quality 
assurance approval 
Workmanship standards per engineering 
drawing, process requirements specifications, 
Workmanship standards manual, and applicable 
quality Instructions 
Special cleanliness controls in fabrication, 
assembly, and process areas 
Finishes and processes 
Manufacturing/quality assurance integrated 
planning document 
Shelf-life age controls 
Segregated storage of flight versus ground and 
engineering model components 
Inspection of tooling 
Kitting inspection 
In-process inspection- mechanical, 
electrical, and process 
MGSE 
Required
 
Required
 
Required
 
Required
 
-
Required 
Required except for packaging, storage 
boxes, and other than metal handling 
devices 
Required for hardware to TRW 
specifications 
Required on major critical items only 
Not reqired 
Required 
Required
 
Required
 
Required on major or critical items 
Not required 
Required 
Required 
Not required except for pneumatic
 
assemblies
 
PR specification or per drawing, certi­
fied personnel on special processes 
Not required 
Required
 
Not applicable
 
Required 
Not applicable except for pneumatic 
assemblies 
As applicable 
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Table 2-3. Quality Assurance Controls for Mechanical Ground 
Support Equipment (MGSE) 
Quality 
Assurance 
Manual 
Section Quality Assurance Controls 
Test setup verification 
Unit acceptance test surveillance 
System acceptance test surveillance 
Test review board (TRB) 
Failure reporting per project procedures 
Material identification controls 
Material and parts substitution control 
Defect and trend statistics and analysis (per-
formance reporting) 
Quality 
assurance 
records 
Unit data package 
System level test data 
Traceability 
verification 
Traceability of supplier material, 
and assemblies 
hardware, 
Traceability of TRW -manufactured items 
Unit identification 
Unit serialization 
Material 
review 
Formal material review board (MRB) 
Correction 
action 
Corrective action 
Configuration 
verification 
Accepted tag 
Quality assurance configuration verification 
Drawing and specification 
(Continued) 
MGSE 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required on major transportation 
devices and launch support equipment 
Required on proof or leak test failures 
Required 
Raw materials may be authorized on 
form 1912, material substitution 
Required 
Required on transportation devices and 
launch support equipment 
Not applicable 
Not required 
Not required 
Required except for packaging and 
storage boxes 
Required except for packaging and 
storage boxes 
Required for major transportation 
devices and launch support equipment 
Required 
Required; attached to hardware 
Required for alignment fixtures and 
transportation and launch support
equipment; computerized verification 
system, not required 
In accordance with the project con­
figuration management plan 
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Figure 2-1 
INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ERTSPROJEC T OFFICE AND PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
Table 2-4. Quality Work Task Description for Project 
Quality Management 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
22 _30 , u 	 ­
00 
10 - U z d. 0 .> Z 	 05, 0.0~ 
z 2o , euet ,c 
the request fot" proposal and associated 
customer specifications and documentation. 
Prepare a statement to the project Office
 
defining questionable areas which need
re0olutio bcfo the qualty program can p 
be planned and considered. Resolve 
questionable area.
 
X 1. 	 Preetnary Quality Assurance Require- X
 
ments Brief. Prepare a pre oMfnary
 
quality assurance 	requirements brief defining items of a specialihed nature such 
as, traceability, hi-tel screening, and 
process controls and ssue to the project 
office, engineering, manufacturing, test, 
and product assurance, so that these
requirements are known for program pro­
posal planning and preparation 
206 I. 1 	 Preliminary Quality Assurance Plan. Pre- X
 
pare a prePminary quality assurance
 
plan and subilt to project office and other
 
affected subprojects for comments and
 
interface -problem re solution. Finahe
 
preirnnary plan for inclusion inproposal.
 
4 x 	 New Quality Assurance Technology X 
Requirements. Identify and assess newquality assurancetechno~ogy requirements, 
capltal eq pment, and revisons to 
revised process specfocatons and coordi­
nate with mnanagement and special disci­pine reas so that new requirements may
 
be considered and implemented.
 
500 3 0 3'0.4 	Preliminary Vendor Quality Assurance X
 
Requirements Document. Prepare pre­
miary vendor qualty assurance docu­
ments which define the procurement quaity
 
requirements for major subcontractors
 
and suppliers. Submit to material for
 
attachment to subcontractor /supplier 
request for proposals. 
x 3 

Prepar for and conduct product assur­
ance proposal kLck-off meetings to dis­
cuss the above requirements and to
 
estaplish costing ground rules and
 
schedules
 
X 3, Product Assurance Proposal Coordnaton. X 
6 x, IProdct ssuanceProosa ordntn.) 
Table 2-4. Quality Work Task Description for Project 
Quality Management (Continued) 
.000 
M .0 
o. 
f0 Z OZ mZ 
7 X 1.1 
8 X 1. 1 
9 X 
10 X 1. 1 
.milestone/schedule chart. Distribute to 
project office and functional organizations. 
Hold requirements orientation meetings 
with interfacing organizations. 
11 IX 206 1.1 	 Formal Quality Assurance Plan. Prepare 
the formal quality assurance plan, submit 
Task Description 
Work Breakdown Structure, Work Package 
Dictionary, and Estimates. Prepare a 
project quality assurance work breakdown 
structure and work package dictionary, 
estimate quality project office costs, 
review and approve subsponsor divisions' 
costs and submit the total cost package to 
the project office for review and fact 
finding. 
Proposal Rationale and Support Data. 
Prepare a quality assurance negotiations 
work package with detailed justification 
and rationale back-up. Support fact find­
ing and negotiations with the customer. 
Contract Work Statement. Upon contract 
go-ahead, compare the new contract work 
statement and supporting documentation 
to the original request for proposal
requirements and identify differences to 
the project office and higher management. 
Resolve anomalies and associated quality 
assurance systems and financial 
considerations 
Contract Brief and Orientation. Prepare 
a quality assurance contract brief which 
describes the quality assurance work 
statement, supporting specifications, list 
of deliverables, and a quality assurance 
to management and project office for review, 
finalize, reproduce, and submit to the 
customer for approval. Participate in plan 
evaluations by the customer, negotiations, 
and incorporate changes to the baseline plan. 
1Z X 	 Project Work Authorizations. Approve and 
issue project work authorizations to sub­
sponsor divisions which include task 
descriptions, budgets, and schedule re­
quirements in conjunction with the quality 
assurance project work breakdown struc­
ture. Maintain on an up-to-date status 
throughout life of the program.. 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project 
Phase 
0 0
 
., M2 U~ .
 
0 Z 00- c2
~1 ~ 00k 
C .d 
100 004 0L C & ce 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X X X X x X 
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Table 2-4. 	 Quality Work'Task Description for Project 
Quality Management (Continued) 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project
Phase 
b,.-. rd a 	 0e o . ..4 0....ia, -o. 
-taQ 
L_ 
a Za 
I 
I I- It 
akDsrpinQ~ 
0 0 
0 
I 
% aslI 
00 
13 3 0 
1.1 
3.0 4 
1.1 1 
1.2. 1 
Project Quality Instructions Prepare 
and issue internal project quality 
assurance instructions which Ldentify 
prqject peculiar quality requirements, 
customer mandatory inspection points, 
special contract requirements, military 
specification appicability, traceability 
requirements, and release through the 
formal document control system. 
X X X X X X 
14 X 503 
504 
4.0 4.0.2 "Make or Buy" Committee and Source 
Inspection Determination. Review 
"make or buy" list and participate in the 
Imake or buy" decision committee 
process. Establish source inspection, 
residency, and, surveillance require­
ments (based upon the type and critical­
ity of the hardware). 
X 
15 501 
507 
508 
510 
3.0 3.0.1 
3.0.3 
Subcontractor/Suppher Surveys. Conduct 
or arrange for major and subcontractor/ 
critical supplier surveys from the quality
office.. Negotiate and resolve deficiencies 
with subcontractor/critical supplier's 
quality systems. Maintain follow-up and 
records. 
X 
16 501 3.0 3.0.4 Subcontractor/Supplier Quality Plans. 
Review and approve major subcontractor 
critical suppliers' quality assurance plans 
in accordance with vendor quality require­
ment documents, resolve deficiencies and 
approve the plans. 
X 
17 507 
503 
510 
3.0 3.0. 1 Preferred Suppliers Directory/Corrective 
Action. Review the quality assurance 
supplier directory (weekly tab run) for 
supplier's submitting defective materials 
and components, coordinate with vendor 
quality assurance group and have formal 
corrective action notices sent to the 
supplier(s). 
X 
18 X 300 
301 
System Project Design Reviews. Contri-
bute to project design reviews policies and 
participate in systems project design 
reviews. Close-out action items and main-
X X 
tain associated records. 
19 x 202 - Special Skills and Training. Identify special 
skills and training needs, and prepare and 
implement appropriate plans when require ­
ments and needs are different than standard 
X X x X 
techniques or skills presently available 
in-house work. 
for 
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Table 2-4. Quality Work Task Description-for Project 
Quality Management (Continued) 
Project Management 	TaskIdentified to Project 
PhaseC 
. . .	 o . E. 
20 70 	 6 60 P mgadQat Assrace onrol. X X X 
ro 	 teDr4.C0 4.0, 6-Rvie u qu0it0asurnceplanin o 	 o 0 	 C0~ 0~ 0 	 0W), 0 	 ~0 No0. k. g 
z aOzis 	 euin0d 0oTaskDescript on 	 0n 0 
20 	 701 16,0 16.0.1 Planning and Quality Assurance Controls. X X X X X 
4,0 4.0.6 	 Review quality assurance planning in
 
conjunction with subsponsor quality
 
assurance groups at their black box and
 
critical item level for adequacies of
 
quality assurance controls and for the
 
implementation of customer mandatory
 
inspection points a required.
 
21 X 	 300 Specification and Test Procedure Policy. X X 
301 Participate as a policy member in deter­
702 mining policy and ground rules for sys­
703 tern, subsystem, and equipment specifi­
704 cations; bench, environmental 
acceptance, qualification, life, and 
major systems test procedures. 
22 X 	 300 Specification and Test Procedure Review. XC X 
70Z Review the above list of specifications and 
703 procedures for quality assurance require­
704 ments and coordinate comments and 
anomalies that exist in the procedures and 
specifications. 
23 	 600 16.0 16.0.1 Manfacturing Inspection, Test, and Per- I IC X X X 
601 formance. Review performance of manu­
602 facturing inspection, test, and integration 
603 operations across the company for corn­
604 pliance to project quality assurance 
705 requirements, initiate corrective action 
707 as required 
802 
24 I 	 4.0 4.0.8 Test and Failure Review dr Partic-Boards. w 
4.0.9 ipate 	in the establishment of test data 
4.0.7 	 package/test failure review board policies 
Participate as a member of the project 
Test Review and Failure Review Boards. 
25 	 203 15.0 15.0. 1 Manufacturing and Test Defect Trend Data. IC IC I 
802 	 Develop and maintain a product trend list
 
of manufacturing and test defects from the
 
various product assurance problem­
reporting techniques. Coordinate with
 
other product assurance groups and take
 
appropriate corrective action. Submit
 
status to project office and customers as
 
required.
 
26 	 1100 4.0 4.0.11 Preservation, Packaging, Handling, IC X 
1101 Storage, and Shipping. Review drawings 
1102 	 and procedures for preservation, packaging,
 
handling, storage, shipping contract end
 
items for compliance to quality require­
ments of the contract.
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Table 2-4. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Project 
Quality Management (Continued) 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
7 7 40 	 an M 
0.s. -er er	 0 e, aeve.an (LE'0 ii h 0 0 
z 29 100 0 	 90.i Re s nr0 Zieaat d 	 Shppn 0ata70Vrsn Mn-e 	 001 
.4 	 (1 (14 0.tQn t Wsurane 
L 0 	 202 Task Description 00 4001 I~Q12 
27 	 705 4 0 4 0.11 End-item and Shipping Data Acceptance. )C X 
706 the~~~unod- data ~Present 	end-item data andanarnprashipping Modig0< on rt t 	 015 eis OestiatQon
to responsible customer representative 
per established project plan and 
customer Instructions b preview and 
acceptance. 
28 X 1102 4.0 4.0.11 	 Shipping Activities Support or super­
vise shipping inspection operations and 
the loading, unloading, and transporta­
tion of articles to destination. 
29 	 800 9 0 9.0.2 Field Returns Instructions. Issue a­
801 9.0.5 instructions for quality assurance 
805 requirements relating to company or 
customer material returned from the 
field for inspection, repair, modification, 
etc. Coordinate customer approval as 
required. 
30 X 	 200 17.0 Launch Site Quality Assurance Plan. X 
206 	 Prepare a separate quality assurance plan
 
which defines in detail the receiving of
 
items at launch site, banded storage.
 
handling of data, provisions for MRS,
 
TRB, inspection, checkout, and post­
launch shipment of spares andpAE
 
back to TRW facilities
 
31 300 10.0 10 0. 1 Control of Government Property. Estab- X X 
301 lish special quality procedure for control 
of government property per contract 
requirement if not covered in Sl 10.0.1. 
32 X 101 	 Associated Subproject Plan Review. X X X X X X X 
Review other project and subproject plans 
(reliability, maintainability, procurement, 
configuration management, etc. ) for com­
pliance to quality assurance requirements 
and other product assurance requirements. 
33 	 900 2. 0 2. 0. 1 Project Metrology Requirements. Compare X X X X 
2. 0. 2 	 TRW calibration and maintenance standards 
2.0.3 	 to project /contract particularly in areas of 
special 'and factor-y test equipment. 
Arrange for preparation of special instruc­
tions as required Participate in test 
equipment validation and compatibility 
policy decisions. 
34 	 X 206 Project Budgeting and CostControl. Issue X X x X X X 
and maintainoverall quality assurance pro­
ject manpower planning, budgeting, and cost 
control. Establish periodic coordination 
meetings with subsponsor divisions. 
35 204 	 Project Status Reports. Prepare project X X K X x X 
status reports for' the project office, custo­
mers, and management on a scheduled basis. 
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The director of TRW product assurance reports directly to the 
general manager (see Figure Z-Z). While maintaining a centralized and 
independent position for complete quality assurance, the product assur­
ance organization has been adapted to encompass divisional product line 
quality functions by appointment of divisional product assurance managers. 
For the ERTS program, the Space Vehicles Division product assurance 
manager has assigned a project quality manager (PQM) who reports and 
receives direction regarding quality from the department manager of 
Project Quality Management, Space Vehicles Product Assurance, He 
receives contractual requirements, budgets, and schedules from the 
ERTS manager of performance assurance. The project quality manager 
(P M) is responsible for the definition, interpretation, implementation, 
and application of the quality requirements. He provides comprehensive 
quality direction and management of the quality program for the ERTS 
project. 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
 
GENERALMANAGER
 
DIRECTOR
 
PRODUCTASSURANCE
 
METROLOGY CONFIGURATION PROCUREMENT QUALITY QUALITY RIGHTWAYAND
 
AND DATA OUALITY SYSTEMS DATA COSTREDUCTION
 
MANAGEMENT
 
DIVISIONAL PRODUCTASSURANCEORGANIZATIONS 
ELECTRONICSYSTEMS PRODUCT MANAGERDIVISION ASSURANCE 
SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGY ASSURANCEPRODUCT MANAGER 
DIVISION 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS PRODUCT MANAGERINFORMATION ASSURANCE 
DIVISION 
SPACEVEHICLES PRODUCT MANAGERDIVISION ASSURANCE 
SYSTEMS PRODUCT MANAGERENGINEERING AND ASSURANCE 
INTEGRATION DIVISION 
Figure 2-2 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP PRODUCT ASSURANCE ORGANIZATION 
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Within the framework of this organizational structure, work 
packages are released to the performing quality assurance organizations 
from the ERTS project office with the cognizance of the project quality 
manager. The quality work task description for supporting project 
quality requirements are described in Table Z-5, 
The quality assurance function, encompassing management, quality 
engineering, test observation, and inspection, is performed by personnel 
who report functionally to the division product assurance organizations. 
-The corporate product assurance organization is subdivided into product 
line elements, each of which is assigned in an operational sense to sup­
port line division. Each product line element is organized to meet the 
particular quality needs of the assigned division. These needs range 
from planning and implementing a quality program, where the division is 
a project sponsor, to providing quality assurance support on a subsystem 
basis where the division performs in a supporting role. 
Thus, each product line quality assurance organization operates 
essentially as a separate entity, taking general policy direction from the 
corporate product assurance organization and project direction from the 
project quality manager. 
The project quality manager for the ERTS project provides quality 
program planning and establishes the requirements for quality assurance 
activities in support of the project. He monitors the performance of 
quality tasks throughout the company to assure compliance with those 
requirements. In performing divisions, project quality engineers (POE's) 
have been assigned to assure that project quality requirements are met. 
An essential part of the management .concept is the identification of all 
quality functions by task and subproject so that the relationship of quality 
costs to a hardware item can be maintained. Quality assurance work tasks 
are identified in tables and inserted into appropriate sections of this plan. 
These basic quality work task descriptions are included for both the 
ERTS spacecraft and data handling systems. They are general in nature 
and are considered as part of this plan and have been added for reference 
purposes only. Table 2-6 is the work task description specifically for 
operational software quality. 
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Table 2-5. Quality Work Task Description for POE - Project Quality
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TOE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project 
aE0 
Phase 
.c .n0, 
50 
0n- >' 
0, M 
o -n' 
C I . 0 0 4 
ca 
0,. 
Cr 
,,.9 
k 0 
0,o
akk d 
manpower cost in accordance to the " 
project quality assurance work breakdown
structure, prel nary quaty assurance 
plan, and quality work tasks. Develop 
supporting rationale to support project
office, management, and customer fact 
finding, (PQE) (ADM) 
2 X 206 1. 1 Budgets, Work Authorizations, Cost Con- X X X X X X 
trol, and Tasks. Prepare and coordinate 
project work authorizations to sub­
sponsor divisions which include task 
descriptions, budgets, and schedule 
requirements in conjunction with the 
quality assurance project work break­
down structure and maintain and update 
on a periodic basis throughout the life of 
the program. 
cost control, 
Maintain continuous project 
estimate project changes in 
scope, and exercise periodic cost-to­
completes. (POE) (ADM) 
3 X 300 Design Review. Participate in subsystem, X X 
301 and unit design reviews number two and 
three for design requirements versus 
capabilities, tolerances, equipment speci­
fication parameters, procedures for 
receiving inspection, high reliability 
screening, special processes, and asso­
ciated need for quality operating instruc­
tions, overall design problems known 
from previous design, special test equip­
ment needs, and calibration and test 
procedures meeting equipment specifica­
tion requirements. Accept action items 
and closeout action items in a timely 
period. (POE) (LOE) 
4 X 301 
705 
Engineering Model Evaluation. Review 
engineering model performance data and 
X X 
coordinate with design engineers for ele­
ments or anomalies that can be used for 
planning and establishing quality controls 
on special characteristic items. (POE) 
5 600 
601 
4.0 4.0.4 Controls on Production Devices Directly 
Affecting Quality. Assist manufacturing
engineering in specifying the required 
X X 
quality capability of new production 
devices directly affecting quality suchdrill fixtures, equipment, and tooling 
as 
used for inspection acceptance. (LQE) 
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Table Z-5. 
0 
.0 
6 
in 
Z 
60 
603 
604 
t4 
C 7-00 
5.0 
X 203 
206 
7.0 
8 X 2 . 
8 02 5.0 
10 203 
Z04 
1.1 
Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engiieering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project 
Phase
 
Q oiU 20~- 2 I~ 
ce to.0 
to14 
. 0 ' > 
Task Description Ia O0 Q 4 . 
QualityCapabilty Requirements. Deter- X X 
mine that nmanufacturing processes and 
equipment have sufficient capabilityto 
meet quality requirements by analyzing 
process -capability studies, control charts, 
and other statistical data. Determnine 
which product- and process-qualhty 
characteristic. require process -capability
studies. Analyze results of studies and 
feedback recommendations for selection or 
improvement of machine or process to 
meet manufacturing quality requirements. 
(LQE) 
7.0.1 Manufacturing and Test Quality Problems. x X x 
Diagnose m nufacturing and test quality 
problems referred by process control 
engineering or line quality engineeringdetermine basic cause or dsfficuies. to 
Provide technical aossistance as required 
to other functions. Present analysis of 
facts to establish the nature of the problemfor solution and action by the approprote 
group. Follow up and report progress to 
app cable management. (PE) (LQE) 
(TOE) 
1 Qu7 ty Cost Analysis Analyze arole- X X X X X 
ments of quality costs nd provde analyses 
dete basis far initaung positive atson is 
the areas of preventon, appraisal, and 
failure, for overall reduction n qality 
costsa (PQm) LQE) (ADM) (TQE) 
50.Z Quality Training. Develop and mplement X X X 
project quality orientation programs for 
all operational personnel in the company 
to ensure undeTstandlng of quality control 
objectives, programs, plans, and tech­
niquos. Provide quality training programs 
for personnel in manufacturing operations 
and other subfunctional components. (POE) 
fLOE) (TOE) 
1, 1.1 Quality Communication. Develop and X X X X X X 
initiate efficient methods for regularly
reporting to managers and other interested 
personnel the current status of product 
quality with respect to quality objectives
and goals to simulate quality improvement 
and continued quality efforts. Keep manage­
ment regularly informed on status and 
progress made on quality control programs 
and plans. (POE) (LQE) (TOE) (ADM) 
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Table Z-5. 	Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TOE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
0 0 
(L Z 
t~ 
.0c 
i 
L -.Z 0 Z o 
11 103 
. 06 1. 1 1.1|.13,0.4 
1.2.1 
12 103 
206 
1.1 
3.0 
1.1.1 
3.0.4 
1.2.1 
13- X 600 
900 
901 
902 
4.0 
2.0 
4.0.4 
Z.0.2 
14 600 
601 
603 
700 
701 
900 
901 
902 
905 
4.0 
2.0 
4.0.4 
2.0.2 
15 600 2.0 2.0.2 
16 600 2.0 2.0.2 
17 206 1.0 -' 1.1 
205 16.0 16. 0. 1 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
0 
'0 
-~ C 0 . 4 a 
k k4 0 0 x 
Task Description %rdl 0 a Q- N d OI 
Quality Systems Manuals. Write and furnish quality system procedures, X x X X x X x 
QASP's, SOI's, and QI's and needed 
quality assurance forms. (LQE) (POE) 
(TQE) 
Project Pecuar Instructlons. Write and X X X X X X 
furnish quality system procedures, such 
as project peculiar quality instructions 
and quality operating instructions includ­
ing traceability, special handling, and 
process controls. (POE) (TOE) 
TestandInspectionEquipmentDesign. Design x X X 
construct, and proof in required testing 
equipment, inspection tools, fixtures, 
and gauges or procure this equipment or 
service. Plan for coztinued effectiveness 
of such equipment and tooling, including 
calibration schedules. (LOE) (TOE) 
In-Process Quality Measuring Devices. 
Ensure that in-process quality-measuring 
devices are provided to indicate, and in 
some cases record, the quality at the 
instant it is produced so the operator can 
provide rapid control of the process and 
have proof of in-process quality. Plan 
for continued effectiveness of such 
devices, including calibration schedules. 
(LQE)(TOE) 
Mechanization and Automation. Work 
with manufacturing and test engineering 
to incorporate, where possible, the 
quality measurement and control devices 
with the manufacturing and test equipment 
to provide optimum mechanization and 
automation through integrated analysis 
and feedback of quality data. (LQE) (TOE) 
Advanced Quality 	Measured Techniques 
and Equipment. 	 Devise, develop, and 
prove feasibility of advanced quality­
measurement, and control techniques and 
equipment required io achieve continually 
improving manufactured product quality,
including reliability, at reduced costs. 
(POE) (LOE) (TOE) 
Appraise the Quality Plan, Appraise the 
continuing effectiveness of the qhality plan
in terms of quality levels, nature of manu­
facturing and test quality problems, custo­
mer complaints, 	 and economical operation 
as the result of implementing and working 
with the plan. (POE) (LOE) (TOE) 
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2-5. 	 Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project
Phase 
SE 
0 04 
x 0~~ 	 040 0 %C~~ - 0 	 o, 0 
- (Lo 2 E in 
t 00 4a , 2'0 
0Qi4 t >d 
N Z I O 	 Task Descripton a, 04 (L I M 1 O 
206 1 1 1. 1. 1 	 Interpretation of Quality Plan. Furnish X X x X X X 
to manufacturing operation and other 
organization components all necessaryinterpretation of the quality plan, use, its 
operation, and intent. (POE) (LaE) (TOE) 
200 4.0 4.0.6 Review and Maintain Quality Standards. x x x x 
205 Inspect quality standards, both written and 
206 physcal, for clarity and furnishFnterpre­
t o assnutur opderstanding and proper 
useo Provide for the maintenance of 
quality standards (LE) 
205 4.0 4.0.6 	 Determine Coniormane to Quality Planning. XX X X 
Provide to manufacturing operations and 
others an evaluation of conformance to 
quality planning to aid in making effective 
use of such planning as to the adequacy of 
the operational callouts. (POE) (LOE) 
(TOE) 
Z06 4.0 4.0.6 	 Temporary Quality Planning. In urgent X X X 
situations, when not prescribed in the 
quality plan, provide manufacturingland 
test operations temporarily with inspec­
tion test, and process-control criteria, 
procedures, and measurements. 
(POE) (LQE) (TOE) 
Contribute to Reducing Quality Costs and X X X X X 
Manufacturing Losses Seek out and 
demonstrate ways and means for reducing 
costs and manufacturing losses. Work 
closely with quality control engineering, 
manufacturing engineering, and manu­
facturing operations in effecting such 
improvements. 
703 Product Special Testing. Conduct or X X X 
705 arrange for special tests as an aid to 
engineering and other organizational 
groups for product development, product 
specification development, and new 
processes and equipment development(radiographic, ultrasonic, penetrant, etc.).
(POE) (LOE) (TOE) 
703 5.0 5.0.1 L boratnry Tests, Measurements, and- X X X 
705 Analyses. Make or arrange for 'laboratory 
tests, measurements, and analyses, of 
matetials, processes, and products for 
process- and product-quality control. 
Provide special tests and measurements 
as required. (POE) (LOE) (TOE) 
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Table 2-5. 	 Quality Work Task Description for POE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
C1 
0.
0~4'0 
o - ) 
00 
25 800 9.0 
801 
802 
803 
804 
26 204 1.1 
805 
Z7 203 5.0 
600 
602 
603 
604 
28 X 
29 500 3.0 
0 :14z o ,Q 
W Z 
9.0.0 
9.0. 1 
9.0.2 
9.0.3 
9.0.4 
9.0. 5 
5.0.1 
3.0.4 
o 

Task Description 
Material and Product Disposition. Investi-
gate problems, nonconforming materials, 
components, products and discrepant 
paperwork for causes. Work closely with 
engineering, manufacturing engineering,
materials, and manufacturing operations, 
for prompt and economic use or disposition 
and for correction of the cause for non­
conformance. (POE) (LQE) (TOE) 
Customer/DCAS 	Contacts. Work closely 
with the customer's inspection or quality 
representative as to current quality prob­
lems. Interpret 	standards, specifications, 
quality requirements, and quality planning 
for in-plant customer inspection. Coordi­
nate government mandatory inspection 
points and resolve quality deficiency 
reports (ODR's). (POE) (LQE) (TOE) 
Determine Process and Equipment Quality
Capability. Perform quality capability 
studies of processes and manufacturing 
equipments, tools, and dies to assist in 
the solution of manufacturing quality 
problems and to provide quality information 
to be used in improving the methods. (LQE) 
Safety. Provide 	safety rules and practices 
for use in the design, operation, and 
maintenance of quality test and inspection 
equipment. Inspect designs and resulting 
quality information equipment for safety. 
Establish and maintain safe working condi­
tions, equipment, and procedures for all 
such equipment used in the component. 
Advise managers as to safety training
needs and provide for the training of users 
of quality test equipment. (POE) (LOE) 
(TQE) 
Vendor Quality Documentation. Support 
the preparation of the vendor quality 
assurance document (PAR series), defining 
all the quality system requirements and 
documentation that are to be imposed on 
the two major categories of suppliers(major subcontractors for critical hardware 
and suppliers of less critical hardware).
Define special requirements, such as 
traceability, documentation approvals, and 
associated company or government specifi­
cations that apply and standard and quality 
clauses per systems instruction 3.0.4 
(POE) 
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Table Z-5. Quality Work Task Description for PQE.- Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TOE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE -Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project 
Phase 
C 
20 
U ,j d0 0, . 
5 0 e,- dO.0 
30 804 9.0 9.0.0 Material Review Board. PartCcpate as X X X 
9.0 1 a member of the material review board. 
9.0. Consult with reliability and other 
9.0.39.0.4 engineering specilhsts to arrive at dis­position actions. Assure associated docu­
9.0.5 mentaton iscomplete and verify the 
corrective action initiated. Maintainboard area and files. (POE)(LQE)(TOE) 
31 705 4.0 4.0.8 Test Review Board. Determine test data X X X 
106 4.0.9 package, contents, assure the proper flow 
4.0.7 of documentation to the test data center, 
review test data packages for complete­
ness, and participate as a member of the 
test review board for evaluation of the 
integrity, method, conduct, performance, 
and completeness of the test. Verify
documentation approvals and verify that 
changes to the test procedure or specifi­
cation are legitimate. (POE) (TOE) 
32 706 4.0 4.0.8 Failure Rev,ev' Board. Participate as a X X 
4.0.9 member of the failure review board, 
4.0.7 identify those problems where quality 
assurance controls need to be initiated or 
modified and areas within suppliers' sys­
tem that need corrective action, Place 
emphasis on repetitive type failures. (POE) (TOE) 
33 X 701 Test Procedure Review and Approval. X X X 
703 Contribute to the establishment of test 
704 procedure review and approval policy, 
perform the ieviews to assure the adequacy 
of the quality and test data requirements, 
and provide the criteria necessary to 
verify conformance to these requirements. 
Develop appropriate quality review check­
lists and assure that test procedures do not 
go through the system "open loop." 
Approve fabrication bench, acceptance, 
and systems test procedures. (POE) (TOE) 
34 706 14.0 14.0. 1 Observatory Logs and Records. Establish X X 
the observatory logbook and record policy 
and specify format and sequence of record 
accumulation. Periodically verify that 
requirements are being adhered to. 
(POE) (TOE) 
35 705 5.0 5.0.1 Nondestructive Test Engineering. Partic- X X X X 
ipate in the review and drawings pinpoint­
ing x-ray, penetrant, infrared, magnetic 
particles, and ultrasonic testing needs and 
requirements. Assist engineering and 
manufacturing in determining new or 
improvised and proper techniques for 
applying NDT technology. (LQE) 
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Table 2-5. 	 Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
C0 
0	 0 0o 
07 0 	 .~~ H 0 
- .0J 	 0,=c0i -z e. 0- s 0 
suitable for the handhng and shipping of
 
in-process and deliverable end items. 
Assure that requirements are properly 
documented and establish a system for 
verifying that the requirements are 
adhered to. (POE)(LOE) (TOE)
 
37 00 18.0 18.0. 1 	Change Evaluation Participate 4oard. X X X
 
302 	 as a member of the change evaluation
 
3oard and review allengineering changes
 
for their effectivity and acceptablity for
 
implementation inthe manufturing re.
 
Assure that they contain sufficient crterla
 
and clarty for inspection acceptance.
 
(POE
 
38 300 	 System and Equipment Spec ficateon X X X X 
Revea. Review system, subsystem, 
equipment, interface, environmental, and 
test specifications to assure that they 
adequately meet the top system specifica­ton uretatments and that they are of 
sufficient clarity to be used for designing
 
test parameter requirements. Assure 
that there is compatibility between the 
system and equipment type specifications 
and the environmental specifications. (POE) 
39 300 Assembly Test and Material Parts Spec- XX X X 
603 fRcations. Review assembly parts, 
materials processes, fenishes, and pack­
aging specifications to assure that they are 
acceptable to use for end-tem acceptance. 
On parts specifications, revew and 
approve the suppliers process denifica­
teon document (PD). Update quality
 
assurance instructions to meet project
 
requirements when process 	specifications 
are reviewed. (POE)(OE)
 
40 705 4.0 4.0.5 	Approval of "Frst Article." Coordnate X 
with the unit engineer, manufacturing
engneering, and materins and process
 
engineering and have joast approval of
 
the "frst article"inspecton. Ifanomalies 
exst, follow uptos t ehat anomalies 
are resolved. (PQE) 
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Table 2-5. Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task 
Identified to Project 
Phase 
0 0 04 >( w~ . 
Z v Z ~~TaskDescription D D 0 
41 Z05 16.0 t6.0.1 Systems Audits. Perform quaity audits X X X X X X 
periodically to monitor the activities 
perfornmed by those ofganization elements 
that are responsible for or have an effect 
upon product quality (to include systems 
effectiveness audits, functional operations 
audits, division audits, division policyimplementation, and special cross­
divisional audits. Report results to 
manaLgement for corrective acilons. 
Follow up to assurethat corrective action 
has been implemented. (SOE) 
42 205 16. 0 16. 0. 1 Project Peculiar Quality Management 
Audit. Perform project peculiar audits 
to assure that project amendments to 
X X X X X 
system quality instructions have been 
implemented in accordance with the 
project quality plan. Audit areas outside 
of quality assurance's responsibility
includin nateral control stores, inte­
graton stores. kntegration and test for 
possible affect on.quality performance. 
(POE) (SOE) 
43 Z05 16.0 16.0.1 Line Qu dittyEngneerng and Inspetaion 
Audits. Exane project hardware pre­
viously accepted by quality assuranceo 
determine how effective the quality 
X 
assurance personnel are in assuring that
manufacturing hardware ineeis design 
requilrements, and specifcatlons and that 
qualiy assurance instructlons and accep­
tance criteria arecte ato perform the 
Fnspecton function. (LoE) 
44 205 
603 
5.0 5.0.1 Special Process Control and Cerfication. 
PerformPechancao, electrcal, and 
X X X 
chetcalsest analyss to estabilshprocess 
capab lity and repetabity. Estabesh 
and malntain certifcation and control of 
special processes which ancludethe follow­
ing: welding, brazing, soldering, plating;heat treating of metals, mechanical surface 
treatment, NDT contamination control, 
and measurement. Utilize TRW process
specification and applicable lstary, 
NASA, and federal specificatons and 
standerds. Perform recertfication at 
intervals establ'shed according to spec­
fications, contractual requirements, and 
etdence of process repeatabo rty. (SOE) 
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Table 	2-5. Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TQE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
n 
a P4
-4 
M 	 C 
Z 	 o# .- u o.'el= 
. .	 0k 0 0l
 
(L4 Z QZ P.000 0m
,ZTsDescription 	 L)1 r)~c n,-' 
45 	 203 15.0 15.0.2 Quality Performance Reports. Publish X X X X X
 
204 7.0 7.0.1 weekly quality performance reports
 
507 which include: initial item inspections,
 
706 initial item rejections, rework item
 
801 inspections, rework item rejections,

802 initial inspection hours, initial item
 
defects per 100 manufacturing hours, 
percent rejected/initial inspections, 
percent rejected rework inspection, 
percent of total hours expended on re­
work (manufacturing and inspection, 
average cost per defect in dollars), 
total inspection hours as percentage of 
total manufacturing hours, average 
defects per rejection equals initial item 
inspection, average defects per rejection ­
rework item inspection, initial inspec­
tion hours as percentage of total manu­
facturing hours. In addition, publish 
reports which specify the ten most 
recurring defects by defect category. 
Reports should include project, division, 
and skill center identification for the 
purpose of implementing corrective 
action. (SOE) 
46 	 203 15.0 15.0.1 Corrective Action. Review supplier and X X X X X
 
204 15.0.. in-house quality performance records
 
802 and defect trend reports and repetitive
 
type rejects, noncompliance to quality 
assurance system requirements, and 
errors that may have been prevented. 
Issueformal corrective action notices to 
the persons or organizations responsible 
and follow up to assure that corrective 
action has been implemented. (POE) 
(LOE) (TOE) 
47 	 1200 4.0 4.0.3 Sampling Techniques. Develop, prepare, X X X X
 
1201 and maintain sampling plans in accordance
 
4. 	 with MIL-STD-105 and MIL-STD-414 and
 
establish acceptable quality levels to be
 
imposed and the degree of inspection 
severity (normal, reduced, or tightened). 
Analyze quality levels and update plans 
on a periodic basis. (POE) (SQE) 
48 1000 8.0 8.0.1 Quality Assurance Stamps. Maintain a x X x x X
 
1001 system and provide instructions for the
 
implementation and use of quality assur­
ance stamps to be used when designating 
inspection, acceptance, and rejection of 
hardware 	and documentation. (SQE) 
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Table 2-5. Quality Work Task Description for PQE - Project Quality 
Engineering, LQE - Line Quality Engineering, TOE - Test 
Quality Engineering, ADM - Administration and Cost 
Control, and SQE - Staff Quality Engineering (Continued) 
Project Management Task
 
Identified to Project
 
Phase
 
0049 	 Parts Board, Parts MrxParticipate IL i iX0ZO 
- o00 
49 	 0 X 
30Z 	 as a member of the parts selection 
603 	 board for review of magnetic charac­
teristics, alternative parts and sup­
plier quality history. Provide inputs
 
to the parts matrix to include inspec­
tion level, traceability level, source
 
inspection, approved supplier, and
 
magnetic testing. (POE)
 
50 X 1.1 1.1.1 	 Supporting Division Interface. Provide X X X X X X 
project quality engineering support and 
direction to supporting quality groups 
and monitor performance for con­
pliance with project quality requirements. 
(PQE) 
1B202 Training 
Personnel engaged in fabrication, assembly, test, or the data pro­
cessing facility will be instructed as necessary in the requirements of 
the project, the importance of their functions in relation to the total 
project, the need for sustained high quality, and the methods and proced­
ures to be followed 	for particular jobs. TRW Systems Group will assist 
as practicable, subcontractors and suppliers in establishing similar pro­
grams within 	their facilities. 
In areas of fabrication and inspection where conformance to critical 
workmanship standards are necessary, TRW will maintain formal training 
and certification programs. For example, soldering and welding 
personnel will be certified. Only those employees who have successfully 
completed training and certification as specified will perform the certi­
fied specialty tasks 	on ERTS hardware. 
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Table"-6. - Quality Work'Task Descriptions . ­
- " -for Softwar6 Qual] t 
Quality Assurance Operational 
Software Tasks Identified to 
GDHS Project Phase 
Mile -
Milestone E stone 
F 
ConditionalAcceptance 
Test 
M L) .20 
.I,
 
06 X x X2', Software Quality Management X x x x 
,. Estimate software quality tasks and
 
'\" manpower
 
" JEstimate quality manpower costs in
 
: accordance with work breakdown structure
 
• lReview all quality work authorizations for
-adequacy of budget funds
 
-Allocate funds into the work breakdown
 
? structure
 
SPrepare work authorizations for each
 
, £ approved task 
S0 Implement cos control techniques 
Prepare cost to complete reports 
Review labor costs 
Initiate master schedules for internal and
 
\. - -subcontractor work packages 
• Initate status reports on the general state
 
,; -of GDHS softwrare
 
eSupport the quality manager cn all areas
associated with his tasksdw s 
-
, -Adonitor and report all internal and sub­
-^,K contractor quality actiwtes associated 
with GDHS softare plannn'and control 
rdmcnistration. 
- - - Revewand coordinate subcontractor 
" quality assurance plans in accordance with
 
?[ vendor quality requiremnents
 
• :. 'Z 300 P-rogranming Standards,and Conventions -" 
¢ a. Coordinating the efforts of the mnany x x .X X , X X, x 
approgrammers nvolved in ERTS. Ths
 
will ensure that indcvoiual programs
 
Initiare produced unan orderly and tmely
manner and are compatible with each
 
, other
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Table 2-6. Quality Work Task Descriptions.,-,^. 
for Software Quality (Continued) 
Quality Assurance Operational 
Software Tasks Identified to 
CD1S Project Phase 
Milestone E 
Mile. 
stone 
F 
,,, -
'" T~a 
Conditional 
Acceptance 
Test 
= 
", 
0 0 
8 Tas o tII.)ipio -. ,' a -.'" .. 
b. Making the computer program-under-
standable so that itmay be used and 
X X X X X X X "' 
ma~intained by personnel who were notinvolved in its design and imple­
ation. This also facilitates the" 
<",­
modicaton ofthe program ifthe user " , 
requirements change; and the sharing 
of the program or parts thereof by 
other users 
c. Disseminating information concerning 
programming techniques which assist 
in programmer personnel training; 
X X X X X X X X" -
d. Preventing, or at least mindimizing, 
delays in program development due to 
human error (e. g., oversights in the 
design of module interfaces, incom­
plete implementation, or necessary 
changes). 
X X X X 
11 
3 300 
301 
Software Design Specification Reviews 
Quality assurance personnel will contribute 
to software design review philosophy and 
procedures. Quality assurance will 
support the design review meetings by 
matching the software documentation 
against system requirements. Discrepancies 
will be discussed and action initiated at 
scheduled design reviews. 
X X X X 
" , . 
, Z, 
This support will be provided for: 
" Design reviews leading to acceptance of 
Milestones B, C and D "" 
" Documentation associated 
Milestone E 
with ,>4 " 
- 5,­
" Inputs to operations manual to enable 
users to control and operate the computer 
programs in a field environment 
,44; 
* Effectivity of operating limitations and 
capabilities with respect to actual and 
planned computer configurations delivered 
to the field environment 
i 
" " 
.' 
A 
, 
" Program revisions and updating 
documentation. ,-
Z-Z9
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Table Z-6. Quality Work Task Descriptions 
for Software Quality (Continued) 
Quality Assurance Operational 
Software Tasks Identified toGDHS Project Phase 
Milestone E 
Mile­
stone 
F 
ConditionalAcceptance 
Test 0 
Tsk Description 0 
Test Procedure Review x x X X 
Review the program design and test 
procedures to ensure that design require­
ments are adequately evaluated, 
0 
Software Quality Planning x x X X 
Software quality planning work will consist 
of the follo.vlng deliverable. and 
engineering services: 
a.Soft .ar.Ou..ty Assurance Plan 
Review quahty assurance planning guide­
lines which identify software peculiar 
quality requirements, customer canda­
inspection points, special contract 
requiremnents overall and continuing 
compliance with the statement of work,and applicable documen . 
Software Quality Managemaent Audit 
quality assurance function involves 
participaton in the development of 
procdprocedures for software testing 
othroughout the v rous levels Quality 
Softassurance personnel will monitor the 
"effectveness of the quality ssurnce 
and recommend cost-effective 
changes. Qulity Assurance personnel
will perform software audits to ensure 
updates to system quality instructions,in accordance with the project qulity 
plan, 
b6Software Source Inspectione ntAd 
a Identify, coordinate, and resolve quality
Th508defqclit assunc fuitionwith ERTS 
Project office 
rontor fo subcontractor inplantperformance in compliance with 
contractual quality assurance provisions 
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Table Z-6. 	 Quality Work Task Descriptions ­
for Software Quality (Continued) 
Quality Assurance Operational ' 
Software Tasks Identified to N "' t 
GDES Project Phase 
Mile -
Milestone E stone . .. 
F 
Conditional 
Acceptance )t.Test 0. 
0 ~ ~ 0 0' 0 
7C, 	 T es npcio uvilnc a .... .. 
as 1 TaskDescription ndH-H 
7 	 7O' Test Inspection Surveillance X X x X
 
707 
 x x. 2C 	 x 
oObserve the acceptance test operations.
 
(Tasks will include compilation and

verification of test data.) 	 :' . " 
8 706 Quality Test Data Center (Software) 
Ensure resolution of test discrepancies 
and collect all output data. ' ;" 
Formal training courses have been established at TRW Systems 
Group and successful completion of each course is required for certifi­
cation. Certificates are given for soldering reliable electrical connec­
tions, connector assembly soldering, module welding quality and 
reliability, potting of electrical connections, and module conformal 
coating and encapsulation. 
Certification programs are conducted for such processes as 
welding, module welding, brazing, soldering, plating, heat treating of 
metal, chemical surface treatment, nondestructive testing, contamina­
-tion control, and measurement. 
Certification and recertification will be based upon examination 
of performance; certification cards will be issued. Records of person­
nel's certification, including complete process identification and certifi­
cation, are maintained. 
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IB203 Quality Information 
Quality assurance maintains several distinct basic systems for 
the collecting; processing, and analyzing of different categories of 
quality ifif6rmatioa and data. A test information retrieval system (TIRS) 
tabulat&s and siums test discrepancies, failures, dispositions, and retest 
data; a quality assurance preferred suppliers directory (QAPSD) lists 
TRW quality assurance approved suppliers showing current levels of 
approval and performance appraisals based on suppliers responsible 
defects; and a standardized quality performance reporting system 
(SQPRS)is an information system which provides data concerning the 
level of quality achieved by manufacturing. These systems will be used 
to the extent necessary to meet ERTS program requirements. 
IB204 Quality Status Reporting 
Quality status reports will be submitted to the customer as 
directed by the contract. The status reports will contain organization 
and key personnel changes, significant problems, their resolutions and 
preventative action, supplier performance, 'TRW performance trends 
relative' ton'nconformances, manufacturing defects, and test reject 
rates' . 
IB205 Quality Program Audits 
Quality assurance maintains a system of random unscheduled audits 
to periodically monitor the activities performed by those organizational 
elements that are responsible for and have an effect upon product quality. 
These audits are performed to evaluate the effectiveness of company 
policy implementation, ascertain company objectives, measure effective­
ness of quality systems and personnel, identify potential problems, 
assure the-fulfillment of project requirements, 'and improve cost 
effectiveness. 
Quality audits performed at TRW are categorized as follows: com­
pany quality system effectiveness audit, functional operations audits, 
divisional policy implementation audits, project quality management 
audits, and inspection effectiveness audits. Information from ERTS 
project quality management audit reports will be submitted to NASA as 
part of the quality status report. Other internal audit reports, those 
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encompassing functional organizations and activities supporting other 
TRW projects, will be maintained by the project quality manager for 
NASA's review. 
IBZ06 Quality Plan 
This quality plan meets the requirements of NHB 5300.4 (1B), 
"Quality Program Provisions for Aeronautical and Space System Con­
tractors", dated March Z0, 1969 and the plan format identified with 
corresponding chapter and section numbers identical to each cited 
requirement in NHB 5300.4 (11). 
This plan has been designed to incorporate appropriate quality 
levels and controls on engineering models, qualification models, proto­
type models, flight models, mechanical AGE, electrical AGE, and the 
GDHS equipment. Refer to Table 2-1, "Quality Assurance Controls for 
Each Type of Model", which lists the types of quality controls that will 
be applied to each appropriate model on the ERTS project; Table 2-2, 
"Quality Assurance Controls for Various Types of electrical AGE, GDHS, 
Electronic GSE and Special Test Equipment", Table 2-3, "Quality 
Assurance Controls for Mechanical Ground Support Equipment". The 
respective quality assurance manual section identifies types of controls 
and associated hardware. 
Revisions to the ERTS quality program plan will be generated and 
approved by the project quality manager, the manager of space vehicles 
division product assurance and the ERTS manager of performance 
assurance. It is then submitted to NASA/GSFC for review and approval 
in accordance with the contract. 
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENt CONTROLS 
1B300 Technical Documents 
The types of technical documents used at TRW, such as specifications, 
test procedures, and engineering drawings, are identified in detail in the 
ERTS configuration management plan. Quality assurance is responsible 
for conducting reviews of these documents to assure conformance to the 
ERTS quality program and configuration management plans. 
IB301 Quality Support to Design Reviews 
Design review requirements are identified in the reliability program 
plan. Quality assurance participates as a member during design review 
and contributes by: 
1. 	 Evaluating components and processes to determine 
characteristics that could affect product quality. 
2. 	 Determining areas in which nondestruct test require­
ments should be imposed. 
3. 	 Noting areas in which special inspection tooling 
should be developed to check the product during 
manufacturing operations. 
4. 	 Assuring that specifications and procedures are 
noted on the drawings and developed to augment 
information necessary to prove integrity of the item. 
5. 	 Determining adequacy and clarity of the documents 
for interpretation by inspection personnel. 
6. 	 Assuring that the product can be inspected. 
7. 	 Determining adequacy of the acceptance and test 
specifications and consistency of the computer 
program design specifications with software quality 
requirements. 
IB302 Change Control 
Change control procedures are identified in the ERTS configuration 
management plan. Quality assurance participates in the change control 
system by assuring that effectivity points are clearly established and that 
as built configuration verification inspections are performed in receiving 
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inspection, sample kitting inspection, fabrication and assembly 
inspection, fabrication bench test, environmental test, and integration of 
the system. Configuration status will be documented on appropriate TRW 
forms and logs. 
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CHAPTER 4: IDENTIFICATION AND DATA RETRIEVAL
 
IB400 General 
The TRW quality assurance system of identification and data 
retrieval for hardware was developed in conjunction with the engineering 
documentation, configuration, and logistics management systems. 
The drafting room manual (DRM) outlines the numbering system to 
be used for engineering drawings, lists of materials, and drawing 
changes, as well as the system to be used for the numbering of,parts, 
assemblies, and installations. A particular series of drawing numbers 
issued by Configuration Administration and Data Management (CADM) for 
the identification of assemblies will be controlled by engineering; physical 
serialization will be as specified in the ERTS configuration management 
plan and verified by the applicable quality assurance group. 
Quality assurance will be responsible for monitoring the identifica­
tion of articles and materials received from suppliers. These, as well 
as in-house manufactured items, will be marked or records maintained 
to provide clear and adequate identification while in stores and throughout 
subsequent processing operations. 
The identification and data retrieval system for software in support 
of the ERTS/GDHS operation is discussed in the ERTS configuration 
management plan. 
1B401 Identification Methods 
Date codes are required only on the unit and components level on 
articles purchased from suppliers. Lot numbers of articles and materials 
produced in groups will be identified traceable to the manufacturing job 
number. This system of serial numbering is defined in the configuration 
management plan. 
During raw material issuance, the lot control numbers are trans­
scribed from the raw material identification label to the applicable pro­
duction fabrication document. Raw materials that do not reflect a receipt 
lot control number cannot be used for fabrication in hardware beyond the 
engineering model phase. 
4-1 
Identification of electrical and electronic parts for flight articles 
such as semiconductors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, relays, connec­
tors, and transformers will be traceable to the date of manufacture and 
manufacturer's lot control number. PAR 700-54, subcontractor 
reliability requirements for ERTS, outlines the requirements for parts 
selection and control. Traceability for this category of parts to the 
physical and chemical analysis will not be required. Components for 
electrical ground support equipment, special purpose test equipment, 
breadboards, engineering models, and mechanical ground support equip­
ment are exempt except where safety considerations are involved. 
IB402 Documentation 
Engineering drawing notes define the method and location of hard­
ware identification. TRW process specification PRI2-1 defines the 
acceptable methods of identifying hardware (etching, stamping, ink 
marking, bag and tag, and nameplates). Specific nameplate requirements 
will be as specified on engineering drawings. 
IB403 Identification Control 
Manufacturing personnel document the required configuration and 
identification on the manufacturing shop orders (MSO) and parts accumu­
lation lists (PAL), and record the as-built configuration and the trace­
ability of material, parts, or units being installed or built into the next 
higher assembly. Verification of the as-built configuration by inspection 
is performed on a routine basis and will be documented formally for each 
end-item. Spacecraft records will reflect its configuration status and 
verification against configuration management documentation made prior 
to delivery of configured items. 
Serial or lot numbers once assigned are not reassigned to other 
units or lots. If a serialized item is scrapped, that serial number will 
not be reassigned to a newly manufactured item. 
IB404 Identification List 
The controls for the list of materials and parts shall be as defined 
in the ERTS configuration management plan. 
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IB405 Retrieval of Records 
The configuration management plan defines the system and controls 
of the configuration status identification list (CSIL) which records as-built 
versus required design configuration and the associated traceability 
information. Quality assurance verifies the as-built versus the 
as-designed configuration anomalies. Detailed records of shop paperwork 
are filed to permit easy accessibility. 
Specific storage and retrieval requirements and responsibilities 
of the software data center in support of the GDHS will include control of 
test results data, test materials, and other technical documentation. 
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CHAPTER 5: PROCUREMENT CONTROLS
 
1B500 General 
TRW quality assurance is responsible for assuring the adequacy and 
quality of all purchased articles, materials, parts, components, processes, 
and services. The work task description for procurement/vendor quality 
assurance is shown in Table 5-1. 
IB501 Selection of Contractor Procurement Sources 
Prior to purchase award, quality assurance will participate in 
evaluations of proposed major subcontractors/suppliers to ensure the 
adequacy of their quality systems in meeting project quality requirements. 
This evaluation is based on review of current supplier quality history, 
formal supplier quality surveys, and review of suppliers' quality pro­
grams and inspection plans submitted on current in-house spacecraft 
programs. 
Proposed subcontractors /suppliers, having demonstrated acceptable 
quality performance to company requirements, may be used without the 
performance of supplier surveys. Such subcontractors/ suppliers must 
currently be listed on the quality assurance preferred suppliers directory 
(QAPSD) and must continue to demonstrate acceptable quality performance 
to remain on an approved status. When it is economically unfeasible to 
perform a detailed vendor evaluation for small quantity purchases, 
standard hardware, or off-the-shelf items, a purchase order will be 
awarded, provided that the quality of the articles can be adequately veri­
fied in TRW receiving inspection or the performance of source inspection. 
IB50Z Procurement Documents 
Purchase orders, subcontracts, and associated specifications 
initiated for the procurement of articles or services will be reviewed by 
quality assurance prior to release to assure that they include the following 
requirements. 
e 	 Subcontractor/supplier is listed in the quality assurance 
preferred suppliers' directory. 
a 	 Technical data is complete. 
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Table 5- 1. Quality W6rktTask Descripti6n for Procurement/Vendor 
Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of.Hardware . 
45 .50  C4) CtCak0 eciton Jm,M 0 0 --
ZZ0 
dteger omdt ods yeo 0itn 
CTask Description cA~ WO in~b MH o, 00a 
1 507 3.0 3.0. 1 Quality Assurance Preferred Suppliers X X x X c; 
Directory. Input data and maintain a 
quality assurance preferred suppliers 
directory listing commodity codes, type of 
survey or evaluation and date, applicable spec­
ification approval and limitations, quantity of 
items inspected, quantity defective, and per­
cent effective. 
Z 206 3. 0 3. 0. 4 Vendor Quality Requirements Documents. X X X X X 
500 Prepare and maintain project vendor quality 
assurance document (PAR) for major and 
critical hardware which define quality 
assurance provisions to be imposed on a 
supplier or major contractor as their 
governing quality specification. 
3 502 3. 0 3.0.4 Project Procurement Quality Requirements.Prepare and maintain a project'procurement X X X x X 
quality requirement document which defines 
hardware end use, supplier quality assur­
ance system requirements, use of quality 
assurance preferred suppliers directory, 
electronic parts matrix usage, hi-rel 
screening, quality assurance purchase order 
clause attachments, TRW receiving inspec­
tion levels, documentation and test data, so 
that quality assurance purchase order review 
personnel assign the appropriate require. 
ments. 
4 507 3.0 3.0. 1 Supplier History Evaluation. Evaluate and X X X X XI 
approve procurement sources based on 
current in-house supplier history records. 
5 501 3.0 3.0. 1 
3.0.3 
Survey of New Project Suppliers. Survey and 
evaluate new or potential project suppliers, 
X X X X XICI 
complete the supplier evaluation report in 
accordance with.-applicable check list to 
include the following: Management for quality, 
control of drawings and specifications, con­
trol of procurement, government/customer 
furnished property, control of inspection, 
measuring, and test equipment, statistical 
quality control, control of procured supplies 
and services, handling and storage, fabrica­
tion control, completed end-item inspection 
and test, nonconforming material, product 
identification, drawing and specification 
compliance, preservation, packing and 
shipping, workmanship, special process, 
retention of inspection and test records, and 
returned materiaL 
6 202 3.0 3.0. 1 Technical Assistance to Suppliers. Provide X X X X X 
508' technical assistance and training to suppliers 
- when necessary to achieve desired reliability 
and quality level. Perform major subcon­
tractor quality requirement orientation as 
necessary. 
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Table 5- 1. Quality Work Task Description for Procurement/Vendor 
Quality Assurance (Continued) 
Requirements for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
.2 
, M a 0 E .0 ' 
0. 
0-~~ 
ON~ 
m 
P, 0n"5.~. 
., 0, 
C! 
M :2; Task Description Q r. 1t , 0 00 
7 500 3.0 3.0.4 Vendor Quality Assurance Plans. Review X X 
vendor quality assurance plans as required by 
the PAR document and resolve plan defi­
ciencies. Review and coordinate vendor 
request for quote (RFQ) responses for com­
pliance to the imposed quality assurance 
provisions. 
8 510 3.0 3.0. 1 Failure and Deficiency Feedback. Conduct X X X X x rxi 
15.0. 1 failure and deficiency feedback (corrective 
15.0. 2 action to suppliers on deficiencies detected 
during receiving inspection, test, assembly, 
integration, and checkout). Utilize TRW 
formal corrective action system. 
9 502 3.0 3.0.2 Procurement Document Review. Review pro- X X X X XI 
curement documents to assure and assign 
appropriate quality clauses and requirements 
in accordance with the project procurement 
quality requirements document. Verify 
supplier status to the QAPSD, special proc­
ess certification, data package contents, 
source inspection and acceptance, and need 
for government source inspection. Verify 
charges to purchase orders including letters 
of contract, TWX's, and resolve all 
anomalies. 
10 503 4. 0 4.0. 2 Source Inspection Planning. Prepare source X X X X X ff__­
504 inspection planning for resident and itiner­
ant source personnel. Define the procedures 
and requirements for in-process inspection, 
test observation, and final acceptance 
including assoc.ated documenation. 
11 505 4.0 4.0.2 Receiving Inspection and Test. Perform X X x X XI 
receiving inspection tests on parts and 
components and document the results on 
incoming supplies to assure conformance 
to the approval procurement documents, 
specifications, drawings, and other accept­
ance criteria. Perform sample inspection 
in accordance with approved sampling 
procedures. 
I1 505 4.0 4.0.2 Raw Materials Verification. Verify raw X X X x XI 
506 materials and identify by a tag or color 
coded label denoting physical conditions. 
Inspect for cracks, seams, and corrosion 
and perform nondestructive/destructive 
test and chemical or physical analysis 
periodically to verify certification reports. 
13 505 4. 0 4. 0.2 Limited-Shelf Material Verification. Inspect X X x xI 
506 limited shell material in accordance with 
special checklists and assure specific stor­
age and temperature conditions are identi­
fied with a shelf-life material tag. Assure 
synthetic rubber items are inspected for 
cure dates and identify by quarter of year 
in accordance with tables of age 
limitations. 
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Table 5-1. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Procurement/Vendor
 
Quality Assurance (Continued)
 
Requirements for ApplicableType of Hardware 
5'5t 	 a .- .2 Tin a 20 0.tin 
14 505 4.0 40,neewgInp'o Pann.Prpr ' X .. 04 
recivng'npe'in lanig inoceclsEsS ; 	 o roE 0E,5 
o 	 ZE <0 C 
4 oz 	 . Me oE,' 0Z I WZ 	 Task Description W a inm M O 
14 505 4. 0 4.0. 6 	 Receiving Inspection Planning. Prepare X X X X X 1k
 
receiving inspection planning (and checklists)
Z 801 an'sppis n ononomig uphs a
which describes the type of inspection to be 
performed (electrical or mechanical), test 
d o u m n fi nd ng scharacteristics, conditions, documentation, 
and special project instructions. 
15 	 506 4.0 4.0.2 Documenting Discrepancies. Identify discrep- X X X X X
 
801 ant supplies on a nonconforming supplies tag
 
803 and disposition the items "rtu to vendor,"
 
"rework to specification, " or "submit to 
MR" in the material adjustment area and 
document findings. 
16 506 4.0 4.0.2 	 Maintenance of Vendor Quality Records. X X X X X ?Xj 
507 	 Establish and maintain vendor quality records,
 
field trip reports, discrepancy data, and
 
corrective action commitments.
 
17 503 4. 0 4.0. 1 	 Quality Field Engineers. Assign a major sub- X X 
contract and project directed critical hard­
ware quality field representative at the ­
vendor's facilities to maintain continuoust 
audits of the vendor's quality system, design, 
specification, test procedure reviews, first 
article inspection, traceability, configura­
tion verification, test observation, material 
review board and test review board actvi­
ties, special process control, and verifica­
tion and to assure that quality problems are 
expeditiously solved. 
18 508 16.0 16.0.1 	 Supplier Audits. Perform periodic supplier X X X X X
 
audits to assure continued conformance to
 
quality requirements.
 
19 505 4. 0 4.0. 6 	 Hi-Reliability and Magnetic Screening. Pre- X 
pare test procedures, computer data reduc­
tion programs, develop inspection test fix­
tures, and perform high reliability screening 
testn or special magnetic screening test on 
purchased components to verify parameter 
drift tolerances or magnetic characteristics. 
X-ray component when required by 
specification. 
20 202 5.0 5.0. 1 Supplier Special Process Certification. Con- X X X 
501 duct supplier special process surveys and 
508 process certification for magnetic particle 
inspection, radiograph inspection, penetrant 
Inspection, ultrasonic Inspection, contami­
nation control and special cleaning, brazing, 
castings, finishes, fusion welding, resist­
ance welding, soldering heat treating, and 
laboratory testing as applicable. 
21 	 505 4.0 4.0.2 Group A and B Test Data. Review Group A X 
506 and B test data for conformance to specif ica­
510 tion requirements and report all anomalies 
to the components 	laboratory. 
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" 	 Quality assurance provisions are adequately specified. 
* 	 Source inspection is specified where required. 
" 	 Adequate identification and packaging requirements are 
specified. 
" Identification of product assurance document PAR 700-52,
7.00-.5%or 700 55 as appropriate for project ERTS hardware 
suppliers and subcontractors (refer to Exhibits 1-2, 1-3, 
;'ahd",1A4)i 
" 	 Subcontractor requirements for GDHS software are specified 
in PAR 700-61, Exhibit i-6. 
" 	 Identification to appropriate standard quality program 
supplier clauses on TRW Form 1991. 
* 	 Quality requirements to be imposed on the Form 1991 
standard clauses include government source inspection, 
TRW source inspection, material traceability, special 
process control, first article inspection, drawings control, 
configuration management, soldering to NHB 5300. 4(3A), 
failure reports, certification of conformances, physical 
and chemical test reports, functional test reports/acceptance 
test data, pressure test certification, radiographic 
inspection, process certification and control of non­
conforming material, and corrective action as applicable. 
Note that packaging and handling requirements are identified separately by 
the packaging Lnd handling personnel in the procurement document 
review section. 
lB503 Contractor Quality Personnel at Source 
Source inspection and surveillance will be performed in the following 
instances:
 
" When procured articles are required at an advance stage of 
assembly where in verification of subcontractor' s/supplier's 
conformance to specification and/or quality requirements 
cannot readily be assured. 
" 	 When special instruments, gages, facilities, and environ­
ments are available only at source for verification of test 
functions or other quality criteria conformance. 
" 	 When special processes are involved wherein the quality 
of the finished article cannot be assured other than by 
destructive testing. 
* 	 When inspection at TRW would involve the uneconomical 
procurement of additional equipment. 
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TRW Systems quality representatives will be resident or itinerant 
at 	the major subcontractor/ supplier facilities. The quality representative 
will, in conjunction with the supplier, perform the following as 
appropriate: 
" 	 Conduct initial and periodic quality surveys to assure 
that the supplier maintains a quality system that meets 
company requirements. 
* 	 Conduct a continuous planned review of all phases of the 
approved quality system to assure compliance. If 
deficiencies are found, the supplier will be requested to 
take corrective action. 
* 	 Assist the supplier in obtaining interpretation of 
company quality, drawing, and specification requirements. 
* 	 Conduct progressive "first article" inspection and 
subsequent planned inspection of components, assemblies, 
and processes, as deemed necessary to determine that 
the products-:meet the quality and engineering require­
ments of the purchase order. 
* 	 Participate in scheduled design reviews and verify 
accountability inspection to assure the incorporation of 
engineering changes, planning changes, and other 
configuration change commitments. 
* 	 Verify test setup compliance to test plans and procedures, 
witness tests performed, and verify failure reporting 
and analysis. 
* 	 Enter into materials review activities at the supplier's 
facilities to exercise right of disapproval; assist the 
supplier in obtaining materials review action on discrepant 
articles if the supplier has not been delegated materials 
review authority. 
* 	 Coordinate reports of unsatisfactory conditions received 
on the supplier's articles to ascertain that the supplier 
establishes the cause of such discrepancies and takes 
prompt and complete corrective action; assure that the 
corrective action effectivity points are met and main­
tained to preclude recurrence. 
* 	 Assist the supplier in the implementation of any inter­
changeability and replaceability program as defined by
 
the purchase order; witness the inspection and check
 
interchangeability verification.
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* 	 In some cases, stamp the articles and related paperwork 
prior to shipment. The supplier will be notified of all 
such articles requiring this operation by the representative. 
In addition to the resident quality representative at, the supplier's 
facilities, quality assurance will provide quality support to various 
supplier technical areas, such as material and special process control, 
manufacturing control, workmanship, and quality procedures to assure 
that quality problems will be expeditiously solved. 
IB504 Government Source Inspection 
Items selected by NASA and Defense Contractors Administration 
Services (DCAS) for the performance of government source inspection 
will be identified in accordance with Systems Quality Instruction 3. 0. 4. 
Imposition of government source inspection (GSI) will not, in any way 
replace or relieve TRW quality assurance of its responsibility. 
IB505 Receiving Inspection 
Receiving inspection will be conducted in accordance with company 
standard flow as depicted in Figure 5-1. 
Purchased equipment will be inspected for damage in shipment and 
for certification, test reports, engineering, or other documentation as 
specified on the purchase order. Raw materials will be properly identi­
fied and composition verification.will be performed on a sample basis. 
Mechanical items will receive inspection with respect to the appropriate 
blueprint or specifications, with the exception of standard hardware items 
such as nuts, bolts, screws, and washers which will be inspected on a 
sample basis. Electronic and electromechanical components will receive 
functional test for specific parameters. Screening will be in accordance 
with the requirements defined in the ERTS Reliability Program Plan. 
Semiconductors and other components requiring high-reliability screening 
will normally be screened at the supplier's facility and shipped with 
certified test reports. Complex assemblies, units, or subsystems for 
which receiving inspection does not have test capability, will be routed 
to the appropriate area for test under quality assurance surveillance or 
the test will be witnessed at the supplier's facilities. 
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Figure 5-1 
RECEIVING INSPECTION OPERATIONAL FLOW 
Inspection of limited shelf material will be performed in accordance 
with special checklists. Materials with specific temperature and/or 
storage conditions are identified with a shelf-life material tag attached to 
each container. 
Synthetic rubber items are inspected for cure dates to assure they 
fall within age limits. They are identified with cure dates by quarter and 
year in accordance with tables of age limits. 
Storeroom surveillance is performed periodically on a random basis 
for evidence of inspection and test acceptance, identification, protection, 
packaging, handling, storage, issuance controls, and general house­
keeping cleanliness. 
IB506 Receiving Records 
Receiving and inspection test records on supplier materials are 
maintained in the receiving inspection area. Performance Assurance will 
review supplier test data as described in the Test Monitoring and Control 
Plan. The results of such inspections and test are available to NASA or 
its designated agency for review. As appropriate, records for black box 
buy items are forwarded to the Quality Assurance Test Data Center to 
become part of the test data package presented to the test review board. 
1B507 Supplier Rating System 
Quality assurance will maintain a directory of quality assurance 
preferred suppliers showing current levels of approval and performance 
status. This directory identifies supplier by name, commodity, and 
performance appraisal based on supplier-responsible defectives. Data 
inputs from surveys and audits are coupled with inspection and test 
results and computer summaries. Reports are published and distributed 
on a weekly basis to using organizations. 
1B508 Postaward Survey of Supplier Operations 
TRW will schedule and conduct postaward surveys of suppliers, as 
necessary, to meet contractual requirements. This survey will include 
the following: management for quality, control of drawings and specifica­
tions, control of procurement, control of government-customer furnished 
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property, control of inspection, measuring, test equipment, statistical 
quality control, control of procured supplies and services, handling and 
storage, fabrication control, completed end-item inspection and test, 
nonconforming material, product identification, drawing and specification 
compliance, preservation, packing, shipping, workmanship, special proc­
ess, retention of inspection and test records, and returned material. 
Supplier quality history evaluations are made on a continuous basis. 
Problem areas discovered either during the survey or history analysis 
are documented on appropriate forms and distributed to the supplier for 
timely correction and prevention of deficiencies. Followup audits and 
customer interface are performed to assure that corrective actions are 
implemented. 
IB509 Coordination of Contractor-Supplier Inspection and Tests 
TRW will coordinate with appropriate suppliers on major and 
critical items to assure compatibility of supplier inspections and tests 
with in-house inspections and tests. Quality assurance will provide 
technical assistance and training to suppliers to achieve desired quality 
and reliability levels. In addition, selected quality orientations will be 
performed to suppliers not familiar with quality assurance requirements. 
IB510 Nonconformance Information Feedback 
Discrepant supplies are reported on nonconforming material reports 
(NCMR's) and are sent to the material adjustment area for disposition. 
Material adjustment representation consists of a quality assurance 
representative, procurement representative, and engineering material 
review board (MRB) representative. 
The nonconforming material reports are dispositioned in the material 
adjustment area with one of the following dispositions: 
* 	 "Return to Vendor" - This disposition is made for items 
with discrepancies determined to be the supplier's respon­
sibility when such action is consistent with TRW quality 
schedule requirements. 
* 	 "Rework to Specification" - This disposition is made when 
rework of the item is determined to be feasible and appro­
priate cost adjustments can be negotiated for supplier 
responsibility. 
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* 	 "Submit to MRB" - This disposition is made when it is 
not feasible to designate a "Return to Vendor" or "Rework 
to Specification" disposition. 
Supplier nonconforming items dispositioned in the material adjust­
ment area are routed as follows: 
* 	 Hardware dispositioned "Return to Vendor" is routed to 
shipping. 
* 	 Hardware dispositioned "Rework to Specification" is 
routed to manufacturing. 
* 	 Hardware dispositioned "Submit to MRB" is routed to 
the material review board (MRB). 
TRW assures that supplier takes prompt, remedial, preventive 
action to preclude recurrence of nonconformances through the utilization 
of processing formal corrective action requests. These requests are 
processed through a central corrective action control center. 
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CHAPTER 6: FABRICATION CONTROLS 
IB600 Fabrication Operations 
Manufacturing documentation, i.e.., shop order and fabrication/ 
inspection process procedure, is reviewed by quality assurance planning 
to assure that the control of hardware is maintained throughout all 
fabrication, assembly, test, and processing activities. Quality planning 
verifies that the requirements specified on the planning document are 
compatible with the engineering documents and that the operational 
sequences of manufacturing and assembly allow adequate inspection 
points. The quality work task description for electrical and mechanical 
planning is described in Table 6-1. Where necessary, special instruction 
requirements are inserted into the planning documents and special tooling, 
workmanship standards, and environmental and cleanliness requirements 
are specified on the manufacturing documentation. 
For software operations, a specification of computer programming 
procedures will provide for test tool applications and will incorporate 
techniques which will (1) serve as a built-in diagnostic computer program 
debug aid, (2) provide efficient means for acquiring intermediate test 
results, and (3) facilitate test plan analysis for completion, redundancy, 
and validity. Table 6-2 is a quality work task description for software 
1B601 Article and Material Controls 
Stores inspection is provided to assure that only acceptable parts 
and materials are admitted into storage. Sample inspection is performed 
during kitting operations to assure that only approved units of hardware 
or subassemblies are supplied to the manufacturing line for fabrication 
or assembly into the next higher assembly levels. 
Quality assurance will ensure that special environmental conditions, 
as specified in the environmental specification required for fabrication 
and test activities, are complied with. 
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Table 6-1. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Quality Electrical 
and Mechanical Planning 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
S 	 T 
1 300 4.0 4.0.6 	 Engineering Drawing Release. Review engineering X X x X X 
drawing for end-item inspectability and for special 
inspection tools and gauges prior to release into 
the manufacturing shop. 
2 600 4.0 4.0.6 	 Manufacturing Planning Quality Assurance Orien- X X X X x 
tation. Coordinate quality plan requirem~ents 
with manufacturing planning, hold orientation
rmeetings, and resolve manufacturing quality 
assurance requirement conflicts. 
3 600 4.0 4.0.6 	 Shop Paperwork Review. Review master shop X X I x 
orders nd parts assembly lists for completeness 
and accuracy; determine that the manufacturing 
operations will produce 	an acceptable part, 
4 600 4. 0 4.0.6 	 In-Process and End Item Inspection Points. Coor- x X X X x 
dinate manufacturing shop orders inspection 
operations with manufacturing planning to assure 
adequate in-process and end-tem inspection 
points.
 
5 100 4.0 4.0.6 	 Mandatory Inspection Points (MIP's). Verify that X
 
mandatory inspection points have been specified
 
on manufacturing shop orders in accordance with
 
project office directives 	(government/ customer 
mandatory inspection points) 
6 	 600 4.0 4.0.6 Acceptance Criteria. Establish the acceptance X x x X 
601 criteria fordm anufacturing shop orders inspection 
operations such as, engineering drawings, 
process specifications, quality operating instruc­
tions, and inspection acceptance tooling. 
7 	 400 4. 0 4.0.6 Configuration and Traceability. Review parts X X
 
403 accumulation list for the correct callout of

material, components, configuration, and trace­
ability code to preclude use of wrong materials 
and configurations. 
8 700 4.0 4.0.6 	 First Article Inspection. Apply first article X
 
inspection requirements to manufacturing shop
 
orders and maintain the associated records as
 
applicable. 
9 603 4.0 4.0.6 	 Raw Materials and In-Process Testing Requests. X X X x 
Prepare laboratory requests for raw material 
and in-process testing such as, chemical andphysicnalysis, bonding, thermal, and tensile 
test as required per military and TRW process 
specifications. Maintain records of acceptance. 
10 600 4.0 	 4.0.6 Planning Changes. Review all planning, X X x x 
in-process manufacturing, and inspection
changes to manufacturing shop orders and parts 
accumulation lists and apply quality assurance
approval planning stamp on the associated 
changed documents. 
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Table 6-1. Quality Work Task Description for Quality Electrical 
and Mechanical Planning (Continued) 
Requirements for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
0a 0 
-0! W TakDsrpinc t WWt 
11 	 302 4.0 4.0.6 Engineering Change Requests. Initiate and submit x X X
 
engineering change requests as required to correct 
and/or clarify engineering drawing anomalies. 
Follow up to assure changes are incorporated. 
12 	 400 4.0 4,0.6 "As Built" Versus "As Designed" Configuration X
 
401 Verification. Review the indentured assembly list
 
403 	 of parts /assemblies delivered to integration and
 
compare the "ras built" versus the "as designed"

conditionT
resolve configuration differences ifthey
 
are quality assurance problems. 
13 10Z 4.0 4.0.6 Eanufacuring Flow Charts Review. Reviewnanu- x x x 
facturing flow charts ifprepared on special items 
and impose inspection stations in the manufactur­
ing flow (add governent/customer mandatory 
inspection points when required). 
14 600 4.0 4.0.6 	 Support to Engineering and Manufacturing. Per- X X X X 
for4 electrical and mechanical inspection plan­
ning services at the request of engineering or 
manufacturing. 
IB602 Cleanliness Controls 
Manufacturing areas requiring environmental controls are
 
monitored to assure that the specific levels remain with acceptable
 
ranges. As a minimum, the environmental criteria established in NHB 
5300.4(3A) will prevail in the electrical assembly areas. 
1B603 Process Controls 
1uality assurance will maintain a defect prevention program for
 
the control of chemical, metallurgical, material cleaning, bonding, 
welding, coating, plating, and other processes where standard inspec­
tion procedures and techniques are inadequate to assure a high quality 
product. Special processes will be monitored and controlled for 
uniformity and accuracy and tests will be performed on special process 
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Table 6-2. Quality Work Task Description for Software 
Quality Engineering and Test Tools 
c 
51 
i 
Quality Assurance Operational
Software Tasks Identified to 
GDHS Project Phase 
Milestone "E" 
Mile­
stone 
&/
;, Conditional Acceptance 
Test 
. . I-. . . . . . . . U 
0 0 0 0 ~u 
KW Yw ;t Z Task Description 5 H 11 a 
<701 
1 600 
601 
Software Quality Engineering Activities 
Quality assurance software engineering support 
X X X X 
001 activities to the software quality plan (quality 
engineering, failure reporting, design reviews. 
etc. ) are required. The task includes the 
following: 
. Update, and reissue of planning instructions. 
N" 'r < Initiate software change requests when soft­
ware milestone documentation needs clari­fication or corrections. 
. Indicate quality status (accepted/rejected) 
of software computer materials or paper­
work. 
' Verify compliance with configuration and 
identification requirements. 
2 600 
604 
* Witness actual computer runs for compli­
ance with software quality planning. 
Software Test Tools 
Software design engineers, programmers, 
test engineers, afd quality engineers will 
utilize the TRW-developed automated software 
checkout and evaluation system denoted (PACE). 
(Exhibit 1-5) Product Assurance Checkout andEvaluation System. Software product assur­
ance tasks are as follows: 
a Adapt and apply PACE to specific needs of 
ERTS computer operating system and pro­
gramming language 
X X X X X X X 
a Establish and carry out training of product 
assurance, programming, and test engi­
neering personnel in use of PACE 
* Direct utilization of PACE test tools 
during installation, integration, and test;
review test plan, analyze results of tests 
and determine test effectiveness; redirect 
test planning activities as required 
0 Vfor 
': "'&,*$>+ 
a Support studies of improved techniques 
computer program quality evaluation 
and reliability assessment 
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solutions to assure conformance to process requirements. Process 
testing procedures are used to determine the adequacy of process 
solutions and application. Personnel responsible for special processes 
will be trained and certified to assure optimum quality and integrity of 
the product. 
Processes to be conducted under special environmental conditions 
will be monitored by quality assurance to verify the presence of environ­
mental controls. If unsatisfactory conditions occur, immediate correc­
tive action will be implemented prior to continuance of process operations. 
Certification of equipment and procedures used in selected process 
operations will be provided. Recertification will be dependent on quality 
audits, performance trends, and the modification or incorporation of 
major changes. The processes requiring equipment certification are 
welding, radiography, chemical etching, plating, and coating. Personnel 
will be certified to perform soldering, structural welding, radiography, 
ultrasonic test, penetrant and magnetic particle inspection, plating and 
coating, encapsulation, conformal coating, and plastic bonding. 
Material and process specifications are prepared by the Materials 
and Process Engineering Department and are reviewed by quality 
engineering. These specifications are supplemented by quality assurance 
operating instructions (QOI's) which specify general and special require­
ments relative to processed parts inspection. Audits of process applica­
tions and operations will be performed over manufacturing processes. 
Immediate corrective action will be implemented if unsatisfactory con­
ditions occur. In addition, quality engineering will perform various 
nondestructive and destructive tests to determine the validity of the 
process operations. 
1B604 Workmanship Standards 
The TRW process requirements specifications (PR's), quality 
operating instructions (QOI's), and fabrication/inspection process 
procedures (FIPP's) support, as required, engineering drawing and 
specification requirements. Detailed quality inspection instructions 
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identify the engineering acceptance criteria used in manufacturing and 
inspection of the hardware. Soldering of spaceborne equipment will be 
performed in accordance with the ERTS program plan for soldering 
electrical connections. 
Standard software development techniques, where applicable, will 
be implemented for the ground data handling system. 
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CHAPTER 7: INSPECTIONS AND TESTS 
IB700 General 
In-process inspection and test operations will be established at 
appropriate intervals during the fabrication and process operations 
which provide verification of the article's conformance to drawing and 
specification. Visual aids, inspection checklists, general inspection 
instructions, and integrated planning documents will be used to effect 
adequate inspection before the last point at which acceptability or quality 
may be verified. Test management is effected by the Test Monitoring 
and Control Plan. Quality assurance participates in the implementation 
and monitoring of test management requirements as established by the 
ERTS Project Test Monitoring and Control Plan. 
Quality assurance will provide inspection observation of tests 
conducted on electrical GSE, mechanical CSE, special test equipment, 
qualification units, and deliverable hardware during manufacturing, 
environmental, and acceptance test operations. Test observations are 
performed to assure that the test is conducted in accordance with the 
governing test procedure, test equipment setup, and calibration require­
ments. The work task description for inspection and test operations are 
shown in Table 7-1. 
Upon successful completion of acceptance testing, quality assurance 
personnel will affix flight certification or acceptance stickers to the unit 
to verify acceptance and prevent test invalidations. 
Spacecraft assembly and observatory integration and test operations 
will be conducted under quality assurance observation. Quality assurance 
personnel will conduct final visual inspections, configuration verification 
inspections, and test inspection throughout the integration and test cycle. 
IB701 Inspection and Test Planning 
Quality criteria are made available in advance of inspection needs 
and issued in the form of written planned inspection sequences, engineer­
ing drawings, detailed inspection instructions, and visual aids. Inspection 
requirements are integrated into manufacturing shop orders by fabrication 
planning personnel and verified by quality planners for completeness and 
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Table 7-1. Quality Work Task Description for Inspection and 
Test Operations 
Requirements for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
S 00 0.0 4 . o - D ea 2a 1; 
700 Verify that manuaHcturing shop orders, part accu­
mutation lists, engineering drawings, specifica­
tions, procedures, and other documents required 
for inspection purposes have been formally 
released. 
600 4. 0 4.0.7 Mechanical In-Process Inspection Record. Pre- X X x 
pare and maintain a mechanical in-process record 
of the inspection results of kitting, -process, 
test, and final operations specified on manufac­
turing shop orders/part accurmulation lists. 
Record actual dimension of less than 0.0005 
3 505 4.0 4.0.7 
tolerances and indicate acceptance or rejection 
of all other dimensions (mnechanical inspection 
only). 
Mechanical Parts Inspection. Inspect parts and x X X X 
600 subassemblies using precici hanical inspec­
tion tools to the requirements specified on the 
MSO and engineering drawings consisting of 
dimensions, special processes, surface finish, 
workmanship, identification, and packaging 
(mechanicalinspection only). 
4 505 4.0 4. 0. 7 Electrical Parts Inspection. Inspect parts, sub- X X X X 
600 assemblies, and assemblies using visual and 
microscopic techniques to the requirements 
specified on the manufacturing shop orders, engi­
neering drawings, fbrication process procedures, 
quality operating instrctons, visual cids for 
special processes, workmanship, identification, 
soldering, bonding, wiring, conformal coating, 
component mounting, and assembly installations (electricalinspection only). 
4 800 4.0 4.0.7 Document Discrepancies. Prepare a discrepancy x X X X X 
601 repor lDR for discrepancies reworkable tospci­
fication Prepare a nonconforming materil 
report (NCMR for noconpormtcess and submit 
for evaluation and the following dispositions 
srework to specification" or submit to MaB. 
Describe the anomaly in detail as to drawing 
section, dimensions, and tolerance callour also 
stating actual dimensions, special process error, 
identification, and workmanship anomaly. 
6 600 14.1I 14.11 Traceability Verification/K tInspection. Verify 
on a sample basis that Preterialand parts kitted 
per part accumulation lists are traceable to 
applicable purchase orders, lot control numbers, 
and fabrication documents per the quality plan. 
X 
o 4o0 4.0.7 InspectionToolCalibratlon. Verify the calibr- x x X X x 
t"on of inspection tools and equipment used for 
inspection and acceptance including personal 
hand tools. 
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Table 7-I. Quality Work Task Description for Inspection and 
Test Operations (Continued) 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
M 	 14 0A' V .
 0
 .0 	 a. 
Z 4 z 	 Task Description ( ev 
8 	 403 4,0 4.0. 7 Conffiguration Verification. Maintain conffigura- X X X X X
 
600 tion control by verifying that manufacturing
703 	 shop orders/part accumulation lists specify the
 
latest aOZeprable review for fabrlated And
 
assembled parts. 
9 1101 4. 0 4.0.7 	 Packaging and Handling Inspection. Verify that X X
 
in-process and completed parts are adequately

packaged to prevent handling and transportation
damage. 
10 602 4.0 4.0.7 	 Cleanliness Conditions. Monitor the fabrication X X X 
and assembly of parts in a clean room environ­
ment for precision mechanical and electrical 
assembly. 
11 700 4.0 4.0.7 	 First Article Inspection. Perform first article X 
inspection when specified on manufacturing shop
order to determine that the manufacturing 
technique and engineering design is acceptable. 
Document and maintain records of the "First 
Article." 
12 600 4.0 4.0.3 	 Tooling Inspection. Perform dimensional X X X 
inspection of fabrication and assembly tools in 
accordance with tool design requirements (for 
drill, mill, lathe, weld. alignment, assembly, 
fixtures, special mandrels, templates, and 
general mechanical aerospace ground equipment,
welding slings, hoists, holding fixtures, and 
dollies (mechanical inspection only). 
13 600 4. 0 4.0.4 Tool Proofing. Determine by tool proofing that X X 
60i tools which are dimensionally acceptable are 
capable of producing parts meeting engineering 
drawing requirements. 
14 600 4.0 4.0,4 Tooling Reinupection. Reinspect tools prriodi- X X 
601 tally for wear at critical points and for visual 
damage. 
15 600 4.0 4.0.2 Nondestructive Testing. Perform nondestructive X X X 
603 5.0 5.0.1 testing USing penetrant, ultrasonic, radiographic, 
magnetic particle, eddy current, videgage,
dermitron, and microscopic methods (mechan­
ical/NDT inspection only). 
16 600 5.0 5.0.1 Weld Schedules and Specimen Testing. Partici- X X X X X 
603 pate in establishing weld schedules for spot 
ultrasonic weld machines by performing 
specimen inspection testing. 
17 	 600 4. 0 4. 0.8 Acceptance Bench Test Observation. Observe the X X X 
705 electrical acceptance bench test operations and 
707 verify that the test is performed in accordance 
with test procedure requirements of data 
acquisition. Quality assurance observation 
personnel will review completed test data and 
verify the acceptance by stamping the paragraphs 
witnessed (fabrication acceptance test inspection 
only). 
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Table 7-1. Quality Work Task Description for Inspection and 
Test Operations (Continued) 
Requirements for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
18 !02 4.0 A.0.8 Mandatory Inspection Points. Notify cognizant X 
703 customer/government representative of mandatory 
in-procass inspec'tion test points prior to the start
of testing and docu-ent the notification on the 
manufacturing shop order. 
19 600 
707 
8.0 8.0,1I Indicatin of Inspection Status. Perform final 
inspection , configuration verification, and 
documnent review. Indicate inspection status by
applying appropriate inspection stamp to hardware 
X X X X X 
ZO 600 
707 
4.0 4. 0.3 
and docmuentation as applicable to end-item use, 
Support to Engineering and Manufacturing. PerX 
form electrical and mechanical inspection 
services at the request of engineering and t sanu­
facturing to meet ed-item need. 
21 600 
1100 
)d01 
82.0 IZ.0. dStoreroom Inspection. Perform storeroom 
inspection to vnrai vercontrol, to include 
storage, packaging, handling, limited shelf life 
rubber cure dates, material issuance, and 
assoiated documentat ion. 
x X X IX 
ZZ as 
above 
as 
above 
Integration Returns Quaity Inspection. Per-
form a visual Inspection on returning hard­
ware, inspect the rework of discrepancies, 
X X X 
and observe the fabrication acceptance test
and dcument as required in accordance 
with the complete work task descriptionfor nondestructive test inspection r 
el00inspection toserfion, mechanical inspecl 
tion, and fabrication acceptance test 
observation. 
acceptability of the inspection points and proper instruction call outs. 
The characteristics to be observed are specified for each predetermined 
examination point, including tolerance limits and special conditions under 
which inspection is to be performed. A typical black box inspection flow 
chart is shown in Figure 7-1. 
Special manufacturing/inspection flow charts for component 
modules and subsystems are prepared by manufacturing with inputs from 
quality assurance on specific items for planning purposes. These charts 
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contain the fabrication, inspection, and test operations performed 
during the fabrication and assembly cycles. The inspection and tests 
performed are conducted with the use of specific procedures, such as 
quality operating instructions, visual aids, special checklists, test 
procedures, and test data sheets, each containing accept/reject criteria 
in accordance with the specifications. 
Table 7-2 describes a work task description for software test 
planning and 
IB702 Test Specifications 
The requirements of test objectives, reliability goals, test param­
eters and tolerances, and environmental conditions will be specified in 
the equipment or subsystem specification. Test procedures utilized 
during checkout incorporate engineering requirements specified in the 
I'D" or equipment specifications. Quality assurance reviews these 
specifications and provides technical and quality inputs. 
IB703 Inspection and Test Procedures 
Quality inspection will ',in-process testing operations to con­
trolled test procedures. Quality assurance reviews the procedures and 
provides technical and quality inputs. 
1B704 End-Item Inspection, Test Specifications, and Procedures 
Test procedures for the end-item unit and system level test 
winlbe prepared and testing will be performed to these released test 
procedures under quality inspection observation. Quality assurance 
reviews the procedures and provides qualty and technical inputs. 
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Figure 7-1 
INSPECTION AND TEST FLOW DIAGRAM showing quality 
assurance tasks to be performed on a black box proposedfor this project 
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Figure 7-1 
INSPECTION AND TEST FLOW DIAGRAM showing quality 
assurance tasks to be performed on a black box proposed 
for this project (Continued) 
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lB705 Inspection and Test Pefofrniance 
Assemblies constituting deliverable end items will be final 
acceptance-tested according to approved acceptance test procedures, 
Tests and inspections will be accomplished in a manner that will not 
result in degradation or deterioration of the item. The quality work 
task description for environmental test inspection operations is 
described in Table 7-3. 
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Table 7-Z. Quality Work Task Description for Test 
Planning and Software Testing 
Quality Assurance Operational 
Software Tasks Identified to 
GDHS Project Phase 
Mile-
Milestone E stone 
F 
Conditional 
Acceptance 
Test 
S gC C 4. o . 
2: 'C eo Z' 
o o-o-o H. o 
on Qaif a0 asrac Hrsnela ato 
with the integration and test group, 
form the following functions: 
will per--.-\,'-, 
. - ; 
* Participate in the 
of test events 
planning and scheduling ' -•­
, 
*Determine conformance to software quality 
test plan. Provide to programm~ers, test 
engineers, and others an evaluation of con-"",-,"' 
formance to quality requirements 
!,,,' 
*Review and approve test procedures to 
ensure the adequacy of the quality a.nd test,' 
data requirements. Provide the criteria 
necessary to verify conformance to these' 
requirements. Develop appropriate quality
review checklists and ensure that teat pro-
cedures do not go through the system '"open 
loop.' Approve software subsystem and 
system level, acceptance, and systems 
teat procedures" 
, -
$ " 
.-, 
'' 
" ,;-'> 
.­
"""'" 
• 
, .-­
*Review executed test data for verification" 
of data to procedure parameters prior to 
continuance with other scheduled tests. 
This includes clearing discrepancies encoun-
tered during testing, open failure reports, 
and incorporation of change notices 
-,.^", , 
-,' \ 
", Ae 
. t, , 
,, 
C 
* Verify that the intsrfaces between the 
modules and functions appear to be properly• 
designed and free of coding errors.,k 
, ,• 
-.. 
* Ensure that all functions of each element-'4. 
have been included and properly implemented " ""'";"­
* Ensure that all interfaces with hardware 
free of incompatibiiies 
are , -"'*¢ 
,•,, >. 
* Ensure that timing and throughput 
system expectatrons 
meet the" , 
%,^• 
" 
*Ensure that simulated hardware and 
ware properly represent the actual,. 
environment. 
soft- " 
% 
,,,,,\ 
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[-4",', Table 7-2. Quality Work Task Description for Test Planning 
. ,and Software Testing (Continued) 
'N," Quality Assurance Operational 
",• -Software Tasks Identified to
", -	 GDHS Project Phase 
'"4< Mile-
Milestone E stone 
Conditional
 
Acceptance
 
Test
 
,,•,,,-a . -. 
-	 mm t,•.•,t 	 U fl o 
50 	 0 0 0 E C 
Z ~~TaskfDescriptionH 	 H Izr 
, 2 Software Testing: 
705 Inspection and Test Performance 	 X X X X 
* Ensure that the total testing has been
 
•- . "accomplished as stated in test plans
 
* 	 Monitor all failure reports 
* 	 Monitor all change notices 
* 	 Compile test data 
, .	 Verify that all changes have been
 
incorporated
 
* 	 Ensure that corrected programs have 
been re-run and validated for expected 
outputs
 
- ' *• 	 Make recommendations for future
 
computer program modifications
 
a Make recommendations for approvals 
< or deferrals of requirements and 
design features. 
4.7, 
7-10 
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Table 7-3. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Environmental/Test 
Observation 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Software 
0 d, 
ono *t 0=o. 
i 0 inpcto to 
et0 	 a 
s ~ 40 	 a0eww-0 4.0. FarctinBnc et 	 ew5 
Quality assurance mlonitors acceptance testing
to ensure that tests are conducted in accord­
ance with approved test procedures and to pro­
vide measureo conformance Rwithout degrada­
tion of quality or deterioration of the item 
tested. 
2 705 
707 
4.0 4.0.8 Inspection Prior to Test. Inspect items sub-
mitted for damage, proper identification and 
review routing, and operations record for 
authorization of test. 
X 
3 705 
707 
4.0 4.0.8 Documentation and Procedure Verification. 
Verify through CADM as applicable correct 
revson letter of test procedure prior to corn-
C XC IC X 
mencing test. On rework returns for environ­
mental retesL, verify acceptance of rework on 
original discrepancy report, assure that 
authorized retest instructions are entered in 
rework instructions section and concurred by 
cognizant project quality engineer. Log test 
to be performned n the squawk report and test 
observation log. 
4 707 4.0 4.0.8 Equipment Set Up and Cahration. Verify test 
equipment stup and proper ca riratton o 
equipment and associated test tooling or support 
equipment (i. e. , vibration and thermal vacuom 
shock fixtures s). 
X X X X 
5 705 
707 
4.0 4.0.8 Acceptance and Quai fication Test Observation. 
Observe the acceptance or qualification test 
operations and verify that the test is performed 
in accordance with test procedure requirements 
of data acquistion. Qulity assurance observa­
tion personnel will review data and verify acccptanae 
graphs witnessed. 
all completed test 
by stamping para­
6 706 
707 
4.0 
9.0 
4.0.8 
9.0.3 
Test History Records. Intiate a test dis- in 
crepancy report when test results exceed test 
procedure lnidts and notify quality engineer 
after engineering disposition. Ensure thatoe  
pertinent lOw's, TOres PaN's. Ple's. DR's. 
NGMR's, SON's are entered adjacent to affected 
paragraph in squawk log and entered on routing 
and operations record. Identify and stamp all 
X X X 
other additional data obtained by chart records. 
7 707 9.0 9. 0.3 Submittal of Nonconforming Test x 
Discrepancies to Material Review Board. If 
necessary, transfer test discrepancy report to 
nonconforming material report, identify dis­
crepant unit and submit to beard for further 
action and disposition. 
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Table 7-3. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Environmental/Test 
Observation (Continued) 
Requirem nts for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
to 
00 
in E 0. 
<Z o4.-Ct . 0 V 
;4 -z 	 Task Description We M, in t. 4 
8 	 706 4.0 4 0 8 Flight Certification or Acceptance Identifica- X
 
707 tion Upon completion of each test required
 
on routing and operation record and] after­
verification of necessary documentation Is 
completed, data package should be submitted 
for final review and configuration check at data 
center, apply flight certified or acceptance tag
and label to the unit upon acceptance of the 
completed data package. 
9 	 706 14.0 14.01 Quality Test Data Packages. Assist quahty X
 
707 data center revew and preparation of data
an 
prior to submitting to the test reviewv board.Coordinate anomalies wth est personnel and 
o0tain approva copies of test change records, 
procedure change notices, and specfcation 
observation ootnces. 
10 	 10f 4.0 4.0 8 fiandatory In-Process Inspection Test Points. X X
 
701 Notify cognizant customegovernment repre­
senLatlve of rmandatory in-process inspection
test points priorto the start of testing and 
document the notification n h test log. 
Detection of unusual or questionable occurrences during final 
fabrication 	inspection and test of end items will be documented on 
appropriate quality forms. uality data reflecting results of final tests 
conducted on end items will be maintained on file. 
Inspection and test data packages will be maintained for black 
boxes. The data will be accumulated until the final unit test, then 
collated into a final test data package, and maintained on file in the 
quality assurance data files. 
Rework, modification, repairs, or replacements conducted on end 
items after or during final test will require such items to be resubmitted 
for inspection or test as applicable. 
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Before observatory integration, quality assurance accumulates 
and reviews (as part of the test review board) quality assurance test 
data packages. Acceptance hardware is placed in controlled storage 
until required for assembly and integration operations. Certification 
or acceptance seals are affixed so that opening the unit destroys the 
seal and, therefore, voids the flight certification. 
Inspection of qualification test operations is performed by 
quality assurance personnel to verify that designi. requirements are 
achieved in environments established by the specification. 
Requalification testing will be performed when determined that 
significant design, process, procurement, or fabrication operations 
have taken placeinvalidating previous qualification status. Recommenda­
tions for requalification testing are made by the responsible engineering 
group with the concurrence of the ERTS project performance/assurance 
manager. TRW will substantiate qualification of items based on similarity 
by thorough engineering evaluation of design and qualification test 
requirements. 
Quality assurance support of the observatory integration and test 
operation is described in the work task description (see Table 7-4). 
System discrepancies, deviations, or anomalies will be noted in the 
observatory inspection squawk log. A systems level daily narrative 
log book will be maintained for each system entering integration wherein 
all activities performed on the system will be logged in chronological 
order each day. Quality personnel will verify installations, harness 
routing, torquing, and assembly operations to appropriate drawing and/ 
or procedures. Records of all installations, mating and demating of 
connectors, acceptances, and removal of hardware will be recorded. 
Quality inspection will observe data acquisition and maintain a controlled 
record copy of test and integration data generated throughout the test 
integration and test cycle. Test data will be presented to the test review 
board for formal approval.- An end-item inspection and test report will 
be prepared concurrent with delivery of the ERTS observatory and 
transmitted to NASA/GSFC in accordance with contracted requirements. 
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Table 7-4. 
0,.4) :.-e& 
Ct viZ 
1 	 203 4.0 4.0.9 
706 14 .0.0. 
2 	 703 4.0 4.0.9 
706 
3 	 705 4.0 4.0.8 
707 
706 4.0 4.0.8 
707 
5 	 705 4.0 4.0.8 
707 
4 	 706 14. 0 14.0.1 
707 
7 	 707 18.0 18.0.8 
Quality Work Task Description for Observatory, 
Integration and Test Inspection 
Observation 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
P. 
00 
in 
Task Description 	 C inu 
Spacecraft Log Book. Establish and maintan x
 
a log book system for each spacecraft/system
 
representing complete spacecraft activities.
 
The log book system will contain a narrative
log, break of inspection, squawk report, test 
record sheet, assembly installation and
 
inspection log, nonconforming material report,
 
failure report, discrepancy report, operating 
time records, routing and operations forms, 
and acceptance data. 
Record of Spacecraft Events. Record events X X 
such as discrepancies, removals and replace.
 
mnents of hardware, work accomplished, test
 
results, special instructions, and customer
 
notification for mandatory inspection pointsin the spacecraft log books. 
Inspection Verfcaton ofElihght Hardware. x
 
Veriy previousy spection acceptance of all
 
flight hardware received in the area forincorporation in the spacecraft/system to 
verify flight certification, proper documenta­tion, and damage du handling.sqng 
Discrepancy Identfcato and Documentation. X X 
Lst discrepant or damaged tems dscovered 
durimg inspection on a squawk report and
 
record n the spacecraft log book, document
 
item(s) which are removed from the
 
spacecraft/system on a discrepancy report
 
to assure nonconforming items control. 
Integration and Test Observation. Observe X X
 
hardware installation, integration, and test
 
operations to assure conformance to approvedprocedures. Monitor integration and test area
 
for cleanliness, potential hazard, and general
 
handling procedures. Verify items such as
 
torquing, alignment, bonding, and
 
workmanship. 
Test Anomaly Documentation. Document test X x
 
anomalies on the test dscrepancy report and
 
test record sheet and prepare NCMR's as
 
required to provide reformation for correc­
tive action and total historical record.
 
x 
spacecraft configuratoon prior to major mile­
stoce test, integrated system test, 
Spacecratonfd rtion Verfication. Verify x 
ne.t, 
vibration, and thermal vacuum tasting, and 
publish spacecraft configuration status prior 
to major milestone testing. 
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Table 7-4. 	 Quality Work Task Description for Observatory,
 
Integration and Test Inspection
 
Observation (Continued)
 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
0 
n 0 9 
6 0R. 0 
Z C oCZ Task Description 	 W -o W t to M I­
8 707 4.0 4.0.9 	 Test Data Verification. Review executed test X
 
data for verification of test data to test
procedure parameters prior to continuance 
other scheduled tests, inludng cearng	 0ith 

discrepancies encountered during testinlg, open
NTMR's, failure reports, aid incorporation of
 
ouitstanding engineering 	orders. 
9 707 4.0 4.0.4 	 Open Squawk Record Resolution. Conduct weekly X
 
squawk reiew of spacecraft status. Reew with
 
the test conductors and appropriate personnel,
 
discrepancies logged the spacecraft/dgainst 

system and issue action 	items to resolve problem
areas and corrective action against those items 
whtch are recurring. 
10 707 18.0 Configuration and Item Verification. Conduct X 
confguratiof
nspection prior to initial integrated
 
system test (IST). oordate confguration 
inspecton performed by an engneerng team 
from the following areas: configuration manage­
ment office, quality assurance, intantegraton 
planning and logistics, test director's office, 
and the test conductor. Log and document 
anomalies and maintain a closeout of action 
items. 
Quality assurance uses established procedures for control of 
end articles of equipment from receipt of equipment at installation 
locations; during installation of equipment; and through checkout, launch, 
and postlaunch operations. Applicable quality documentation for use at 
the launch site must be reviewed and/or approved by the project quality 
manager or his designated representative before implementation. 
Secured bonded areas at the launch site will be established under quality 
assurance cognizance. 
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A quality assurance team, directed by the launch manager and 
consisting of appropriate quality engineering, inspection, and calibration 
personnel will be assigned to each launch operation. Work task descrip­
tion for quality assurance launch activities are shown in Table 7-5. The 
inspection personnel on the quality assurance team will perform 
observation of off-loading and transportation operations connected with 
receipt and shipment. Quality personnel will monitor the quality require­
ments of prelaunch and launch operations, including the return of residual 
equipment. 
The quality engineer responsible for launch support ensures that 
launch operations are performed in accordance with quality assurance 
procedures and are appropriately documented. His responsibilities 
include: 
" 	 Develop quality assurance launch procedures to ensure that 
the quality and configuration requirements, are adhered to 
and documented 
* 	 Maintain liaison with site quality control representatives to 
ensure compliance with site quality assurance requirements 
* 	 Keep the launch manager informed of requirements, problems, 
and potential problems and advise on solutions 
* 	 Maintain daily quality control logs to serve as objective 
evidence and chronological history of work accomplished 
* 	 Ensure that bonded storage is maintained in accordance 
with applicable procedures 
* 	 Ensure that red tag items "remove before flight" repository 
are kept under bonded conditions to serve as objective 
evidence that items were removed prior to flight 
" 	 Ensure that shipping and receiving inspection (at launch 
site) is performed in accordance with applicable procedures 
* 	 Serve as a member of the flight readiness and/or test review 
board as required 
* 	 Provide administrative support for quality assurance
 
personnel assigned to the launch team
 
* 	 Participate in launch recycle decisions as required; provide 
equipment failure report data and maintain current time logs 
on flight equipment as required 
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Table 7-5. Quality Work Task Description for Quality Assurance 
Launch Activities 
Quality Assurance Launch Task 
e tIdentified to Project Phase 
A 
U 
.0~~ -
_ z W Task Description 
A,. 
0.P,U~ ni '<", 
1 X 206 17.0 Quality Assurance Launch X 
Activities Plan. Prepare a quality 
assurance launch activities plan that 
provides for packaging, storage, 
shipping, receiving inspection, 
bonding stores, integration and 
checkout, test equipment, metrol­
ogy, and site deactivation (project
quality engineering). 
2 X 200 17. 0 Launch Team Activation. Select a X x 
201 quality assurance launch team and 
train for launch duties. Perform 
launch activities scenarios to assure 
a well-planned quality assurance 
launch routine (project quality 
engineering). 
S X 17.0 Test Range Evaluation. Survey and x 
evaluate test range (field site) for 
the handling of metrology, propel­
lents and fuels, storage facilities. 
and associated quality assurance 
support organizations. 
A 
4 1100 12.0 1Z.O.1 Packaging/Shipping/Storage Proce- X 
1101 dures. Review packaging, shipping 
1102 and storage procedures for the space­
craftGDHS associated test equip­
ment, spares, and documentation. 
700 12.0 12.0.1 Packaging and Shipping Inspection. X x 
4.0 4.0. Il Inspect the packaging and handling 
of spacecraftf/GDHS and spares activ­
ities in accordance with approved 
procedures. Verify that associated 
documentation, microfilm data 
packages, and inspection and meas -
uring tools have been included. 
6 206 4.0 4.0.2 Receiving Inspection at Launch/Field x X 
706 17.0 Site. Conduct receiving inspection 
at launch site verifying documenta­
tion, data packages, hardware con­
ditions, damage or deterioration, 
and storage of spacecraft/GDHS. 
spares, mechanical AGE, electrical 
AGE, and support equipment. 
7 X 200 IL20 12.0.1 Bonded Stores Control. Verify that x x 
206 items have been placed in a "bonded 
stores" and that strict adherence to 
procedures are followed for requisi­
tioning spares and equipment from 
stores. 
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Table 7-5. Quality Work Task Description for Quality Assurance 
Launch Activities (Continued) 
0 
zt Z'Ts esrpinU<4 
8 X 900 
905 
17.0 
Z. 0 
2,0,2 
20. 3 
Metrology. Verify that the calibra-
tion of all measuring and test equip­
ment used for integration ond 
checkout of the spacecraft and sys­
tems and the support equipment will 
extend through the launch cycle. 
Coordinate with site mretrology 
personnel for special purpose
calibrataons. 
9 907 7.0 4.0.9 Integration and Test Observation. 
4. 0 Maintain a daily narrativelog, chron. 
ological history recordof work accom­plished, and a runnngitem log for 
all spacecraft/GDHS activates. 
Perform inspection verif ication Of
all integrated activities and test 
observation of all tests in accord­
ance with approved test procedures. 
10 706 4.0 4.0.2 Document Discrepancies. Prepare 
707 9.0 4.0.7 
9.0.3 
a discrepancy report for discrep­
ancies reworkable to specification, 
9-.0.5 prepare a nonconforming m~aterial 
report for nonconformances, and 
submit to the material review board 
f9..p repare ao o mfailre 
report for failed items and subnit 
to the launch failure review board, 
I I X 17. 0 Flight/GDHS Readiness ReviewfBoard. 
Participate as a member of the 
flight readiness review board 
reviewing launch integration and 
test data. Perform final acceptance 
of the payload integration. 
lz X 4.0 
17.0 
I. 0 
4.0,11 
12. 0.1 
Site Deactivation. After launch, 
verify the packaging, storage, and 
shipment of spares, MAGE, and 
associated test equipment in 
accordance with the post-launch 
quality checklist. Verify that items 
and documentation are properly 
accounted for. 
Quality Assurance Launch Task
 
Identified to Project Phase
 
U, 0. C, 
0 0. 4 
a - t ui 4 
X 
X 
x x 
x $ 
x x 
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* 	 Advise launch manager of quality assurance facilities 
requirements during the planning stages of launch support 
* 	 Develop a specific material review system for discrepant 
material at the launch site. 
For ground support equipment, the following quality assurance 
requirements will be established to assure compliance with contractual 
requirements: 
" 	 Inspection to a released top assembly drawing prior to 
closure 
* 	 Inspection to schematic drawings with identifying part 
symbols 
* 	 Parts lists 
* 	 Fabrication utilizing soldering personnel certified to the 
requirements specified in the ERTS program plan for 
soldered electrical connections 
* 	 Calibration performed to written procedure 
* 	 Functional and capability validation including continuity
checking performed to written procedure. 
IB706 Inspection, Test Records, ancData 
Lower level fabrication and assembly history, build-up and dis­
assembly repairs, rework, and modifications are maintained in manu­
facturing/inspection files. The end-item data package will contain the 
top manufacturing shop order. Detailed information can be traced 
to the lower level assembly buildup. TRW maintains a separate 
manufacturing/inspection file for all groupings of fabrication and sub­
assembly and a separate unit-type file for end item. Nonconforming 
material reports and material review board (MB) actions are filed in 
the board's center. The manufacturing shop orders contain reference 
to nonconforming material reports and, therefore, detailed information 
can be traced from it to a corresponding nonconforming material report. 
Quality test data packages for unit level tests and spacecraft 
integration tests are maintained in the quality assurance test data center. 
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Table 7-6. Quality Work Task Description for Quality Assurance 
Test Data Center 
Requirements for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
S. . •0 
:i I:S ' 4 
OZ WOZ 
z 
Task Description I 
is 
. aw 1419 Ef- 4! 
203 
706 
14.0 14.0.1 Test Data Receipts in Test Data Center. 
Review formal copies of test data submitted to 
the quality assurance data center and verify the 
acceptance and completion of processed data. 
Enter received data in the "test data log, " 
record status, catalog contents of the data, and 
retain in files. 
X 
2 Z03 
706 
14.0 14.0.1 Test Data Package Preparation. Assemble test 
data into a test data package as directed by the 
project quality manager. Collate the test data 
package sequentially according to the routing and 
operations sheet. Prepare separate tab dividers 
and separate items by test procedure and test 
data. Prepare table of contents and a test data 
package sign-off sheet, 
If 
3 203 
706 
14.0 14.0.1 Data Package Records Ac.cutulation, Repro-
duce squawk reports, discrepancy reports, non­
conforming material reports, test change 
records, parts change notices, procedure 
change orders, failure reports, associated 
correspondence, and configured indentured parts 
listings as applicable; add to the total data 
package making a complete history of the test 
and associated documents. 
x 
4 203 
706 
14. 0 14. 0. 1 Test Data Package Review. Review test data 
packages in accordance with the test data 
package checklist assuring that configuration 
test data and associated documentation are 
IC 
complete. Coordinate with integration and test 
personnel to resolve test data anomalies, 
5 203 
706 
14.0 14.0.1 Submittal for Test Review Board. Supply test 
data packages to the project quality manager 
or his designee for presentation to the test 
review board and customer for acceptance. 
Upon review and acceptance of the test data 
package, coordinate all "open action items" 
and perform final review and acceptance if 
anomalies exist during the test review board. 
x 
6 203 
706 
14. 0 14.0.1 Microfilm and Storage Test Data Packages. 
Number each page in the test data package 
sequentially, prepare microfilm transmittal. 
and ship data packages to configuration adminis­
tration then data management for the preparation 
of microfilm aperture cards. Maintain micro­
filih aperture cards in data center and after 
launch, forward test data packages to the 
TRW records retention center. 
x 
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Its work task description is described in Table 7-6. Quality assurance 
assigns an inspection crew to the observatory for the period of integration, 
test, and launch. This crew verifies and documents installations, remov­
als, alterations, and tests of any kind performed on the observatory. 
Quality assurance initiates and maintains a log book in which the history 
and configuration of the observatory is documented. It includes the 
following: break of inspection, chronological test record, running time 
log, assembly squawk record, test discrepancy, narrative log, spacecraft 
nonconforming material reports, test procedures, test record sheets, 
limited life records, and an assembly installation and inspection log. 
11707 Contractor Quality Assurance Actions 
Quality assurance inspection of acceptance testing verifies that all 
tests are conducted in accordance with approved test procedures and 
provides a valid measure of conformance. 
Quality inspection personnel verify test setup, test equipment 
utilization and calibration, hardware acceptability for test, and correct 
configuration, and assure accurate documentation in data recording and 
test anomalies. 
During testing, quality assurance inspection personnel will inspect 
the test operation (1) to ensure that testing is accomplished in accordance 
with approved formal test procedures, and (2) to ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of records of test results, document rework, repair, 
modification, removal, and replacements during the test operation, and 
document nonconformances. Subsequent to test completion, quality 
inspection personnel review all documentation, flight certify the unit, 
and submit the data pacage to the test review board when all dispositions 
and "open squawks" have been resolved. 
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Table 7-7. Quality Work Task Description for QualityAssurance Software Data Center 
Quality Assurance OperationalSoftware Tasks Identified to 
GDHS Project Phase 
Milestone E 
mile-
stone 
F 
,Z 
2 
i 
Conditional 
Acceptance 
Test 0.0 
en 
4, 
00 
rq 
0 0 
LoQ 
U-
0) 
0 
0 
0 
04 
1, -',m 
zTask Description :4 H L0 
Z03 
706 
Software Test Documentation 
The data contained within the center will be 
used by test and configuration control 
personnel to document changes to the software 
while maintaining exact records of the 
software at any given time. 
X X X X X 
' 
, 
The test center will make available to all 
ERTS project personnel the following data ,'-'i< 
Data generated prior to test: 
" Test plan 
" Test procedures 
" Test logs 
" Configuration control change list 
* Allocated computer run time and location 
Data generated during test: 
* Quality assurance history log 
* Failure reports 
* Discrepancy reports 
* On-the-spot change data and material 
" Test verificati .. puts 
* Output Listings 
* Software problem report (SPR) 
* Program change record (PCR) 
I W 
-I 
-
2 203 
706 
Test Data Center personnel win: 
* Collect, 'review, and assembly into a data 
package the completed acceptance test 
data and other applicable documentation 
X X X X xI 
. J't. 
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Table 7'-7. Quality Work-Task Description for Quality Assurance 
.' '- "Software! Data Center (Continued) 
Quality Assurance Operational 
" - Software Tasks Identified to 
, - GDHS Project Phase 
".' ''; 	 Milestone E stone 
re 
Conditional
 
-, / ,-. Acceptance,
 
Test 

0 	 5, 5, 5 0
,.°,o ,00 	 .0 tz 	 S S 02 0 5 5
°2'' ' ,/ 	 .2 . . . . .o.," 	 . 
Z Task Description 
* Coordinate and distribute data packages
 
'- "J , which consist of computerized reports
 
derived from inspection and test logs, 
containing acceptance, rejection­
cerrection-retest records, operating 
time, and other relevant quality status 
"",/records 
* 	 Complete the software computer program 
package by serial number units, and, 
where appropriate, forward to the next 
site participating in the test cycle 
, * 	 Arrange for reproduction of required
 
copies.
 
- 2o, -' 
'o, 	 • ,o
"5-	 •,, ( , 
.S "'5,,'; 
oK, -'7-2 
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Table 7-8. Quality Work Task Description for Verification and 
Preparation of Computer Test Operations Material, -
Quality Assurance Operational 
Software Tasks Identified to 
ODES Project-Phase 
, 
Milestone E 
Mile -
stone 
F 
'.' -
Conditional 
Acceptance 
Test 
.. 
o,' 
' 
r=1 
0 
z Task Description HH 4 
0405 Computer Test Operations 0 x " 
701 The specific tasks to be undertaken are: 
706 
707 e Verify compliance with configuration 
control change lists supplied by 
configuration management 
$ 
-
' a, 
" Verify that all run materials* are 
assembled before specified acceptance 
runs are initiated 
' " 
" Prepare quality assurance history run 
log 
* Assemble and package all failure and 
disqrepancy reports generated during 
run and ensure proper distribution and 
follow -up 
-
. 
' 
* Indicate quality status of each 
verification run 
" Acquire all change data (cards, 
generated on the spot. 
etc.) ", 
' 
,. 
,' 
* Deliver al v.rified rin miaterials to the 
quality assurance data center and apply 
quality assurance stamps as appropriate 
-
* Verify actual computer time used to make 
run associated with given program 
-
* Verify actual output listing to ensure test 
cases are properly associated with 
approved test specification documentation. 
- " 
Cards, tapes, disc, listing, procedures, specifications 
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CHAPTER 8: NONCONFORMING ARTICLES
 
AND MATERIAL CONTROL
 
IB800 Nonconforming Articles and Material Control 
Nonconforming material detected during the -receiving, fabrication, 
assembly, and test inspection operations will be identified, segregated, 
and withheld from use in controlled areas. To provide positive segrega­
tion of discrepant items, controlled areas will be established in the areas 
of receiving inspection, manufacturing, assembly, and test. When segre­
gation is not feasible or physically possible, the item will be bonded in 
place and held for material review. 
1B801 Nonconforming Documentation 
Material found discrepant during receiving inspection will be 
reported on a nonconforming material report (NCMR), forwarded to the 
incoming material adjustment area for disposition, and reported to the 
concerned buyer. Based on severity of discrepancy, schedule, input, 
cost of rework, and other factors at the buyer's disposal, he will either 
direct return of the material to the supplier or request rework in-house 
to drawing and specification requirements. For any other dispositions, 
the buyer will request submission of the material to the evaluation team, 
The flow chart in Figure 8-1 describes this operation. 
TRW Systems Group manufactured items found discrepant at any 
point during fabrication or assembly operations will be reported on a 
discrepancy report (DR). Discrepancies which can be reworked to draw­
ing and specification requirements will be dispositioned on the report by 
an authorized manufacturing representative and concurrdd by the discre­
pancy review representative. Discrepancies which cannot be reworked to 
drawing and specification requirements, will be transferred to a noncon­
forming material report (NCMR) and submitted to the evaluation team foi' 
disposition, The flow chart in Figure 8-Z describes this operation. 
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Figure 8-1 
SUPPLIER MANUFACTURED ITEMS SYSTEM for controlling nonconforming material 
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Figure 8-2 
TRW MANUFACTURED ITEMS SYSTEM for controllng nonconforming material 
Discrepancies discovered during testing will be documented on a 
test discrepancy report (TDR) and in addition, all test article failures 
will be reported on the test discrepancy report. Malfunction reporting 
to NASA/GSFC will be in accordance with the procedures specified in the 
ERTS reliability program and malfunction reporting plans. Discrepancies 
which can be dispositioned through rework to specification requirements, 
repair, or replacement of the test equipment, or through a change to the 
test procedure within specification requirements, will be dispositioned on 
the test discrepancy report by the test conductor. Concurrence will also 
be required. All other discrepancies will be transferred to a nonconform­
ing material report (NCMR1) and submitted to the evaluation team for 
disposition. 
When the nature of a discrepancy report item is such that its rework 
is within the purview of an existing NASA/GSFC or designee approved 
standard repair procedure (SRP), disposition to rework to the standard 
rework procedure may be made on the discrepancy report. Discrepancy 
review personnel will enter the discrepancy report item number and 
statement rework per Standard Repair - # XXXX" in the "Remarks, 
Rework Inspection" block of the discrepancy report. Upon satisfactory 
completion of the standard rework, manufacturing resubmits the discre­
pancy report item to inspection for acceptance. Standard rework proce­
dures will be reviewed and approved by the project quality manager or 
his designee prior to use on the ERTS project. Discrepancies noted 
during operations of the ground data handling system'4 
1B802 Remedial and Preventive Action 
Formal Corrective action will be initiated for correction of design 
deficiencies or other technical requirements, administrative procedures 
or practices, processes or processing techniques, inspection or inspection 
techniques, failure to comply with established procedures and instructions, 
and any other nonconformances which may affect the quality of the product. 
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Formal corrective actions will be administered and controlled by a 
corrective action control center (CACC) and will be available for NASA/ 
GSFC review. All actions initiated will be "closed out" in accordance 
with steps of the flow chart shown in Figure 8-3. The project quality 
manager or his designees will monitor the acceptability of corrective 
actions. Additional corrective actions are identified on the nonconforming 
material report as appropriate and approved by the material review board. 
1B803 Initial Review Disposition 
An evaluation team comprises approved quality assurance and engi­
neering personnel and will have the authority to make the following joint 
dispositions in accordance with discrepant material - reporting, control, 
and evaluation procedures. 
* 	 Return to vendor 
* 	 Rework within drawing/ specification requirements 
* 	 Sort for yield 
* Reinspect 
* 	 Scrap (when value does not exceed the amount established 
by the Defense Contractors Administration Services quality 
assurance representative and the project quality manager on 
cost plus contracts) 
Scrap dispositions, other than those previously described, will 
require material review board action. In addition, if it is the opinion of 
the evaluation team that the material be considered for acceptance in the 
"use-as-is" category or "repaired-to-salvage tolerance", it will be 
submitted to the material review board for action (see flow charts, Fig­
ures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-4). 
1B804 Material Review Board 
"Repair-to-salvage tolerance", "use-as-is", and certain high value 
scrap dispositions will require the board's action. It will be composed of 
three authorized representatives. Each member will be a qualified engi­
neer and familiar with quality, reliability, engineering application, and 
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FLOW AND DISPOSITION OF NONCONFORMING ITEMS 
through the formal material review board (MRB) 
functional requirements of the material under consideration, The material 
review board will consist of a quality assurance representative who is 
chairman of the board, and engineering representative appointed from the 
division having design engineering liaison responsibilities, and a DCAS 
quality assurance representative having material acceptance authority. 
Additional consultant members may be called upon by the board for 
consultation but will have no vote in the disposition made by the board. 
The board will be authorized to accept only nonconformances that are 
judged to be variations which will require a unanimous decision while a 
dissenting decision will veto the acceptance. Discrepancies classified 
as deviations or departures from contractual specifications will be sub­
mitted to the ERTS project office for coordination with NASA/GSFC for 
dispositioning. 
1B805 Written Requests for NASA Contracting Officer Approval 
A deviation is defined as a nonconformance which may have an 
adverse affect on safety, performance, interchangeability, reliability, 
weight, durability, or basic objectives of the contract. 
Written request for deviations for which TRW recommends a dispo­
sition to "repair" or "use-as-is, ",will be submitted to the NASA contract­
ing officer for approval. Each nonconformance request will be submitted 
through the material review board with written recommendations and pro­
posed remedial and preventive action. Articles and materials will be 
withheld from further processing until contracting officer disposition is 
obtained. 
IB806 Supplier Material Review Board 
Major suppliers' or subcontractors' nonconforming material will 
be controlled in accordance with PAR 700-52, and 700- (refer 
to Exhibits 1-2, 1-3, and Decisions to grant board authority to 
major suppliers or subcontractors will require concurrence of the 
customer. 
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CHAPTER 9: METROLOGY CONTROLS
 
1B900 General 
TRW standard policies and practices exist for assurance and control 
calibration evaluation, and maintenance of test and measuring equipment 
in accordance with MIL-C-45662 and NASA requirements. Quality work 
task description for the metrology effort is described in Table 9- 1. 
1B901 Initial Acceptance 
The TRW metrology organization supported by quality assurance and 
the test equipment custodial organization perform receiving inspection and 
calibration on new measuring and test equipment. Metrology performs 
this function to support the normal receiving inspection function within 
the company. 
1B902 Evaluation 
Test and measuring equipment used for product verification is 
evaluated for equipment tolerance limits, accuracy, and repeatability, 
and serves to establish allowable usage factors. 
Detailed evaluation will be performed on special measuring and test 
devices where long established accuracy, stability, and repeatability 
factors are not available, such as automated test and checkout equipment 
or special designed equipment for specific measurements as part of the 
design review. Evaluation of this equipment will establish that tolerance 
requirements of the product are within the scope and capability of the 
measuring device. Resultant measurements are those of the product and 
not of the measuring device and its accuracy and tolerance verification 
has been established. 
1B903 Hardware Measurement Processes 
When it is discovered that the accuracy of the test equipment will 
exceed 10 percent of the tolerance of the hardware characteristic to be 
measured, the test equipment, test item, and test characteristic will be 
identified. TRW will then submit a recommendation to NASA/GSFC for 
information and disposition. 
9-1 
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Table 9-1. Quality Work Task Description for Metrology 
Requirements
 
for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
-t: z CI Task Description W .0 W 0 gJ 
I 90Z 2, 0 2. 0. 1 Company Standards. Mantain company 
measurement standards which are traceable 
X X X X X 
and have valid relation to national standards, 
Company standards are documented, eval­
oared, and certified by National Bureau of 
Standards, equipment manufacturer, selected service centers. Standards maintained covers 
the full spectrum of basic measurem~ent; 
DC/low frequency - r.esistance, inductance, 
capacitance, vltage, correct, magnetics;RF/mcrowave - impedance, attenuation, 
power, time, frequency, noise, phase; 
electromechanical - pros sure tempsrature, 
force, mass, flow, acceleration, radiation;mechanical /optical - length, flatness surface 
finish, angle. roundness,. internal/external 
z 905 2.0 2.0.1 
diameter and levelness. Calibration/Maintenance/Repair of Test X X X X X 
Equipment. Perform calibrations traceable 
to the National Bsreau of Standards; maintain, 
repair measuring, test, and inspection equip­
ued sed by TRW Systemi Group. Cas 
of equipment services are to include general 
purpose electrscalS mchaical, optical oes­
tromechanical instruments, special purpose 
3 905 . 0 2.c0.a3 
test equipment, and uniquetems. 
Control of Equipment, Control measuring, X X X X g 
tet and inspeetion quipment utilion.g decals 
to indicate calibration control status 
(cali­
brated, limited use, user validated maintenance 
conditional use, inactice and out-o -calibration 
control). Issue reports to indicate instruments­tion status, such as recall cycle, history, equip­
ment locaton custodian, and abel designation. 
2ss2e computer preprinted calobratin work 
orders for recalling equipment de for calibr­
tionrmaineartee, Isse aonpuerized delin­
quency report o user equipment known to be 
out-of-calibration control. Coordinate with 
user laboratries to have equipent brought to 
4 905 2.0 Z. 0.3 
metrology for action. 
Evaluation of Equipment. Evaluate equipment X g X X X 
under calibration control for reliability by 
manufacturer mxodel, Analyze each instru­
ment for performance, stability. and service cost. Tabulated data are published in history 
data sanarym nufacturer model summary 
reports and used for establishing/changing 
recall cycle, recommendatihn for preferred 
purchasing, and selected calibration 
exemption. 
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Table 9-1. Quality Work Task Description for Metrology (Continued) 
Requirements
 
for Applicable
 
Type of Hardware
 
z a I' TakDsrpin zW U Ai 
g a 
5 505 3.0 3.0,3 Receiving Inspection. Perform receiving x x x x x 
901 inspection on measuring, test, and inspection 
equipment to assure conformance to procure­
ment documents, specifications, and other 
applicable requirements when the receiving
inspection group does not possess the techni­
cal and instrumentation capability. 
6 903 
1300 
10.0 i0.0.i Inspection Calibration of Government-
Furnished Property. Inspect, calibrate, 
maintain, and evaluate GFP measuring, 
tests, and inspection equipment under 
intended use for compliance to the appli­
cable documents and performance 
requirements. 
x X K X X 
7 902 
907 
Z.0 2.0.Z Technical Assistance /Measurement Engi-
neering/Training. Offer technical assistance 
in resolving measurement problems, design/ 
develop special test standards, conduct train­
ing for TRW customer - supplier personnel
when necessary on measurement techniques, 
measurement system evaluation, error 
analysis to achieve the required quality­
accuracy level. 
x x x x x 
8 902 
905 
2.0 2.0.2 Special Measurements. Perform special 
measurements where precision, accuracy 
technique instrumentation are of special 
nature and beyond the capability of operating 
groups upon request. 
X X X X K 
9 900 
90Z 
2.0 2,0.2 Project Support. Provide liaison with project, 
program office, proposal, and quality pro­
gram managers to define measurements, 
calibration requirements, out of calibration,
equipment control, and in-house capability. 
Participate in project design reviews to 
audit for realistic accuracy, tolerance, 
instrumentation, and equipment applications. 
x X x x x 
10 501 3.0 3.0.1 Vendor Survey. Survey/evaluate new or 
potential suppliers to assure that measure­
ment capability, calibration/traceability. 
and equipment control are adequate and 
offer higher probability that supplier can 
satisfy the accuracy/reliability requirements. 
x x x x K 
11 503 
508 
4,0 4.0. 1 Source Inspection. Conduct source inspection 
where measurement specialists are required 
to assure validity of the data, measurement 
technique, instrumentation, system error, 
and data reduction. 
x x x x x 
12 206 
905 
2,0 2.0.2 Off-Site Support. Provide off-site and support 
at launches, remote sites, and vendor/custorner 
facility to service, calibrate, and maintainTRW/customer equipment as required in thequality assurance launch activities plan. 
x x x 
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Table 9-1. Quality Work Task Description for Metrology (Continued) 
Requirements 
for Applicable 
Type of Hardware 
AS­
.o c; o 	 19 w a.01-	 7 
ini 
Task Description 	 .0 k. cn in f. % 
13 	 903 2.0 2.0,2 Error Analysis. Perform error analysis on X X X X X 
904 parts, units, systems for bias error, random 
905 error, system error and evaluate and derive 
the overall realizable measurement level 
upon request from engineering. 
14 300 2.0 2.0.2 	 Review Specifications, Procedures, and X X X X X 
Documents. Review specifications, proposals, 
procurement documents, test procedures for 
realistic tolerancing practice, accuracy call­
out, proper requirements as requested by the 
project quality manager. 
15 900 2.0 2.0.2 	 Prepare/Review/Maintain Written Procedures. X X X X X 
Prepare and maintain written procedures 
instructions, and diagrams defining calibration 
requirements for general purpose test equip­
ment, special purpose test equipment, and 
electronic ground operating "standards" units. 
1B904 Calibration Measurement Processes 
When the accuracy of metrology standards exceed Z5 percent of the 
tolerance of the characteristic on the test or measuring equipment being 
calibrated, the equipment and characteristic will be identified and TRW's 
recommendation submitted to NASA/GSFC for information. 
1B905 Calibration Controls 
TRW metrology maintains measurement standards traceable to the 
National Bureau of Standards. Secondary standards are certified to the 
primary standards and may be removed in in-plant areas, as required 
for 	calibration of equipment. 
The effects on the calibration of standards and equipment during 
handling, storage, and transportation is the primary responsibility of the 
TRW Metrology Department. 
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Identification and labelling of measuring and test equipment are in 
accordance with standard metrology practices and procedures. Calibra­
tion status and identification are accomplished by application of an 
appropriate instrument calibration label. TRW instrument calibration 
labels are described in quality assurance metrology procedures. Instru­
ment calibration labels in use are calibrated, limited calibration, user 
validated, conditional use, inactive, maintenance, and indicator only 
relative to the end use of the equipment. 
When size, configuration, or functional characteristic of the equip­
ment prohibits the application of calibration labels, an identifying small 
color dot is applied to the item to reflect the next calibration due date. 
Master calibration color code charts are displayed and available through­
out the manufacturing and test areas showing the required color code per 
calendar month. Calibration due dates fall on the last working day of the 
month where such color codes are used. Calibration intervals are 
established by metrology, based on equipment stability, application, and 
usage. 
The TRW recall system is the responsibility of metrology and is an 
automated system of preprinted test equipment calibration work orders 
which are sent to the test equipment custodial organization. If the custo­
dial organization fails to respond to the recall system, a formal "Corrective 
Action Request" is submitted. When the equipment is not submitted for 
recalibration, test inspectors prohibit use of such equipment from the 
performance of hardware acceptance testing. 
Calibration records are maintained in the "Test Equipment by 
Control Number List" which provides manufacturer /model/description, 
calibration interval, control status, dates of last and next due calibration, 
accountable department and location, and also applicable calibration pro­
cedure or specification. The metrology technician performing the 
calibration affixes his stamp impression on the tag placed on the equipment. 
The metrology organization with support by quality assurance has the 
responsibility to analyze equipment maintenance data to detect quality 
problems. 
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1B906 Environmental Requirements 
Metrology maintains environmentally controlled work areas as 
required for calibration of equipment. 
1B907 Remedial and Preventive Action 
Quality assurance will initiate test discrepancy reports (TDR) when 
the accuracy of equipment on product acceptance tests is questioned or 
when the calibration period has expired. 
Out-of-calibration control stickers are affixed to the subject test 
equipment. 
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CHAPTER 10: STAMP CONTROLS 
IB000 Stamp Control System 
A system for the control of inspection stamps is a standard quality 
practice outlined in Section 8 of the quality assurance manual. Auditing 
is performed by the quality assurance staff to assure compliance. Inspec­
tion stamps are applied directly to the item or the accompaning paperwork 
so that the specific inspection status of an item is readily determined for 
all operations from receiving inspection through final inspection and/or 
acceptance test. 
A record of assignment of each inspection stamp is maintained by 
quality assurance and is available to the cognizant Government/customer 
representative. Traceability of each inspection and test stamp to its user 
is maintained and verified. 
Worn or damaged stamps that produce illegible or otherwise unsatis­
factory stamp impressions are returned for replacement. Returned or 
lost stamps are immediately reported to quality assurance for revision of 
assignment records. Serial numbers of stamps lost or stolen are not 
reissued for a period of six months. Where physical limitations or con­
figuration of articles does not allow the application of an inspection 
impression stamp, a properly completed inspection acceptance tag is 
attached to each individual item. Where the size is not practical, an 
inspection acceptance tag is attached to the item's container. Finished 
products that do not reflect inspection acceptance are not accepted for 
1B1001 Stamp Restriction 
TRW fabrication and inspection stamps do not bear any NASA or 
Defense Contractors Administration Services designations. 
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CHAPTER 11: HANDLING, STORAGE, PRESERVATION, MARKING, 
LABELING, PACKAGING, PACKING, AND SHIPPING 
IBl00 Handling and Storage 
Through all phases of the manufacturing assembly and testing 
processes, quality assurance personnel monitor and document the handling 
of articles and deliverable end items. Items will be inspected at prede­
termined points to ensure that they are adequately protected and that the 
characteristics of quality are not impaired or degraded through handling. 
The operations for handling of the observatory at the launch site will be in 
accordance with established procedures modified for ERTS. 
Storerooms for component parts awaiting assembly, subassemblies 
awaiting further assembly, or finished assemblies awaiting spacecraft/ 
observatory integration or shipment, will be controlled limited access 
areas. Items for project use will be segregated. Parts and assemblies 
will be identified and binned by part number, serial number, and/or lot 
control number, and will show evidence of acceptance. Raw materials 
will be coded and identified. Limited shelf-life items will show shelf-life 
expiration data. Periodic audits of storeroom facilities will be conducted 
by quality assurance personnel to verify adequate maintenance of items. 
The completed observatory and spare flight equipment will be stored 
in environmentally controlled storage areas, enclosed in protective 
containers, appropriately designed to preclude degradation of or inadvert­
ent damage to the equipment in the storage and handling environments to 
which the hardware will be exposed. If prolonged storage is required 
between observatory completion and launch, periodic (shelf-life) functional 
testing will reassess flight readiness. 
IBIIO Preservation, Marking and Labeling, Packaging, and Packing 
Quality assurance personnel will verify and monitor preservation 
controls to assure that articles subject to atmospheric deterioration are 
properly cleaned and packaged. It will also monitor labeling to engineer­
ing drawing and specification requirements. TRW Process Specification 
PR1Z-1 supplements the drawing specifying how hardware physically is 
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marked. Specific procedures for thejt and labeling of 
software will be in accordance with procedures established Thtdi'p t 
d4escribed i ieCpip40 mn Y& '§ > 
Quality assurance monitors packaging for adequacy of protective 
containers and packing materials for prevention of damage in shipment 
or storage, compliance or marking requirements, inspection of package 
before and after shipping or storage in-plant, accessibility of deliverable 
iten if inspection is required in the container, and adequacy and operation 
of recording devices for measurement of special environments. 
1BI102 Shipping 
Quality assurance personnel monitor shipping operations to ensure 
that deliverable end items reflect that all fabrication test and inspections 
have been satisfactorily completed, documented, and accepted; accepted 
articles are segregated from articles awaiting test results or final dispo­
sition; deliverable end items are complete; articles have been preserved 
and packaged in accordance with the project requirements; articles and 
containers have been identified and tested as required in accordance with 
proper procedures and specifications, and that required data are properly 
located and included as specified in the shipping procedure or plan. 
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CHAPTER 12: SAMPLING PLANS, STATISTICAL
 
PLANNING, AND ANALYSIS
 
iBiZO Sampling Plans 
Sampling will be conducted in accordance with company sampling 
procedures, MIL-STD-105, or MIL-STD-414. Sampling inspection will 
only be applied when the articles being sampled are not considered criti­
cal. Sampling plans may be used by TRW subcontractors or suppliers with 
prior approval from TRW quality assurance. 
Sample testing will be employed wherever necessary, e.g., chemi­
cal analysis and hardness tests, to establish a measurable confidence of 
the quality of materials or special processes. 
lBlZOl Statistical Planning and Analysis 
Statistical planning and analysis may be implemented whenever .such 
operations can economically obtain data. Records and analysis of data 
indicative of quality levels will be maintained and distributed when it is 
necessary to isolate deficient conditions and to provide the basis for 
corrective action and conformance control. 
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CHAPTER 13: GOVERNMENT PROPERTY CONTROL 
IBI300 Contractor's Responsibility 
Government property is inspected on receipt for proper identification, 
as -received condition, completeness, correct size, type, operational 
characteristics, and supporting documentation. This includes both space­
borne and ground equipment. Provisions for periodic reinspection of 
government-furnished property after the custodian has been established, 
is implemented to assure that equipment is not damaged or deteriorated 
by handling, use, or storage, and that records reflect proper maintenance, 
use, and application. Equipment is identified by TRW customer identifi­
cation tags and associated serial numbers. 
Excess government-furnished property, which is no longer needed 
in the performance of the specific government contract to which the prop­
erty is being charged, is segregated and controlled in a bonded area until 
inspection and final disposition by the cognizant government agency are 
completed. Property custodians perform periodic inspections of excess 
government-furnished property to determine conditions of both electrical 
and mechanical equipment and maintains records for detailed backup of 
condition coding. 
IBI301 Unsuitable Government Property 
Equipment found by quality assurance inspection to be damaged, 
malfunctioning, or not suitable for use, is reported to the cognizant 
government representative by the Property Department and is controlled 
in accordance with company standard practices. 
Existing government special test equipment (TRW built) from a 
previous OGO contract which may be modified and used on this project, 
may be repaired, reworked, or modified as required. Such rework 
operations will be controlled in accordance with project requirements 
for the equipment-type being modified. 
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
 
PROJECT ERTS
 
1.0 PURPCSE:
 
1.1 To define the detail TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance require­
ments to suppliers of material for the ERTS Program. 
1.2 To provide suppliers with the quidelines necessary to meet the 
basic inspection system requirements of the purchase order. 
2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: 
2.1 	 The supplier shall provide and maintain an inspection system
 
meeting all the requirements of NASA Ouality Publication NPC
 
200-3, "Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of Space
 
Material, Parts, Components and Services," dated April 1962,
 
and thc supplemental requirements of this document.
 
2.2 	 Inaddition to the requirements of this document PAR 700-52 the
 
supplier shall meet the requirements of the supplemental clauses
 
TRW Systems Form 1991, "Supplier Quality Attachment I to SQI
 
3.0.3." when the supplemental clauses are specified on the pur­
chase order/subcontracts.
 
2.3 	 For the purpose of this document, any references to contractor
 
inNPC 200-3 shall mean the individual firm or corporation to
 
whom the purchase order or subcontract is addressed, and shall
 
be referred to herein as the supplier.
 
2.4 	The supplier isresponsible for implementing all the terms of
 
this document whether the work isperformed by the supplier or
 
his subcontractors.
 
2.5 	 Changes to the requirements stated inthis document will not
 
be recognized unless written approval has been granted to the
 
supplier by TRW Systems Group. Requests for changes or waivers
 
must 	be submitted to TRW Systems Group inwriting and must
 
include as a minimum:
 
o 	 Clear description of change or waiver 
° 	 Reason 
o 	 Effect on cost, schedules, and basic quality require­
ments 
O Alternate method proposed for controlling the quality
 
of the hardware
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2.5.1 	 All correspondence in connection with the document
 
must be submitted through the cognizant TRW Systems
 
Group Materiel representative. Authorized TRW
 
Systems Group changes to this document will be by
 
Purchase Order Change Notice.
 
3.0 AMENDMENTS TO NPC 200-3
 
3.1 	 Prparation and Submission of Suppliers' Inspection Plan 
0-3, section 2.2) 
The supplier shall submit three (3)copies of a written
 
inspection plan to TRW Systems Group for approval within
 
thirty (30) days after purchase order award. The format
 
of the supplier's plan shall be in substantial accordance
 
with each section heading of NPC 200-3 and the additional
 
requirements of this document.
 
" The 	supplier's inspection plan must include appro­
priate charts which present a clear definition of
 
the proposed Quality Inspection Systems; e.g., pro­
duct and material flow chart, inspection points,
 
etc.
 
o Where applicable, the supplier must reference under 
each section of the inspection plan, his standard
 
quality procedure by title and number for accomplish­
ing that specific requirement. These procedures
 
must be made available for TRW Systems Group Ouality
 
Assurance as part of the inspection plan.
 
NOTE: The supplier's inspection plan must respond
 
to each section heading of NPC 200-3. If in the
 
opinion of the supplier a specific section of NPC
 
200-3 is not applicable, he must so state in the
 
plan and give reasons.
 
3.2 Government Source Inspection (NPC 200-3, Section 3.2)
 
When the purchase order specifies Government Source Inspection
 
required, all work is subject to inspection and test monitor-'
 
ing by the Government representative. Notification should be
 
in advance 	of the inspection and/or test operation at a time
 
mutually agreed.
 
Delegation 	of Material Review Board authority to the Govern­
ment representative that normally services the suppliers plant
 
though 	not normally granted (Para. 3.4), shall be at the dis­
cretion of the responsible Government agency in resident at
 
TRW Systems Group. 
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3.3 Process Control (NPC 200-3, Section 3.7)
 
TRW Systems Group reserves the right to inspect and approve the
 
supplier's control of special processes during the life of the
 
purchase order. The supplAer shall submit as an addendum to
 
his inspection plan, a listing of special processes performed 
or 	subcontracted for this purchase order. This list shall
 
identify the process type and specification document control 
number. The supplier's detailed process control procedures
 
-must'be available for on-site audit by TRW Systems Group
 
Quality Assurance or submitted to TRW Systems Group upon re­
quest.
 
The supplier will be fully responsible for controlling his pro­
cess supplier. Records indicating these controls must be avail­
able for TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance review (on-site).
 
In addition, the supplier shall submit as part of his inspec­
tion plan, a general procedure for controlling his special
 
process suppliers (audits, surveys, certifications, etc.)
 
All sol(ering performed on this procurement must bp consistent 
with the requirements of NHB 5300.4(3A) "Requirements for 
Soldered rlectrical Connections," May 1968 edition. 
3.4 Non-Conforming Material (NPC 200-3, Section 3.8) 
The entire Section 3.8 of NPC 200-3 shall be amended to read:
 
o 	 TRW Systems Group will normally not grant Material 
Review authority to its suppliers. 
o 	 If, during inspection, any materials or products are 
'rejectedfor nonconformance to drawing or specifi­
cations, they must be positively identified and
 
isolated From conforming materials or products.
 
However, the supplier may make dispositions as
 
follows:
 
a) Scir : If materials and/or products are determined
 
iunvit for use, they may be scrapped at no additional
 
cost to the purchase order. They must be positively
 
Sdentified prior to disposal to prevent their inad­
vertent use.
 
b) Complete or Rework to Specification: If it is
 determined that the materials and/or products can
 
be completed or reworked to drawing and/or speci­
fication requirements, this may be accomplished
 
at no additional cost to the purchase order.
 
o 	 If the materials or products-cannot be completed or 
reworked to specification requirements,and it is not
 
feasible to scrap, then the supplier may contact the
 
cognizant TRW Systems Group buyer for authorization
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to submit a "Supplier Information Request" (SIR,
 
Form 2212) for TRW Systems Group Material Review
 
and evaluation. The SIR will be returned to the
 
supplier by the TRW Systems Group buyer, and will
 
outline the course of action to b3 followed.
 
The following decision prerogatives are not iven
 
to the supplier.
 
a) "Use As Is" if avariation or deviation exists
 
on the materials or products.
 
b) "Rework beyond drawing or specification require­
ments" (repair) by means of unapproved techniques,
 
processes, etc., (e.g., chrome plating undersize
 
shafts up to drawing dimensions).
 
NOTE: For the purpose of this document, Variations
 
and Deviations are defined as follows:
 
a) Variation: Any nonconformance to drawing or
 
s ction requirements which, inthe opin­
ion of TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance,
 
does not adversely affect safety, weight, inter­
changeability, service life, reliability, or
 
performance.
 
b) Deviation: Any nonconformance to drawing or
 
Tpecification requirements which, inthe opin­
ion of TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance
 
affects safety, weight, interchangeability,

service life, reliability or performance. Non­
conformance to specification on fuels, lubri­
cants and chemicals are considered deviations.
 
3.5 	 Control of Inspection, Measuring and Test Equipment (NPC 200-3,
 
Section 3.9)
 
The supplier's ingpection system shall ensure that all inspec­
tion and test eqMpment utilized inacceptance inspection or
 
testing of ERTS maferial iscalibrated and iswithin the
 
effectivity limits established by a procedure as defined
 
below.
 
This 	procedure shall-consider the intended accuracy and the
 
wear 	or drift characteristics of the tool involved. It
 
shal provide for use of appropriate calibration standards
 
which are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards
 
and establish a calibration frequency such as to avoid the
 
effects of wear or drift.
 
Inthe event that the supplier's facilities do not include
 
such capabilities, use of an approved outside calibration
 
laboratory isauthorized by TRW Systems Group Quality Assur­
ance.
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The supplier must, however, control all Metrology activity 
through a written procedure defining the minimum requirements
 
of method, frequency, recall, and visible evidence'of confor­
mance. This procedure shall be included with the submission
 
of the supplier's Inspection Plan discussed inSection 3.1-of
 
this document.
 
3.6 Records of Inspection and Test (NPC 200-3, Section 3.13)
 
The supplier shall submit with each end-item shipment a certi­
fied copy of his inspection and/or variables data as required

by the purchase order indicating continuation data acceptance
 
of the unit nonconformance data and operating time/cycle record.
 
Inaddition to the above technical data, the supplier shall sub­
mit with each shipment a "Certificate of Conformance" which
 
reads substantially as'follows:
 
"The materials, parts, and processes furnished
 
inthis shipment were produced in conformance
 
with all contractually applicable specifications
 
referenced inor furnished with the purchase
 
order. The materials and items furnished have
 
been subjected to and passed all examinations
 
and tests required by the purchase order with
 
objective evidence such as inspection and test
 
data on file and available for TRW Systems

Group examination."
 
This certificate must reference the purchase order number,
 
any purchase order change numbers, serial numbers ifany,
 
production lot number, purchase order number, quantity of
 
items and date of shipment. The certificate must be signed
 
by a senior member of the supplier's management inthe
 
facility producing the supplies, who fully understands the
 
facts to which he isattesting; title of person must also
 
be stated. Records of all inspections and tests shall be
 
made available to TRW Systems Group when requested.
 
4.0 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
 
4.1 Materials and Parts Traceability
 
A. Material and parts traceability shall be required on:
 
Electrical Components. Identification of electrival
 
and,electronic parts for qualification and flight
 
articles such as semiconductors, relays, transformers,
 
connectors, etc., shall be tracelble "to the manu­
facturer, date of manufacture, and the manufacture's
 
lot control number."
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Raw Material. Traceability is required to the physical
 
and chemical analysis. Non-metal raw material requires
 
a "Certificate of Conformance" to the applicable speci­
fications; e.g., glass, plastic, etc.
 
O 
 Special Materials or Products. Traceability is required
 
to the physical and chemical analysis of such special
 
materials as titanium, columbium, or niobium. When such
 
materials are used in the fabrication of flight articles
 
of any description, traceability is required similar to
 
that of electrical and electronic manufacture described
 
above.
 
O 
 The supplier's material control system must provide a
 
positive method for tracing the above material from the
 
highest TRW Systems Group procured level of each assembly
 
down to the individual raw material or component lots.
 
Records must be available at the supplier's facility for
 
TRW Systems Group review uoon request.
 
B. Exemptions from Material and Parts Traceability
 
o Material and products which are utilized in non-critical
 
applications and are not otherwise required to be identi­
fied for traceability as described above, may be con­
sidered exempt from this requirement.
 
A list of such items'is shown below for reference. If
 
in the opinion of a supplier, other items he supplies
 
also fall within thiE cateqory, he may request auproval
 
by supplyirg an additional list with his reasons through

the cognizant TRW Systems Group Materiel Division repre­
sentative.
 
Items (General Sample List) Exempt from Traceability
 
AN Fittings *Nuts
 
AND Fittings Packing Material
 
*Bolts Pins
 
Buss Wire Rivets
 
Clamps *Screws
 
Clips Shackles
 
* Eyelets Shims 
Identification Plates Solder
 
Insulation Tubing Solder Fluxes
 
Lacing Cord Spacers
 
MS Fittings Studs
 
Mylar (as used for Tape
 
Welded Module Washers
 
"Ed Cards"
 
*NOTE: All titanium alloy bolts, nuts and screws*
 
will be traceable to manufacture, date of manu­
facture and manufacturer lot code.
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4.2 TRW Systems Group Source Surveillance
 
Periodic audits may be made by TRWI Systems Group Qua'ity Assur­
ance in coordination with Materiel during the life )fthe pur­
chase order to determine compliance with this docitnent and the
 
extent to which the specified procedures are bei.ig followed
 
by the suppliers. Upon completion of the audit, the supplier
 
will be notified in writing of those areas requirinq correction.
 
The supplier will be given an appropriate piriod of time within
 
contractual limits to correct deficiences If corrective action
 
is not taken within this period, the cor~ract will be considered
 
to bein default by TRW Systems Group Erd will be subject to
 
immediate termination.
 
TRW Systems Sroup Quality Ass":ance reserves the right to inter­
pret the extent to which thLis document applies on supplies and
 
services for each purrlase order.
 
TRW Systems Group may assign resident or itinerant Quality

Assurance personnel to the supplier's facility durinq per­
formance of the purchase order. The supplier must, during
 
the supplier's regular business hours, or at such other time
 
as may be necessary, permit such Quality Assurance personnel
 
access to his facilities for determination of compliance with
 
this document and must furnish without cost to TRW Systems
 
Group such facilities and services which may reasonably be
 
required in support thereof.
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
 
PROJECT ERTS
 
1.0 PURPOSE:
 
1.1 	 To define the detail TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance System
 
requiremaents for major or complex assemblies or subsystems for
 
the ERTS Program.
 
1.2 	 To provide a uniform method of specifying on procurement docu­
ments the subcontractor's obligations to assure that supplies
 
or services conform to quality and other procurement document
 
requirements.
 
2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
 
2.1 The subcontractor shall provide and maintain a quality control
 
system meeting all of the requirements of NASA quality publi­
cation NIIB 5300.4(lB) "Quality Program Provisions for Aeronauti­
cal and Space Systems Contractors," dated April 1969, and the 
supplemental requirements of this document.
 
2.2 Inaddition to the requirements of this document, PAR 700-53,
 
the subcontractor shall meet the requirements of the supple­
mental clauses TRW Systems Form 1991, "Supplior Quality
 
Attachment I to SQI 3.0.3" when the supplemental clauses are
 
specified on the purchase order/subcontracts.
 
2.3 	For the purpose of this document, any references to contractor
 
inNfB 5300.4(IB) shall mean the individual firm or corporation
 
to whom the purchase order or subcontract isaddressed, and
 
shall be referred to herein as subcontractor.
 
2.4 	The subcontractor isresponsible for implementing all the terms
 
of this document whether the work isperformed by the subcon­
tractor or his suppliers.
 
2.5 	 Changes to the requirements stated inthis document will not be
 
recognized unless written approval has been granted to the
 
subcontractor by TRW Systems Group. Requests for changes or
 
waivers must be submitted to TRW Systems Group inwriting and
 
must include as a minimum:
 
O Clear description of change or waiver 
o Reason 
Effect on cost, schedules, and basic quality
 
requtrements
 
O 
O Alternate method proposed for controlling the
 
quality of the hardware
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2.5.1 All correspondence in connection with this document
 
must be submitted through the cognizant TRW Systems

Group Materiel representative. Authorized TRW
 
Systems Group changes to this document will be by
 
purchase order change notice.
 
3.0 AMENDMENTS TO N11B 5300.4(QB):
 
3.1 Quality Program Management and Planning (Section 1B200)
 
Management responsibility for control of the quality program
 
must be clearly defined in the subcontractor's organization.
 
The subcontractor shall assign a manager responsible for
 
directing all quality program activities with the authority
 
to implement all of the requirements of this subcontract.
 
Quality program status shall be reported periodically and
 
shall include information concerning the implementation of
 
quality program requirements, significant quality problems
 
and attendant corrective action involving procurement fabri­
cation and test operations, quality defect trends and quality
 
program audits. 
The subcontractor shall submit to TRW Systems Group for
 
approval, three (3)copies of a detailed Quality Program
 
Plan not later than thirty (30) days after contract award.
 
The format of the subcontractor's quality program plan shall
 
be in accordance with the section headings of NHB 5300.4(1B).
 
o Include appropriate charts which may present a 
clear description of the proposed quality system;
 
e.g., organization chart, general manufacturing
 
flow charts, material flow, etc.
 
Where applicable, the subcontractor shall refer­
ence under each section of his quality plan, his
 
standard quality procedure number and title for
 
accomplishing that specific requirement. These
 
standard procedures must be made available for
 
TRW Systems Quality Assurance review upon request.
 
3.2 Design and Development Controls (Section 1B300)
 
The subcontrector must maintain a system for the control of
 
experimental, engineering, manufacturing, tooling, and test
 
drawings and specifications. Such systems must guarantee
 
that only drawings, specifications, and changes thereto,
 
of the correct change level, are available to operational
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personnel at the appropriate points of manufacture, inspection,
 
and test. The system must guarantee the removal of documents
 
of incorrect change level from the manufacturing, inspection
 
and test areas.
 
The subcontractor/supplier must maintain a system for imple­
menting, recording and verifying changes in product configur­
ation at specified change effectivity points. When design is
 
the subcontractor's responsibility, but design changes require
 
TRW approval prior to incorporation anc/or production, Class
 
I changes shall not be made in design or manufacture without
 
the written approval of TRW. When the subcontractor contem­
plates changes to a design that is his responsibility, such
 
changes must be evaluated for their adequacy in relation to
 
standard engineering and design practices, and with respect
 
to the purpose of the product to which the drawing or speci­
fication relates.
 
Quality Assurance participation in design reviews and design
 
changes shall-be made to ensure inspectability, facilitate
 
production and incorporate attendant quality considerations.
 
3.3 Procurement Controls (Section 1B500)
 
TRW Systems Group may assign resident or itinerant Quality
 
Assurance personnel to the subcontractor's facility during
 
performance of the subcontract. The subcontractor must,
 
during regular business hours, or at such other times as
 
may be necessary, permit such Quality Assurance personnel
 
access to his facilities for determination of compliance
 
with this document and must furnish without cost to TRW
 
Systems Group such facilities and services which may be
 
reasonably required in support thereof.
 
Periodic audits may be made by TRW Systems Group Quality 
Assurance in coordinatior with Materiel during the life of 
the subcontract to determine compliance with this doeument 
and the extent to which the specified procedures are being 
followed by the subcontractor. Upon completioa of the audit, 
the subcontractor will be notified in writing of those areas 
requiring ccrrection. The subcontractor will be given an 
appropriate period of time within contractual limits to 
correct deficiencies. If corrective action is not taken
 
>within this period, the contract will be considered to be
 
a default by TRW Systems Group and will be subject to immedi­
ate termination. 
When the subcontract specifies Government Source Inspection
 
required, all work is subject to inspection and test monitor­
ing by the Government representative. Notification should
 
be in advance of the inspection and/or test at a time
 
mutually agreed.
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Delegation of Material Review Board authority to the Government
 
representative that normally services the subcontractor's plant
 
shall be at the discretion of the responsible Government agency
 
at 	TRW Systems Group.
 
3.4 Fabrication Controls (Section 113603)
 
TRW Systems Group reserves the right to inspect and approve
 
the subcontractor's control of special processes during the
 
life of the purchase order. The subcontractor shall submit
 
as an addonuin to his inspection plan, a listinq of special 
piro'' .-., lnrIloviid or ( nlrilhd for til . pirclh .' ord.'r. 
This list shall idenLify the process type and specification 
document control number. The subcontractor's detailed pro­
cess control procedures must be available for on-site audit
 
by 	TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance or submitted to TRW 
Systems Group upon request.
 
The subcontractor will be fully responsible for controlling
 
his process supplier. Records indicating these controls must
 
be 	available for TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance review
 
(on-site). In addition, the subcontractor shall submit as
 
part of his Quality Program Plan, a general procedure for
 
controlling his special process suppliers (audits, surveys,
 
certifications, etc.)
 
All soldering performed on this subcontract must be consistent
 
with the requirements of NHB 5300.4(3A) "Requirements for
 
Soldered Electrical Connections," May 1968 edition.
 
3.5 Inspections and Tests (Section 1B700)
 
An end-item inspection and test report shall be prepared and
 
transmitted with the subcontract end-item and shall include
 
the following:
 
" End-item configuration list
 
End-item nonconformance record
O 

Copy of end-item systems acceptance test reports or
 
procedures which include weight, variables test data
 
and results
 
O 

List of critical and time/temperature sensitive
 
articles
 
0 Operating time/cycle record of system and subsystem,
 
where applicable
 
O 

o 	 Final assembly build-up and test procedure, includ­
ing end-item test article replacements. 
Records of all inspections and tests shall be made available
 
to TRW Systems Group for rview when requested.
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3.6 Nonconforming Article and Material Control (Section IB800) 
TRW Systems Group will normally not delegate material review
 
authority to its subcontractors, who may perform preliminary 
reviews and make dispositions in accordance with the pro­
visions of 1B803. Ifa major subcontractor to TRW hasdesign cognizance, he may request authority to establish 
a formal Material Review Board for purposes of making dis­
positions on materials or products on which variations 
exist. Deviations can only be dispositioned-7y NASA by 
means of a request for contractual waiver. The granting
of variation materials review authority by TRW is contin­
!1cent upon concurro b.' cus;tomerhy TRW's and the cognizant 
Government Inspection Agency. 
For purposes of this document, Variations and Deviations are 
defined as follows: 
"Variations": Any nonconformance to drawing or
 
specification requirements which, in the opinion
 
of TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance, does not
 
adversely affect safety, weight, interchange­
ability; service life, reliability or perfor­
mance. 
" 'Deviation": Any nonconformance to drawing or
 
specification requirements which, inthe
 
opinion of TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance
 
does adversely affect safety, weight, inter­
changeability, service life, reliability,

performance, or the basic objectives of the
 
contract.
 
If amajor subcontractor wishes to request Variation
 
Material Review authority from TRW Systems Group, he
 
must submit the following to TRW Systems Group Quality

Assurance via TRW Systems Group Materiel. Complete

documentation of the proposed Material Review Board
 
organization and the policy under which the board pro­
poses to operate. This documentation must include:
 
o 	 Organization chart(s) showing the line author­
ity of all proposed Engineering and Quality
 
personnel involved.
 
o 	 Complete resumes of proposed personnel, showing 
their backgrounds, experience, education, atc. 
o 	 Copies of proposed detailed operating procedures. 
o 	 Copies of all proposed forms, tags, etc., and a 
description of their usage. 
o 	 Complete description of the cause investigation 
and corrective action system the supplier 
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proposes to use to prevent the recurrence of
 
all variations that the proposed board will
 
review disposition.
 
When a supplier is approved to conduct formal material 
review on Variation, TRW Systems Group reserves the right
 
to reject the decision of the supplier's Materials Review
 
Board; additionally, TRW reserves the right to reject
 
materials or products covered by such decisions after
 
delivery at a TRW Systems Group facility.
 
The subcontractor's cognizant Government Quality Assurance
 
representative must approve all decisions made by the other
 
two members of the subcontractor's Material Review Board.
 
The subcontractor's Material Review Board can make the
 
following decisions:
 
o Scrap: Any one (1)member of the board may 
make a scrap decision without the concurrence 
of the other two (2)members. 
Reject (Return to Vendor): Any one 'l) member 
of the board may make areject decision without 
the concurrence of the other members. 
o Rework to Specification: If the nature of pro­
posed rework is minor, and does not require
 
engineering action, the decision to rework may
 
be made by the quality member of the board.
 
Major rework requires engineering members con­
currence.
 
Rework Beyond Specification: This decision
 
requires concurrence of all members of the 
board. At the time this decision is made, 
it must be decided whether the extent beyond 
specificaticni constitutes a variation or a 
deviation; this decision requires the concur­
rence of all members of the board, as a devi­
ation cannot be accepted.
 
o Use As Is: This decision requires concurrence 
of'ilTi-mbers of the board. NOTE: Deviations
 
cannot be accepted by Material Review Board.
 
3.7 	 Metrology Controls (Section 18900) 
The calibration of measuring and test equipment must be
 
in conformity with MIL-C-45662A. 
3.8 	 Handlin , Storage, Preservation, Marking, Labelling, 
PackagingSPacking, and Shipping Section lBllO0j 
The subcontractor must provide work instructions to
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personnel involved in handling, storage, preservation, marking,
 
packaging, and shipping to protect the quality or materials,
 
and products. These instructions must prevent damage, loss,
 
deterioration, or substitution of materials and products.

Instructions of this type specify the use of special crates,
 
boxes, containers, transportation vehicles and any other
 
facilities to prevent damage and facilitate materials hand­
ling and storage.
 
Materials and products subject to deterioration and/or
 
corrosion during fabrication or interim storage must be
 
cleaned and preserved by methods which will prevent such
 
deterioration and/or corrosion.
 
The subcontractor's system for the control of quality must
 
provide a regularly scheduled audit of the handling and
 
storage functions. Any nonconformances must be corrected
 
and action taken to prevent recurrence.
 
4.0 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
 
4.1 Materials and Parts Traceability
 
Material and parts traceability shall be required on:
 
o 	 Electrical Cornponents. Identification of electri­
cal an electronic parts for qualification and 
flight articles such as semiconductors, relays, 
transformers, connectors, etc., shall be trace­
able "to the manufacturer, daze of manufacture,
 
and the manufacture's lot control number."
 
o 	 Raw Material. Traceability is reouired to the 
physical and chemical analysis. Non-metal raw
 
material requires a "Certificate of Conformance"
 
to the applicable specifications; e.g., glass,
 
plastic, etc.
 
SSpecial Materials or Products. Traceability is
 
required to the physical and chemical analysis
 
of such special materials as titanium, columbium,
 
'r niobium. When such materials are used in the
 
fabrication or flight articles of any description,
 
traceability is required similar to that of
 
electrical and electronic manufacture described
 
above.
 
The supplier's material control systems must pro­
vide a positive method for tracing the above
 
material from the highest TRW Systems Group pro­
cured level of each assembly down to the indi­
vidual raw material or component lots. Records
 
must be available at the supplier's facility for
 
TRW Systems Group review upon request.
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Exemptions from Material and Parts Traceability:
 
O Material and products which are utilized in non­
critical applications and are not otherwise re­
quired to be idcntified for traceability as 
do.cribobd abov, may be considered exempt from 
Iiiis roqu i iroiiii., 
O A lst or itclh itim,; Is ';hown loilow for reforonce. 
Ir in the (;plnion or a supplier, oilier items he 
supplies also fall within this caegiory, ho may 
requrest approval by supplyinq an additional list 
with hls rv.sons throuqh the couloi/ant TRW Systems
Group Materiel Division ;epresentative. 
Items (General Sample List) Exempt from Traceability
 
AN Fittings *Nuts
 
AND Fittings Packing Material
 
*Bolts Pins
 
Buss Wire Rivets
 
Clamps *Screws
 
Clips Shackles
 
Eyelets Shims
 
Identification Plates Solder.
 
Insulation Tubing Solder Fluxes
 
Lacing Cord Spacers

MS Fittings Studs
 
Mylar (as used for rape
 
welded module Washers
 
"end cards")
 
*NOTE: All titanium bolts, nuts and screws will
 
be traceable to manufacture, date of manufacture,
 
and manufacturer lot code.
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PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
PROJECT ERTS GDHS EQUIPMENT 
1. PURPOSE 
,%:
 
1.1 §t"" 
To define the detailed TRW Systems Group Performance Assurance 
requirements to subcontractors of Ground Data Handling System (GDHS) ". 
equipment for the ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite). 
1.2 
To provide subcontractors with the guidelines necessary to meet the 
basic quality, reliability and maintainability requirements of the subcon­
tract for eventual equipment acceptance by the Government. 
2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 
The subcontractor shall provide and maintain an inspection systeM. 
meeting all the requirements of NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-3, 
"Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of Space Material, Parts, :,-,-
Components and Services", dated April 1962, except as amended herein. 
2. z 
In addition to the requirements of this document, PAR 700-55, the 
subcontractor shall meet the supplemental quality, reliability and main­
tainability requirements to this document and the requirements of the 
supplemental clauses of TRW Systems Form 1991, "Supplier Quality 
Attachment I to SQI 3. 0. 3", when these clauses are specified on the pur- ""' 
chase order/subcontracts. ,,,, 
2.3 
When the subcontractor determines that certain requirements of 
this document are deemed not pertinent to his subcontract, request for 
clarification and/or deletion should be made to TRW Systems Group. 
Mil-spec and off-the-shelf (existing catalog) items are exempt from the XA,, 
NPC Z00-3 requirements. 
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3. AMENDMENTS TO NPC Z00-3 
3.1 	 Preparation and Submission of Suppliers' Inspection Plan NPC 200-3, 
Section 2. Z 
The subcontractor shall submit three (3) copies of a written inspec­
tion plan to TRW Systems Group for approval within thirty (30) days after 
2" ; purchase order award. The format of the subcontractors' plan shall be in 
substantial accordance with each section heading of NPC 200-3 and the 
;-J:< •additional requirements of this document. 
3. Z 	Drawing and Change Control (NPC 200-3, Section Z. 4) 
3. Z. 1 General 
The subcontractor must maintain a system for implementing, 
" recording and verifying changes in product configuration at specified 
change effectivity points. When design is the subcontractor's responsi­
... bility, but design changes require TRW approval prior to incorporation
t•,, 
/ir" and/or production, Class I changes shall not be made in design or manu­
- 2 facture without the written approval of TRW. 
,t3. 	 2. 2 Design Review(s) 
The subcontractor shall schedule and conduct formal design reviews 
<s in accordance with the statenent of work. cog­.. For each design review, 
. ..... advance and will parti­nizant TRW Systems personnel shall be notified in 
,'. cipate as members of the reviewing group. The design shall -be reviewed 
["". .for both adequacy of conceptual approach and feasibility of simplifying 
"'.. design concepts and shall consider quality, reliability and maintainability, 
t requirements. The reviews shall cover materials, processes, electrical, 
• . mechanical, thermal and GDHS specification requirements, flow and logic 
• 7< diagrams, programming, test checkout, and compatibility interfaces. 
,;* ' Existing failure histories shall be presented and reviewed for adequacy 
of the corrective actions to eliminate repetition of known failures. Spec­
,' C ial design reviews may be scheduled by TRW Systems or the subcontrac­
;'-J tor as the need arises.
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3. 2. Z. I Design Review Data Required. Data requirements for the design 
reviews are as shown in the Statement of Work. The data shall form the 
basis for reviewing the design and must be submitted at the customer's 
facility, a minimum of ten (10) working days prior to the date of the design) 
review. 
3. 2. Z. Z Design Review Minutes. Complete minutes of each design 
review meeting giving details of discussion, conclusions reached, actions 
items assigned, dates of completion, attendance, and similar pertinent -. 
information shall be submitted to TRW Systems in a design review report. . 
Design review action items which are not completed shall be reported 
through the periodic progress report. The subcontractor shall issue a 
subsequent design review completion report when the action items genera-' ,'" 
ted at each design review have been completed. 
3. 	 3 Government Source Inspection (NPC 200-3, Section 3.2) 
When the purchase order specifies Government Source Inspection . 
required, all work is subject to inspection and test monitoring by the 
Government representative. Notification should be in advance of the ',,' 
inspection and/or test operation at a time mutually agreed. 
Delegation of Material Review Board authority to the Government " 
representative that normally services the subcontractor's plant though 2 ­
not normally granted (para. 3. 6), shall be at the discretion of the respon­
sible Government agency for this contract. ' -" 
3.4 	 Control of Materials (NPC 200-3, Section 3.5) 
Raw materials, materials, and products shall be inspected to 
determine conformance to applicable specifications and drawings and 
acceptability for use on deliverable equipment. Where appropriate, the 
subcontractor may use GSFC Preferred Parts List PPL-10 as a guide 
for electronic part selection and control. ;": 
3. 	 5 Inspections and Test (NPC Z00-3, Section 3. 6) 
The inspections and test performed shall include in addition to the , 
NPG 200-3 requirements, the qualification and acceptance testing of
 
software, the integration of the hardware and software at the site using "> '
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I , ' , '"engineered stimulf to sinulate operating conditions, 'and the perform­
S",ance of the system during observatory orbital operations. ­
" 3. 6 NONCONFORMING ARTICLES (NPC 200-3, SECTION 3.8) 
- . TRW Systems Group will normally not delegate material review
 
' to its who may perform preliminary reviews
-;authority subcontractors, 
S,'and make dispositions in accordance with the provisions of Section 3. 8. 
.>2'If a major subcontractor to TRW has design cognizance, he may request 
authority to establish a formal Material Review Board for purposes of 
'- making dispositions on materials or products on which variations exist. 
-<Deviationscan only be dispositioned by NASA by means of a request for 
'contractual waiver. The granting of variation materials review authority 
by TRW is contingent upon concurrence by TRW's customer and the cog­
, , nizant Government inspection agency. For purpose of this document, 
variation and deviation are defined as follows: 
* "Variation": Any nonconformance to drawing or specification 
requirements which, in the opinion of TRW Systems Group 
Quality Assurance does not adversely affect safety, inter­
changeability, service life, reliability or performance. 
-3 , "Deviation": Any nonconformance to drawing or specification 
,requirements which, in the opinion of TRW Systems Group 
Quality Assurance does adversely affect safety, interchange­
' service life, 	 or the basic,ability, reliability, performance, 

. ' requirements of the contract.
 
?n,, -- If a 	major subcontractor wishes to request variation material 
'I review authority from TRW Systems Group, he must submit the follow­
- ing to TRW Systems Group Quality.Assurance via TRW Systems Group 
Materiel. Complete documentation of the proposed Material Review 
Board organization and the policy under which the board proposes to 
,- operate. This documentation must include: 
,..;'.. a 	 Organization chart(s) showing the line authority of all
 
proposed engineering and Quality personnel involved.
 
* Complete resumes of proposed personnel, showing their 
backgrounds, experience, education, etc.
 
- * Copies of proposed detailed operating procedures. 
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* 	 Complete description of the cause investigation and correc- ," 
tive action system the subcontractor proposes to use to pre- ' 
vent the recurrence of all variations that the proposed 
board will review disposition. 
When a subcontractor is approved to conduct a formal material 
review on variation, TRW Systems Group reserves the right to reject 
the 	decision of the subcontractor's Material Review Board; additionally, -z:< 
TRW reserves the right to reject materials or products covered by such 
decisions after delivery at a TRW Systems Group facility, or the instal- "'
 
lation site. The subcontractor's cognizant Government Quality Assurance .
 
representative must approve all decisions made by the other two mer­
bers 	of the subcontractor's Material Review Board. The subcontractor's h.' 
Material Review Board can make the following decisions: 	 ' 
" 	 Scrap: Any one (1)member of the board may make a scrap Z. 
decision without the concurrence of the other two (Z) " 
members. 
" 	 Reject: (Return to Vendor): Any one (1)member of the 
board may make a reject decision without the concurrence 
of the other members. I. 
" 	 Rework to Specification: If the nature of proposed rework 
is minor, and does not require engineering action, the 
decision to rework may be made by the quality member of .", K 
the 	board. Major rework requires engineering members 
concurrence.
 
* 	Rework Beyond Specification: This decision requires con­
currence of all members of the board. At the time this ­
decision is made, it must be decided whether the extent 
beyond specification constitutes a variation or a deviation; 
this decision requires the concurrence of all members of 
the board, as a deviation cannot be accepted. 
* 	 Use As Is: This decision requires concurrence of all <A' ' 
members of the board. NOTE: Deviations cannot be 
accepted by Material Review Board. 
3.7 	 CONTROL OF INSPECTION MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
(NPC Z00-3, SECTION 3.9) 
The 	calibration of measuring and test equipment must be in con­
formity with MIL-C-45662A. 
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3.8 Records 	of Inspections and Tests (NPC 200-3, Section 3. 13-) 
An end-item inspection and test report shall'be prepared and trans­
mitted with the subcontract end-item and shall include the following: 
* End-item configuration list 
..... * End-item nonconformance record 
-0 * 	 Copy of end-item systems acceptance test reports on procedures 
which include variables test data and results. 
a List of critical and time/temperature sensitive articles 
. Operating time/cycle record of system and subsystem, 
2<..where applicable 
e Final assembly build-up and test procedure, including
".-.-' 	 end-item test article replacements. 
Records of all inspections and tests shall be made available to
 
" TRW Systems Group for review when requested.
 
4. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
.§ ,4. 1 TRW Systems Group Source Surveillance 
" "Periodic audits may be made by TRW Systems Group Quality 
. Assurance in coordination with Materiel during the life of the purchase 
order to determine compliance with this document and the extent to 
~s.J which the specified procedures are being followed by the subcontractor. 
- - Upon completion of the audit, the subcontractor will be notified in writing 
'" of those areas requiring correction. The subcontractor will be given an 
appropriate period of time within contractual limits to correct deficiences. 
TRW Systems Group Quality Assurance reserves the right to inter­
pret the extent to which this document applies on supplies and services 
>'< "for each subcontract. 
TRW Systems Group may assign-resident or itinerant Engineering/ 
< Quality Assurance personnel to the subcontractor's facility during per­
--. formance of the subcontract. The subcontractor must, during regular 
business hours, or at such other time as maybe necessary, permit such 
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personnel access to his facilities for determination of compliance with ,, 
this document and must furnish without cost to TRW Systems Group such,, 
facilities and services which may reasonably be required in support 
thereof. 
-" 
4. Z indoctrination and Training 
The subcontractor shall institute a training program for personnel,; ,," 
as necessary, to operate the deliverable, system to assure that their 
skills and.knowledge keep pace with the advancing technology, and to Z... 

minimize or eliminate the errors due to the human element. The train­
ing program shall be subject to TRW Systems audit. 
4.3 Failure Data Collection and Corrective Action 
The subcontractor shall implement a failure reporting and correc­
tive action system in accordance with the requirements listed below. 
A failure is defined as any inability of a part, subassembly, component 
or function to perform in accordance with product specification 
requirements. 
4. 3.1 Failure Reporting and Corrective Action System 
The subcontractor shall implement a formal and controlled system,.- , 
for the reporting, analysis, corrective action, and data feedback.of all: 
failures and malfunctions which occur during system integration and 
,
operational tests performed after equipment installation on-site. This ,•-;'
system shall emphasize reporting, analysis and corrective action of 
all failures and malfunctions, regardless of their apparent magnitude. 
The subcontractor shall accomplish timely and appropriate action to 
prevent recurrence of these failures and malfunctions. The subcontrac- <'" 
tor's reliability organization shall review the procedures and monitor 
"
the implementation of this system. c" 
4.3.2 Failure Notification 
The subcontractor shall report failures to TRW Systems no later , 
than 48 hours after the failure event. The TWX shall be addressed to . ­
the cognizant TRW Systems Contracts Administrator. 
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4. 3. 3 Failure Reporting 
The subcontractor shall document all failures as defined in 4. 3 pro­
• 	 viding information to adequat6ly describe the failed item, the operation 
in progress, the conditions of failure, the symptoms of failure" the 
action taken at the time of failure and the opinions of thosewho observed 
S.. 	 the failure as to the probable causes and possible methods of corrective 
action. The failure report shall be transmitted automatically to the sub­
contractor's internal organizational elements affected and shall be filed 
.'S 	 for ready reference in a central location. A copy of the failure report 
shall be sent to TRW Systems no later than 7 days after the occurrence 
v.'""'-. of the failure. 
-,•-,, 	 4.3.4 Failure Analysis 
The subcontractor shall analyze all failures to determine the 
S--.; 	 cause of each failure. The failure analysis format shall reference the
 
failure report and include a brief description of the actual failure, the
 
methods of analysis and a technical description of the cause or causes.
 
In each case, the analysis shall be performed by or concurred with the 
-- .organization responsible for the implementation of corrective action. 
S4.4 Maintainability Analysis 
The subcontractor, shall perform a maintainability analysis of the 
GDHS equipment and define in detail the activities, support documenta­
.. tion, personnel and equipment required to perform each corrective and 
V preventative maintenance task associated with the servicing of the GDHS 
;'" hardware. The significant failure modes of each hardware end-item 
shall be identified together with an estimate of the frequency (failure 
.- J'7 rate) that each may be expected to experience in an operational environ­
ment, the unwanted effects that can occur in the event of each subassem-
I bly failure mode, and the method of failure recognition and fault isolation 
.7 utilizing equipment monitors and controls. In addition, for each such 
. failure mode, a maintenance. concept shall be described which shall 
include the type of personnel and equipment which are necessary to 
.,. :.. effect a repair or replacement in a timely manner together with an 
. estimate of the average length of time (Mean-Time-To-Repair, MTTR) 
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needed to complete the repair action and return the iten to operational Z 
status. This includes considerations for emergency corrective measures . 
The latter time shall also include specific recommendations for 
equipment checkout and status verification required to assure that the 
repair is effective. Recommendations for each hardware end-item shall 
also be made in the areas of scheduled maintenance and sparing levels. .... 
The rationale for determining the frequency and duration of scheduled 
maintenance periods shall be provided; similar data concerning recom- t";& 
mended spares packages or kits shall also be provided, the objective " " 
being the identification of a spares package which will reduce the likeli- (,' 
hood of running out of spares in a cost-effective manner. These analysis 'YY$ 
tasks will utilize data gathered on previous applications of similar equip­
ments to the maximum possible extent. The above analysis task shall 
be performed and presented for each design review and updated as neces­
sary throughout the program. Submittal of the final analysis report will '. 
be made at the conclusion of the 30 day operational performance period 
for the GDHS. 
4.4.1 Operating Time Logs
 
Operating time logs will be maintained for each unit during periods
 
for which failure reporting is required to evaluate the accuracy of pre­
viously derived analytic projections. Elapsed time meters, sign-in,
 
sign-out sheets, or other workable procedures shall be employed to
 
ensure that the starts, stops and operational times for the hardware 
items are accurately kept. The duration of time required to complete 

any maintenance action shall be noted together with some assessment .'. 
as to whether the repair effected was in accordance with the method ' " 
projected in the maintainability analysis. Unusual conditions which are 
felt to be nontypical shall be identified.
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PACE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 	 " 
INTRODUCTION 
PACE is an automated software product assurance checkout and 
evaluation system. 
PACE has been designed to provide software managers and pro­
curers significant support in determining and controlling computer pro­
gram quality. PACE is useful also to computer programmers during 
development and debugging of computer programs. The individual '"' " 
features or capabilities of PACE were chosen on the basis of their 
ability to provide useability either as a separate component or as ele­
ments in the integrated PACE system. 
PACE CAPABILITIES .. : 
The PACE system is oriented toward the evaluation of the per­
formance of computer program code. The system assists verification t'.. 
of the extent to which a subject computer program satisfies specified v,, ­
requirements. In doing this, three major capabilities have been ' 
developed: -". 
* 	 Identification of testable progrim segments (logic paths and : 
computational blocks) 
* 	 Automatic generation of test data 
* 	 Quantitative analysis of test performance and test 
comprehensiveness. 
By identifying the test segments that should be verified, generating test 
data, providing a test driver, and evaluating test results, a total soft- "" ' S:" 
ware quality assurance systems approach has been taken. 
PACE SYSTEM WALKTHROUGH 	 %to ,'-
There are four major user phases in the PACE system (see Fig- Z" 
ure 1, PACE System Flow). These are: 
* 	 Test segmentation 
* 	 Test data base generation 
A-4­
a Test execution and evaluation 
Test comprehensivenss analysis 
, PROGRAM TEST SEGMENTATION 
-. - The first task in the utilization of PACE is to identify in the pro­
:->; gram design specification the primary or system outputs of interest and 
r >-,those computational blocks which result in intermediate outputs of 
interest. This segmentation is the usual practice of dividing up the
 
.' program into pieces which can be worked with ease. The PACE system
 
'2 is designed to assist the programmer in this effort. Both of these out­
',, puts are identified in a test specification document. In addition, during
 
7. program coding, computational block identifications are defined within 
>6- the code. The programmer further specifies the inputs to a block by 
nane with data values and the expected output name's and values for each 
'."'block. This information is collected by a computer program, AUDIT, 
.in the PACE system and placed in a test data catalog. The AUDIT pro­
,> gram can perform a code scan and identify and classify input and output 
,-"data names for each block if required. Test data initial values are 
automatically provided (nominal value of 1) if none are specified by the 
programmer. 
The output data names of the subject program or system are 
:,j$ specified to another PACE computer program, COVER. Inputs may 
;,'-'- ' also be specified. This program determines all computer program 
o, ',t logic paths which result in generation of the required output data. These 
-c paths are identified and comments about the data they require and the 
processing they perform are developed from the program code so that 
, the programmer can indicate a logic path priority if he desires. This 
information is also stored in-the test data catalog. 
' TEST DATA BASE GENERATION 
AK A test data catalog is generated containing information about all 
of the blocks and paths in the test data base. The user can update this 
';' <' information directly, if desired, o add special test cases he has 
':,, devised." This test data base serves as a test case repository for the 
,{?C evaluation of the program quality. In the PACE system, this test data 
_:0 base maintenance function is performed by a program called CATALOG. 
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TEST EXECUTION AND EVALUATION 
This phase of the PACE system operation provides a driver for the 
execution of the subject program with inputs from the test catalog or 
test inputs directly inserted by a user. The subject program, prior to 
execution, is instrumented with recording traps at all program control . 
points. The test driver executes the subject program and records test ..... 
results. Trapping provides both selection of intermediate results and 
accounting information for subsequent analysis to determine what and 
how much was tested. In addition, in this phase of the PACE system, 
computer code is examined for potential coding construction errors such 
as data references that are out of the program environment or closed 
out code which will not be executed. In addition, a test evaluation is 
made through comparison of expected and actual outputs. Discrepancies ­
are noted based on specific tolerances, a summary analysis is prepared 
and an extrapolation of computer program quality is made. This phase 
of PACE is performed by a program called TEST. One example of the 
extrapolation would be the numerical ratio of the out-of-tolerance "Z 
comparisons to total comparisons performed. 
TEST COMPREHENSIVENESS ANALYSIS :1< 
The last phase of the PACE system is an analysis of the extent of 
the testing performed for both computational blocks and program paths. . 
One PACE capability is achieved by a program called FLOW. FLOW ,',,. , 
generates three outputs of interest. The first is an indication of the 
number of statements exercised versus the total number of executable 
statements. The result is a quantitative value for the percent of state­
' ments executed in a single test or a series of tests and, as such, is a " 
simple measure of the comprehensiveness of the test plan. If a test 
plan, for example, exercises less than 50 percent of the total program 
instructions, the plan is probably in need of redesign or the program is 
in error. The second output indicates how many times each statement 
was executed, if at all. Statements or computational blocks not exercised ,, ­
by the test plan require evaluation for appropriate corrective measures. 
The third output is a higher level language trace which can be used for 
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>Y,'$ 	 post-mortem analysis -of test path execution. The trace output is most 
• 	 valuable during the program debugging phase and as a means for deter­
,C, 	 mining the reason for a computational block not being exercised. 
A second major analysis tool is PATH. PATH generates a quanti­
tative analysis of the data distribution for the paths exercised and an 
,,' •analysis of the paths exercised versus the total number of legal paths
 
through the program system. This information can.also be organized
 
by path priority. The data distribution analysis measures the actual
 
data encountered by the program against the functionally independent 
inputs and outputs for which the program is expected to perform. 
os<, 	 Assuming that a summary of program performance is maintained,, an 
extrapolation of program quality is a simple matter. 
' "-SUMMARY 
A- A• Program test segment identification, test case maintenance, test 
- execution, and analysis provide a significant set of capabilities which 
Kt aid in verification, and vali­>,', the important tasks of program debugging, 
"'.W 	 dation. PACE capabilities have been organized so that they force good 
quality assurance management techniques throughout the program pro­
duction cycle (see Figure 2). The PACE system capabilities -are sum­
marized below. They have been organized by components so that they 
are separately useable (see Figure 3). 
The PACE system provides the user with the capability to: 
, •1) Under user control, specify blocks and block 
'-v"' test data within the program 
Z.4, 2) Automatically identify erroneous coding structures 
3) Automatically identify program (or subprogram) "logic 
I>'; "paths" and input/output data for the "path" 
4) Under PACE system control, maintain and edit a 
test catalog: test cases, test data ranges, and test 
. '4 data points 
5) 	 Under PACE system control, operate -tests from the 
test catalog and analyze results. The analysis will 
identify illegal (or probably illegal.) statements and 
data references. 
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6) 	 Automatically produce a statement usage analysis. 
A statement trace and data trace is also provided. 
7) 	 Automatically produce a summary of the paths 
exercised (and not exercised) with an analysis of the 
distribution of the test data used. 
FLOW DEMONSTRATION AND DESCRIPTION 
The following pages provide a brief description of the FLOW pro­
gram and the outputs from a demonstration run of the FLOW program. 
FLOW is one component of the software PACE system. 
DESCRIPTION OF FLOW 
FLOW is a computer program that provides insight into the quality 
of FORTRAN computer programs by analyzing the extensiveness of the 
testing. As such, it is a tool for automated software quality assurance. 
The objectives of the FLOW system are to provide performance 
assurance and development management quantitative data on computer 
program testing effectiveness and debugging information for program-
mers. The FLOW system will provide quantitative data regarding the 
comprehensiveness of testing used to determine compliance with per­
formance requirements. 
FLOW detects and records each program control point executed 
by the program under analysis, then prints this information and shows 
the user the actual sequence of statements executed. 
APPLICATION 
FLOW program analysis assists the user in: 
1) 	 Determining program test completeness by indicating the 
subject program's statement use. FLOW identifies areas 
where testing was heaviest, areas where additional testing 
might be required, and areas where no testing occurred. 
2) 	 Detecting when and where change in, the program causes 
unpredicted change in program flow. Here, FLOW can be 
especially valuable for validation of flow logic following incorporation of approved program changes. 
3) 	 Debugging and becoming familiar with program operation. 
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;"-..	 OPERATION 
FLOW operates 	in a three step process. To the user, this opera-
Stion is transparent. The FLOW program operating steps are as 
4N% 	 follows: 
1) 	 FLOW analyzes the FORTRAN source language tape, 
assigns a sequential statement number (pseudo-number) to 
each executable statement, inserts traps at each program 
control point, and appends the source language FLOW 
recording routine to the FORTRAN source language tape. 
' 2) 	 The modified FORTRAN program is then compiled and
 
executed. During execution of the modified FORTRAN
 
program, a record is made on a recording tape each
 
time a control point is encountered. 
3) 	 Following execution of the FORTRAN program, FLOW 
processes the recording tape and annotates a copy of 
the original FORTRAN source language program listing 
by placing a number-beside each statement to indicate 
the number of times the statement was executed. A list­
ing of pseudo-number pairs is generated which-comprises 
the-Trace and depicts the program flow. A quantitative 
analysis is made of the number of statements exercised 
.... 	 versus the total number of operable statements. 
-INPUTS",'7 AND ENVIRONMENT 
The 	environmental software required consists of the compiler and 
the operating system. The following must be provided as input to FLOW: 
1) 	 Option control card 
Z) 	 FORTRAN program, in source language form 
" 3) 	 Data submitted 
4) 	 Program and test ID 
5) 	 Name of person responsible for program test 
6) 	 Test inputs. 
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OUTPUTS
 
Three outputs are possible; Trace and Map outputs are optional. 
The Trace output is a summary list of pseudo-statement number 
pairs. Pseudo-numbers are assigned by FLOW. The left number of a A 
pair is that of the statement branched to (entry), and the right is of the 
last statement executed (exit). Each pair thus denotes a block of con­
tiguous FORTRAN statements operated. 
The Map output is a listing of the annotated source program and is 
identical to the source program listing except that: a sequential pseudo- Q 
number appears to the right of each executable FORTRAN statement, 
and a number appears to the immediate right of each pseudo-number, . 
indicating how many times the statement was executed; zero indicates 
that it was not executed. For a logical IF (one-branch IF) statement, 
the right half of the statement is assigned a separate pseudo-number, Al 
and an additional number appears to the right, indicating the number of 
times the right half of the IF statement was executed. 
The Statement-Use-Analysis output is a summary count of the 
statements executed and a total of the statements which could have been 
executed. A test effectiveness ratio is generated by dividing the number 
of statements executed by the total number possible. 
DESCRIPTION OF DEMONSTRATION OUTPUTS 
On the attached pages are the outputs and inputs from a demonstra­
tion run of FLOW. The first three pages describe outputs. 4", 
First is the Statement-Use-Analysis Summary. This output indi­
cates that 19 of a possible 24 statements were executed of 79 percent 
of the total program. This information is used as a quantitative analysis 
of the comprehensiveness of the testing applied. 
Trace output is furnished next. This output indicates the order 
of the FORTRAN statements which were exercised. For instance, the 
Trace output indicates statements "1 through "S" were executed. < " 
Statement "5" is the last half of the one-branch IF statement. The state-A .. 
ment numbers are generated by the FLOW program system. This output * 
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is used for possible program debugngTrac tput is o attei a 
manner which facilitates an analysis of compute? program moalrity 
and may be used to improve the overall logical tructure. 
The Map output indicates the frequency with which each statement' 
was exercised. For instance, statement '119"'was peratedte times. 
Statement "I I" was not operated. This output tolls auser.wh .re.t sting 
.possiblydeficient and also if a tet is optinally designedit & rcise 
the portions of the program of interest. This 'output is especially helpful 
to the user who wishes to optimize program code to reduce executin 
time and does so in program segments receiving heaviest usage., 
Also furnished is a listing of the program outputs fo program 
operation based on inputs listed on the same page. 
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1.0 PURPOSE
 
1.1 	 To define the TRW SystemsfGroup Performance Assurance requirements &',< > 
to subcontractors of Ground Data Handling System (0DHS) software 
for the ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite) Project. 
1.2 	 To provide subcontractors with software guidelines necessary to
 
meet the basic requirements for Performance Assurance management,
 
testing, verification and reporting activities of the subcontract.
 
2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
 
The subcontractor shall provide and maintain a quality assurance plan 
to meet the requirements of the subcontract and be compatible with the,4,,> 
equipment provided in accordance with PAR 700-55. k 
'' 4<"\Xa,> 
An initial version of the plan shall be delivered to TRW Systems at the 
time of Intermediate Software Review (ISR) - which occurs upon completion >Qn 
of the initial design approach. accrdane , 
14 
N>'3.0 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

Configuration Management requirements for software shall be in accordance
 
with TRW Systems Document PAR 700-56 (formally EBC-CMR-001).
 
4.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND TEST PLAN 	 <.:
 
4.1 	 Software Program Development
 
Software packages which are developed for ERTS shall be designed, < K> 
tested, and validated in accordance with the milestone requirements 
as noted in Figure 1 and as defined below: -K 
Milestone A Automatic Data Processing Software (ADPS) Computer 
Design Criteria (TRW) 
Milestone B Implementation Concepts and Preliminary Design Specifi ..- : 5 
cation (computer program development contractor) ' . 
Milestone C ADPS Computer Program Interface Specification (software 
subsystem integration contractor 
Milestone D ADPS Detailed Specification (computer program developer)k< 
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Figure 1. Milestones for the Development of GDHS Software 
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Milestone E ADPS Computer Program Products and Documentation 
(computer program developer) 
Milestone F ADPC Final Software Acceptance Demonstration 
(software subsystem integrator) > 9 5/ 
4.2 	 Test requirements will be established by the use of the contract
 
statement of work and Milestones B and D specifications.
 
The completion and results of all tests must be reported to TRW ,
 
as follows:
 
Preliminary qualification testing at Milestone D ,
 
Final qualification testing prior to acceptance of the CI.
 
All testing activities, including milestone completions
 
4.3 NASA/GSFC and TRW Systems Group ERTS Project Office shall be >,
 
represented at all specified design reviews and shall approve
 
all specifications.
 
5.0 	 SOFTWARE PROBLEM REPORTING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION ->
 
,<...
The subcontractor shall implement a software problem reporting and correc-
tive action system in accordance with the requirements listed below. A M 01,1 
software problem is defined as:
 
A function having no output, incomplete dutput,"or the output values ..
 
exceed established deviations from the expected value.
 
A function failing to interface (link).
0 
o 	 A function execution time exceeding timing constraints. 
5.1 	 Software problem reporting will be initiated on the functional level
 
during first use or sign-off, whichever comes first.
 
5.2 	 The levels of software are defined as follows:
 
" Routine - the smallest collection of serial code which has a
 
recognizable input and output, and performs one or more tasks for j
 
the module.
 
* Module - a series of tasks with a given function. 
Ko Function - a group of computer programs working together to 
perform a major task as defined in the function-level specification ,­
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